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TELEVISION 

SETS, 

RECEIVERS 

AND 

TRANSMITTERS 

Television Sets, Receivers and Short Wave Transmitters 
are expensive to acquire and you no doubt highly 
prize your installation. Apart from the value of your 
Set, you might be held responsible should injury be 
caused by a fault in the Set, or injury or damage 
by your Aerial collapsing. 

A "Scottish" special policy for Television Sets, 
Receivers and Short Wave Transmitters provides the 
following cover: 

{a) Loss or damage to installation (including in the 
case of Television Sets the Cathode Ray Tube) 
by Fire, Explosion, Lightning, Theft or Accidental 
External Means at any private dwelling-house. 

{b) (i) Legal Liability for bodily injury to Third 
Parties or damage to their property arising 
out of the breakage or collapse of the Aerial 
Fittings or Mast, or through any defect in 
the Set. Indemnity £10,000 any one accident. 

(ii) Damage to your property or that of your 
landlord arising out of the breakage or 
collapse of the Aerial Fittings or Mast, but 
not exceeding £500. 

The cost of Cover (a) is 5/- a year for Sets worth £50 
or less, and for Sets valued at more than £50 the 
cost is in proportion. Cover {b) (i) and (ii) costs only 
216 a. year if taken with Cover (a), or 5/— if taken alone. 

Why not BE PRUDENT AND INSURE your 
installation—it is well worth while AT THE VERY 
LOW COST INVOLVED. If you write to the 
Corporation's Office a proposal will be submitted for 
completion. 

Write for full details, quoting reference 5304, to:— 

THE MANAGER 

SCOTTISH INSURANCE CORPORATION LTD., 

66-67 CORNHILL, LONDON E.C.2 
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QUALITY-TESTED PAKS 
NOW EVEN MORE FOR YOUR MONEY 
2 Drift Trans. 2NI225 Germ. PNP 100 Mc/s. . 6 Matched Trans. OC44/45/81/8ID   10 16 Red Spot AF Trans. PNP   10 16 White Spot RF Trans. PNP  10 5 Silicon Rects. 3 A 100-400 PIV   2 10 A Silicon Rects. 100 PIV   2 OCI39 Trans. NPN Switching   10 I 12 A SCR 100 PIV   3 Sil. Trans. 2S303 PNP  12 Assorted Computer Diodes  10 1 4 NPN Mcd. Speed Switching Trans  10 10 4 Zener Diodes 250 mW 3-12 V 5 2G4I7 Trans. Eqvt. AFI 17  3 200 Mc/s Sil. Trans. NPN BSY26/27 . . . 2 Bi-directional Trans. ASY66 PNP  3 Zener Diodes 400 mW 33 V 5% Tol.. , . 4 High Current Trans. OC42 Eqvt  2 Power Transistors I OC26 I OC35  5 Silicon Rects. 400 PIV 250 mA   4 OC75 Transistors Mullard Typ?  3 NPN Silicon Trans. 70 Mc/s  1 Power Trans. OC20 100 V  4 OA202 Sil. Diodes Sub-min   2 Low Noise Trans. NPN 2N929/30   1 Sil. Trans. NPN VCB 100 ZT86  8 OAS I Diodes (CV448)   4 OC72 Transistors Mullard Type  4 OC77 Transistors Mullard Type  5 Metal Alloy Transistors Mat Type   4 Sil. Rects. 400 PIV 500 mA  5 GET884 Trans. Eqvt. OC44  5 GET883 Trans. Eqvt. OC45  2 GET20 Germ. PNP Trans, with Heat-sink . 10 3 VHF Sil. Epoxy Trans. NPN 100 Mc/s   10 2 2N708 Sil. Trans. 300 Mc/s NPN   5 GT4I/45 Germ. Trans. PNP Eqvt OC7I , 3 GT3 I LF Low Noise Germ. Trans. PNP . . 6 IN9I4 Sil. Diodes 75 PIV 75 mA   8 OA95 Germ. Diodes Sub-min IN69  3 NPN Germ. Trans. NKT773 Eqvt. ACI30. 2 OC22 Power Trans. Germ  2 OC25 Power Trans. Germ  2 OC73 Mullard Trans  4 AC 128 Trans. PNP High Gam   2 AC 127/128 Comp. pair PNP/NPN   10 Assorted Gold Bonded Diodes  
C D C C One 10 - Pack of roar own choice C R P C ' rvt-1- free with orden ralued £4 or over ' ^ ^ 
6 TK22C Germ. Switching Trans  3 2N I 307 PNP Switching Trans  10 | 20 Germ. Diodes General Purpose   IC 7 CG62H Germ. Diodes Eqvt. OA7I  10 3 AFI 16 Mullard Type Trans  10 12 Assorted Germ. Diodes Marked  IC I 30 Amp Power Rectifier 100 PIV   10 4 ACI26 Germ. PNP Trans  5 I Amp Germ. Rect. 200 PIV   I ORP6I Photo-conductive cell   4 Silicon Rects. 100 PIV 750 mA  10 3 AFI 17 Trans. Mullard Type  10 7 OC8I Type Trans  10 3 OCI7I Trans. Mullard Type   IC 3 2N2926 Sil. Epoxy Trans  7 OC71 Type Trans  , 2 GET9 Power Trans. 60 VcB. 8 A  [ 25 Trans. Heatsinks fit TOI8. SOI2. etc  1 TK400A Power Germ. Trans. ADY22 . . . 2 2S70I Sil. Trans. Texas   IC 2 BFYI6 Sil. Trans. STC   10 2 Zeners Z2AI50F. 15 V I watt  10 3 BCY43 Sil. Trans. 100 m/cs  3 12 Volt Zeners 400 mW   2 GET57I Germ. Trans. OC28  2 10 A 600 PIV Sil. Rects. IS425R  15 3 BCI08 Sil. NPN High Gain Trans  2 Zener Diodes 25 W 18 and 22 V   15 1 2N9I0 NPN Sil. Trans. VCBI00 80Mc/s  15 2 1000 PIV Sil. Rect. 15 A RS3I0 AF   3 High Volt. AF Trans. PNP ACYI7   15 3 BSY95A Sil. Trans. NPN 200 Mc/s   3 OC200 Sil. Trans. Mullard  15 2 Sil. Power Rects. BYZI3   I Sil. Power Trans. NPNI00 Mc/s TK20IA .. 15 6 Zener Diodes 3-15 V Sub-min   1 2NI 132 PNP Epitaxial Planar Sil. Trans  15 2 2N697 Epitaxial Planar Trans. S.I  15 4 Germ Power Trans. Eqvt. OCI6 Mullard . 1 Unijunction Trans. 2N2646 Eqvt. D5E29 . . . 15 2 Sil. Trans. 200 Mc/s 60Vcb ZT83/84   I Sil. Planar Trans. NPN 100 Mc/s BSY25 .... 15 1 Sil. Trans. ISI04 150 Mc/s HFE 200 NPN ... 15 2 SCRs 50 PIV I A TO-5 can   I Tunnel Diode IN3720 (TD5) G.E  15 1 .Unijunction Trans. 2N2I60 TO-5 can G.E. . 2 Sii. Rects. 5 A 400 PIV Stud Type  2 Germ. Power Trans. OC28/29   I 10 A Sil. Stud Rect. 800 PIV   1 Tunnel Diode AEYI I 1050 Mc/s STC  15 2 2N27I2 Sil. Epoxy Planar HFE225 max  15 I 2N 1257 PNP Sil. Planar TO-5 can   15 I Sil. Power Trans. NPN 2S72I 85 W  6 BYI00 Type Sil. Rects  20 25 Sil. and Germ. Trans. Mixed all Marked New 

MANY NEW PAK ITEMS 

ANOTHER CROWNING SUCCESS — 

DEVICES Mullard 
AT FRACTIONAL PRICES 
NEW SILICON RECTIFIERS TESTED 
PIV 750 mA 3 AMP 10 AMP 30 AMP 

50 21- 3/- 4/6 9/6 
100 2/3 3/6 61- 15/- 
200 2/6 4/6 6/6 20/- 300 3/- 4/9 81- 22/- 400 3/6 6/- 9/- 25/- 500 4/- 6/6 9/6 30/- 600 4/3 71- 10/- 37/- 800 4/9 81- 15/- 40/- 1000 6/- 10/- 17/6 50/- 

750 mA TOP-HAT TYPE 3. 10 and 30 A STUD TYPE 
SCR's (THYRISTORS) LOWEST PRICE YET LARGEST RANGE EVER 

1 AMP 7 AMP 16 AMP 30 AMP PIV (TO-5 can) (STUD) (STUD) (STUD) 25 — 7/6 — 30/- 50 7/6 8/6 10/6 35/- 100 8/6 10/- 15/- 45/- 200 12/6 15/- 20/- 55/- 300 15/- 20/- 25/- — 
400 17/6 25/- 40/- 35/- 80/- 500 — 45/- 95/- 600 — 40/- 50/- 

TRANSISTOR MANUAL by g e 
CIRCUITS. APPLICATIONS, 
CHARACTERISTICS. THEORY. 30/- 

EACH P.P. 2 6 

INC. L A. S.C.R's. G.T. SWITCHES. THEORY. RATINGS, APPLICATIONS. 
S.C.R. MANUAL BY G.E. 

★ VALUE PACKS for '67 ^ NEW UNTESTED * 
120 GERM. SUB-MIN DIODES 10/" 

50 mixed transistors 10/. 

16 « RECTIFIERS 10/- TOP-HAT 1 
20 miaxleldtvySIsts ZENERS 10/- 
25 K™ TRANSISTORS 10/- 

10 SILICON RECT. 10/- 

75 D'/Ides GOLD-BONDED 10/- 

30 
p™ TRANSISTORS 10/- silicon I 

60 ss DIODES 10/- 

40 SiU TOP HAT 10/- MIXED ' 
20 ce/MaTPTO RECTIFIERS 10/- 300 PIV ' 
40 ocl, TRANSISTORS 10/- AC 128 ' 
10 5V0

A
0npv SCR's 20/- 

AFI 17  3/6 AF 139  10/- AFZI2  10/- BC107   6/- BCI08   51- BFY50  10/- BFY5I   7/6 BFY52  10/- OA5  1/9 . OA9  1/10 OA 10   1/9 OA47   21- OA70   1/3 OA79   1/9 OA8I   1/6 OA91   1/3 OA 182  1/6 OA200  21- OA202  3/6 OC44   1/9 OC45   1/9 OC7I   2/3 I OC73    21- OC76   .. 3/ OC8ID   2/3 OC82D   2/3 OCI70  2/6 OC200  4/- OC20I  7/6 ORPI2  8/6 
ALL BRAND NEW ★ 
AND GUARANTEED 

"INTEGRATEDl 
CIRCUITS"! 

8 LEAD —EPOXY CASE 
RT//L MICROLOGIC 
fi L 900 "Buffer" I9/6| 
^ L 914 "Gate" I9/6| 
/t L 923 "J.K." 35/ 

(FLIP-FLOP) 
COMPLETE DATA AND CIRCUITS SEND 1/4. OR FREE WITH ALL IC « ORDERS 

Our vast stocks change daily with hundreds of Semi- conductor bargains becoming available. Just send 2/6 to cover 3 months mailing of our latest stock lists, eqvt. charts, circuits, etc. 
Minimum Order 10/-. CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE. Add I/- postage and packing per Order. GUARANTEED by return postal service. Overseas add extra for Airmail. 

BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS 
8 RADNOR HOUSE,93-97 REGENT ST., 
LONDON W.I. 

BI 
PRK 

m 

KING OF THE PAKS 
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HI-FI AMPLIFIERS TUNERS RECORD PLAYERS 

3+3W 
STEREO 

AMP. 
S-33H 

10W 
POWER 

AMP. 
MA-12 

10W POWER AMPLIFIER. Model MA-12. 10W output, wide fVeq. range, 
low distortion. For use with control unit. Kit £12.18.0 Assembled £16.18.0 
STEREO CONTROL UNIT. Model USC-1. Ideal for use with the MA-12 
power amplifiers. Push button selection, ganged controls, rumble and variable 
low-pass filters. Kit £19.19.0 Assembled £27.5.0 
DE LUXE STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model S-33H. 3+3 watt output with 
two-tone grey perspex panel, and higher sensitivity necessary to accept the Decca 
Deram pick-up. Kit £15.17.6 Assembled £21.7.6 
HI-FI STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model S-99. 9+9W output. Ganged controls. 
Stereo/Mono gram., radio and tape inputs. Push-button selection. Printed circuit 
construction. Kit £28.9.6 Assembled £38.9.6 
TRANSISTOR PA/GUITAR AMPLIFIER, PA-2. 20W amplifier. Four inputs. 
Variable tremolo. New Low Price Kit £39.19.0 Assembled £54.10,0 
SOW VALVE PA/GUITAR AMP., PA-1. Kit £54.15.0 Assembled £74.0.0 

Z0 + 20W 
STEREO 

AMP. 
AA-22U 

GARRARD 
PLAYER 

AT-60 

TRANSISTOR MIXER. Model TM-1. A must for the tape enthusias t 
Four channels. Battery operated. Similar styling to Model AA-22U 
Amplifier. With cabinet. Kit £11.16.6 Assembled £16.17.6 

20+20W TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER. Model AA-22U. 
Outstanding performance and appearance. Kit £39.10.0 (less cabinet).. 
Assembled £57.10.0 Attractive walnut veneered cabinet £2.5.0 extra. 

GARRARD AUTO/RECORD PLAYER. Model AT-60. 
less cartridge £14.12.10 With Decca Deram pick-up £19.7.4 inch P.T. 
Many other Garrard models available, ask for Lists. 

HI-FI MONO AMPLIFIER. Model MA-5. A general purpose 5W 
Amplifier, with inputs for Gram., Radio. Attractive modem styling. 

Kit £11.9.6 Assembled £15.15.0 

OAYSTROM 
ENJOY YOURSELF AND SAVE MONEY 
Finished models provide years of superlative performances 

INSTRUMENTS 

3" LOW-PRICED SERVICE OSCILLOSCOPE. Model OS-2. Compact size 5" X 7|" X 12" deep. 
Wt. only QJlb. "Y" bandwidth 2 c/s-3 Mc/s ±3dB. 
Sensitivity lOOmV/cm. T/B 20 c/s-200 kc/s in four 
ranges, fitted mu-metal CRT Shield. Modern 
functional styling. 

Kit £23.18.0 Assembled £31.18.0 
5" GEN-PURPOSE OSCILLOSCOPE. Model 
10-12U. An outstanding model with professional 
specification and styling. "Y" bandwidth 3 c/s-4.5 
Mc/s ±3dB. T/B 10 c/s-500 kc/s. 

Kit £35.17.6 Assembled £45.15.0 
DE LUXE LARGE-SCALE VALVE VOLT- 
METER. .Model IM-I3U. Circuit and speci- 
fication based on the well-known model V-7A but 
with many worth-while refinements. 6" Ernest 
Turner meter. Unique gimbal bracket allows 
operation of instrument in many positions. Modern 
styling. Kit £18.18.0 Assembled £26.18.0 

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR. Model AG-9U. 10 c/s 
to 100 kc/s, switch selected. Distortion less than 0.1%, 
10V sine wave output metered in volts and dB's. 

Kit £23.15.0 Assembled £31.15.0 

VALVE VOLTMETER. Model V-7A. 7 voltage ranges 
d.c. volts to 1,500. A.c. to 1,500 r.m.s. and 4,000 peak 
to peak. Resistance 0.1 D to 1,000M Q with internal battery. 
D.c. input resistance HMD. dB measurement, has centre- 
zero scale. Complete with test prods, leads and standardising 
battery. Kit £13.18.6 Assembled £19.18.6 
MULTIMETER. Model MM-1U. Ranges 0-1.5V to 
1,500V a.c. and d.c.; ISO^A to 15A d.c.; 0.2 Q to 20M Q. 
4+' SOpA meter. Kit £12.18.0 Assembled £18.11.6 

R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR. Model RF-1U. 
Up to 100 Mc/s fundamental and 200 Mc/s on 
harmonics. Up to lOOmV output. 

Kit £13.18.0 Assembled £20.8.0 
SINE/SQUARE GENERATOR. Model 
IG-82U. Freq. range 20 c/s-1 Mc/s in 5 bands 
less than 0.5% sine wave dist. less than 0.15[i. 
sec. sq. wave rise time. 

Kit £25.15.0 Assembled £37.15.0 

« • 
OS-2 

" v* -- 

IM-13U 

V-7A 

RF-1U 

IG-82U 

VISIT THE HEATHKIT CENTRE Telephone No. 01-636-7349 
233 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. LONDON W.1 

Open Monday to Friday, 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m. 

Complete your motoring pleasure with this 
outstanding CAR RADIO, Modelcr-i 

Will give you superb LW and MW enter- 
tainment wherever you drive. Tastefully 
styled to harmonise with any car colour 
scheme. Available for your convenience in 
two separate parts, RF Amp. Kit £1.13.6 
inch P.T. IF/AF Amp. Kit £11.3.6. 

Total Price Kit (excl. Loudspeaker) £12.17.0 inch P.T. 
8" X 5" Loudspeaker £1.16.1 inch P.T. 

TRANSISTOR RADIOS 
"OXFORD" LUXURY PORTABLE. 
Model UXR-2. Specially designed for use 
as a domestic, car or personal portable 
receiver. Many features, including solid 
leather case. Kit £14.18.0 inch P.T. 
TRANSISTORPORTABLE.ModelUXR-1. 
Pre-aligned I.F. transformers, printed circuit. 
Covers L.W. and M.W. Has 7" X 4" loud- 
speaker. Real hide case.  Kit £12.11.0 inch P.T. 
JUNIOR EXPERIMENTAL WORKSHOP 
Model EW-1. More than a toy! Will make 
over 20 exciting electronic devices, incl: 
Radios, Burglar Alarms, etc. 72 page Manual. 
The ideal present ! Kit £7.13.6 inch P.T. 

UXR-2 

UXR-1 

STEREO TRANSISTOR FM TUNER 
(Mono version also available) 

14 transistor, 5 diode circuit. Tuning 
range 88-108 Mcc/s. Designed to match 
the AA-22U Amplifier. Available in sep- 
arate units, can be built for a total price. 

Kit (Stereo) £24.18.0 inch P.T. 
Kit (Mono) £20.19.0 incl. P.T. 

Cabinet extra £2.5.0. 

WE ARE EXHIBITING IN LONDON AT THE 
INTERNATIONAL RADIO COMMUNICATIONS SHOW 

Royal Horticultural New Hall 
SEPT. 27-30th, 1967, STAND 18 

COME ALONG AND SEE US THERE 
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TAPE AMPLIFIERS 

STEREO FM DECODER TUNER SD-1 FM-4U 

TAPE DECKS CONTROL UNITS 

HI-FI FM TUNER. Model FM-4U. Available in two units. R.F. 
tuning unit (£2.15.0 incl. P.T.) with I.E. output of 10.7 Mc/s, and I.E. 
amplifier unit, with power supply and valves (£13.13.0). May be used 
free standing or in a cabinet. Total Kit £16.8.0 
(Multiplex adapter available, as extra.) 
HI-FI AM/FM TUNER. Model AFM-1. Available in two units which, 
for your convenience, are sold separately. Tuning heart (AFM-T1— 
£4.13.6 incl. P.T.) and I.E. amplifier (AFM-A1—£22.11.6). Printed 
circuit board, 8 valves. Covers L.W., M.W., S.W., and F.M. Built-in 
power supply. Total Kit £27.5.0 
(Multiplex adapter available, as extra.) 
STEREO DECODER. Model SD-1. Converts FM Mono receivers to 
stereo at low-cost. Styled to match Heathkit models FM-4U and AFM-1 
Tuners. Kit £8.10.0 Assembled £12.5.0 

TRUVOX 
DECK %*■- AM/FM 

TUNER 

MAGNAVOX "363" TAPE DECK. The finest buy in its price range. Operating 
speeds: IJ", 3J" and p.s. Two tracks, "wow" and "flutter" not greater than 
0.15% at 71'P.s. £13.10.0 
TRUVOX D106 TAPE DECKS. High quality stereo/mono tape decks. D106, 
i track, £39.15.0 D108, 1 track, £39.15.0 
TAPE RECORDING/PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER 
Mono Model TA-IM kit £19.18.0 Assembled £28.18.0 
Stereo Model TA-IS kit £25.10.0 Assembled £35.18.0 

HI-FI CABINETS. Models available for example: Malvem Kit £18 10 
incl. P.T. Gloucester Kit £18.10.0 incl. P.T. 
MONO CONTROL UNIT. Model UMC-1. Designed to work with the MA-12 
or similar amplifier requiring 0.25V or less for full output. 5 inputs. Baxandall 
type controls. Kit £9.2.6 Assembled £14.2.6 

Build Britain's Best Electronic Kits 
No special Kit-building skills or Electronic Knowledge required 

New! Portable Stereo Record Player, SRP-i 
Automatic playing of 16, 33, 45 and 
78 rpm records. All transistor— 
cool instant operation. Dual LP/78 
stylus. Plays mono or stereo 
records. Suitcase portability. De- 
tachable speaker enclosure for best 
stereo effect. Two 8in x Sin. special 
loudspeakers. For 220-250V a*c. 
mains operation. Overall cabinet 
size 15-|V a 3| z lO^in. 

Compact, economical stereo and mono record playing for the whole 
Family—plays anything from the Beatles to Bartok. All solid-state 
circuitry gives room filling volume. 
KIT £27.15.0 Assembled price on request. 

SSU-1 

Heathkit s-r 

|p- 

40 jUS 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEM, Model SSU-1 
Ducted-port bass reflex cabinet in the white; Two 
speakers, vertical or horizontal models with legs. 
KIT £12.12.0, without legs, KIT £11.17.6 
incl. PT. 

AVON MINI SPEAKER SYSTEM 
ey Bass, Sf Treble speakers and crossover unit. 
Kit £4.18.0 incl. PT. Beautiful. Walnut veneered 
fully-finished cabinet, £8.18.0, Total price Kit 
£13.16.0 incl. PT. 

Send for this 
Catalogue . .. 

.. . it's FREE! 
36 pages packed with Britain's 
largest selection of electronic Kits. 
Mail coupon or write: 
DAYSTROM LTD., Dept. RC-9 
GLOUCESTER. Tel. 20217. 

GC-1U 

RG-1 

"AMATEUR" EQUIPMENT 
THE "MOHICAN" GENERAL COVER- 
AGE RECEIVER. Model GC-1U. With 
4 piezo-electric transfilters, variable tuned 
B.F.O. and Zener diode stabiliser, this is 
an excellent fully transistorised general 
purpose receiver for Amateur and Short 
wave listeners. Printed circuits, telescopic 
aerial, tuning meter and large slide-rule dial. 

Kit £37.17.6 Assembled £45.17.6 
AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER. Model 
RA-1. To cover all the Amateur Bands 
from 160—10 metres. Many special features, 
including: half-lattice crystal filter; 8 valves; 
signal strength "S" meter; tuned R.F. 
Amp. stage. 

Kit £39.6.6 Assembled £52.10.0 
160-10M TRANSMITTER. Model DX- 
100U. Careful design has achieved high 
performance and stability. Completely self- 
contained. 

Kit £81.10.0 Assembled £106.15.0 
COMMUNICATIONS TYPE RECEIVER. Model 
RG-1. A high performance, low cost receiver for the 
discriminating listener. Frequency coverage: 600 kc/s- 
1.5 Mc/s and 1.7 Mc/s-32 Mc/s. 

Kit £39.16.0 Assembled £53.0.0 

Low-cost 3 + 3W Transistor Stereo Amplifier, TS-23 
Incorporating all the essential features 
for good quality sound reproduction 
from record, radio and other sources. 
16 Transistor, 4 diode circuit. Good 
frequency response 6 position selector 
switch. Modem slim line styling. 

Kit (less cabinet) £17.15.0 
Kit (with handsome finished cabinet) £18.19.0 

~1 

r 

To DAYSTROM LTD., GLOUCESTER 
Please send me FREE BRITISH CATALOGUE 
Please send me details of models G □ 

I 
NAME   
ADDRESS 

Please send a 
Catalogue to my 
friend 
Name   
Address 

I 

RC-9 | RC-9 
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Sinclair 

LOUDSPEAKER 

FROM 

SINCLAIR 

■ POWER HANDLING CAPACITY 
IN EXCESS OF 14 WATTS 

■ 15 OHMS IMPEDANCE 

■ IDEAL WITH THE Z.12 

SINCLAIR 

HI-FI QUALITY AT A WONDERFUL PRICE 

• ACOUSTICALLY CONTOURED SOUND CHAMBER 
• WIDE ANGLE OF SOUND DISPERSION 
• BRILLIANT TRANSIENT RESPONSE 
• ALL-BRITISH DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 
CONSTRUCTION 
The seamless sound, or pres- 
sure chamber and mounting 
baffle are of special high- 
density ultra-low resonance 
materials made possible by 
modern bonding and processing 
techniques. 
LOADING 
The Sinclair Q.14 will com- 
fortably accept loading in 
excess of 28 watts music power. 
Using the Q.14 in module 
formation (a unique Sinclair 
facility) enables a very powerful 
system to be built up. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE As tests by an independent 
laboratory prove, remarkably 
smooth response is maintained 
between 60 and 15,000 c/s. 

DRIVER UNIT 
This specially designed unit 
having exceptionally high com- 
pliance uses a massive 11,000 
gauss ceramic magnet and 
aluminium speech coil 
CONTOURED PRESSURE 
CHAMBER 
The shape and proportions of 
the sealed sound or pressure 
chamber have been determined 
mathematically. Connections 
are marked for correct phasing. 
SIZE AND STYLING 
The Sinclair Q.14 measures 
9|in. square on its front by 
4Jin. deep. A separate base for 
free standing position is pro- 
vided as well as a template for 
wall or flush mounting. A neat 
solid aluminium bar inset is 
used to embellish the front. 

THE SINCLAIR Q.14 is an entirely new sound re- 
producer designed and developed in Sinclair Radionics' 
Cambridge Laboratories. The application of fundamentally 
proven acoustic principles and the use of new materials 
has resulted in exceptionally good standards of per- 
formance. The uniquely formed pressure chamber allows 
the instrument to be used free-standing, in corner or 
flush mounted, for example in order to take full advan- 
tage of the surroundings in which it will be used. Its size 
and form make the Q.14 far more adaptable in use than 
conventionally styled cabinets. At the same time, this 
Sinclair Loudspeaker presents a functionally elegant 
appearance whether used singly, in stereo or in a multiple 
assembly. In performance, the Q.14 compares to advantage 
with loudspeakers costing four or more times its price. 

£6.19.6 

SEND FOR YOURS TODAY 
Your money will be refunded if not 
satisfied. 

m m 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 NEWMARKET ROAD 

CAMBRIDGE. OCA3-52946 
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SINCLAIR Z.I2 

INTEGRATED 12 WATT 

AMPLIFIER AND PRE-AMP 
For size alone, the Z.12 marks an important advance 
in quality design, for its amazing compactness opens 
up exciting new vistas in amplifier housing and applica- 
tion. Combined with this are fantastic power and 
superb quality which can provide an effortless output 
of 12 watts R.M.S. continuous sine wave from the 
unique eight transistor circuit used. Basically intended 
as the heart of any good mono or stereo hi-fi system, 
the size and efficiency of this Sinclair unit make it 
equally useful for a car radio (with the Micro-6 for 
example), a high quality radio with the Micro FM, 
in a guitar, P.A. or intercom system, etc. Other 
applications are certain to suggest themselves to 
constructors. The manual included with the Z.12 
details mono and stereo tone and volume control 
circuits by which inputs can be matched (and switched 
in) to the pre-amp. The size, performance and price 
of the Z.12 all favour the constructor seeking the 
finest in transistorised audio reproduction—it is in 
fact today's finest buy in top grade high fidelity. 

SINCLAIR MICRO FM 
COMBINED FM TUNER S RECEIVER 

Less than 3" x 1x 
and professional in every 
way, 7 transistor FM using 
pulse counting discrimin- 
ator for superb audio 
quality. Low I.F. makes 
alignment unnecessary. 
Tunes 88-108 Mc/s. The 
telescopic aerial suffices 
for good reception in all 
but poorest areas. Signal 
to noise ratio —30dB at 30 
microvolts. Takes stand- 
ard 9 v. battery. One out- 
let feeds to amplifier or 
recorder, the other al- 
lows set to be used as a 
pocket portable. Brushed 
and polished aluminium 
front, spun aluminium 
dial. A fascinating set to 

Complete kit inc. aerial, lO C 
cose, earpiece and in- IM Q 
structions. w 

SINCUIR MICRO-6 i 
The world's smallest radio 

Unequalled for power, selectivity 
and quality. Six stage M.W. 
receiver. 2 R.F. amplification, 
double diode detector, 3 stage 
A.F. amplifier, A.G.C., etc. The 
Micro-6 is completely self-contained 
in white, gold and black case, 14/5" 
x 13/io" x 1/2//. Plays anywhere. 
Easy to build. Complete kit of parts 
with earpiece and instructions. 
FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS 
^IJADAIOTpC If you are not completely satisfied when you receive your purchase from ^ *- USi your money will be refunded at once in full and without question. 

w*- ■ 

12 WATTS R.M.S. OUTPUT ?T™KrE WflVE 

15 WATTS R.M.S. MUSIC POWER (30 WATTS PEAK) 
Ultra-linear class B output and 15 ohm loads. Two 3 ohm 
generous neg. feed back. speakers may be used in parallel. 

★ Response—15 to 50,000 c/s ★ Input—2mV into 2K ohms. 
±1dB- * Signal to noise ratio—better ■jc Output suitable for 3, 7.5 and than 60dB. 

Built, tested 
and 

guaranteed. 

89/6 

HM 

SLJ* 

SINCLAIR STEREO 25 
A NEW DE-LUXE PRE-AMPLIFIER AND CONTROL UNIT 

Designed specially to obtain the very 
finest results used with two Sinclair 
Z,12's for stereo. The best quality com- 
ponents, individually tested before 
acceptance, are used in its construction, 
whilst the overall appearance of this 
compact de-luxe pre-amp and control 
unit reflects the professional elegance 
which characterises all Sinclair designs. 
The front panel is in solid brushed and 
polished aluminium with beautifully 
styled solid aluminium knobs. Mounting 
BUILT, TESTED 

AND 
GUARANTEED £9.19.6 

is simple, and the PZ.3 will comfortably 
power the Stereo 25 together with two 
Z.12's. When fitted, the Sinclair 25 
will grace any type of hi-fi furniture. 
Frequency response 25 c/s to 30 kc/s 
±1dB connected to two Z.ll's. 
Sensitivity Mic. 2m V into 50kQ; 
P.U. —3mV into SOkQ: Radio —20mV 
into 4.7kQ. Equalisation correct to 
within ±1dB on R1AA curve from 
50 to 20,000 c/s. Size 6^" X 2i" X 2i" 
plus knobs. 

A HI-FI STEREO ASSEMBLY FOR £22.18.0 
All you require is one Stereo 25 Unit (£9.19.6) two Z.I2*s (£8.19.0) and one PZ.3 (£3.19.6). As an optional extra, you could include the Micro FM (£5.19.6). 

■■n Transistorised mains power unit SINCLAIR specially designed for Z.12. 70/1% Will power two Z.^'s and Stereo I J w 25 with ease. PZ.3 

SINCLAIR PRICE AND 
PRODUCT REMINDER 
Q.14 Loudspeaker £6.19.6 
Micromatic Kit 59/6 
Micromatic ready built 79/6 
Micro FM Kit £5/19/6 
Z.12 Amplifier 89/6 
Stereo 25 Pre-amp. £9/19/6 
PZ.3 Mains power unit 79/6 

r 

i 
i 

L 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 
Please send 

NAME   
ADDRESS 

for which I enclose cash/cheque/money order 
value £ s d. RC.9 
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Fast MaUOrder for the Amateur Radio in thus fast! 

AERIAL EQUIPMENT 
TWIN FEEDER. 300 ohm twin ribbon 
feeder similar K25, 8d. per yard. 75 ohm 
twin feeder, 6d. per yard. Post on above 
feeders and cable, 2/- any length. 
COPPER WIRE. 14G, H/D, 140 ft., 
30/-; 70ft., 16/-. Post and packing 3/3. 
Other lengths pro rata. 
FEEDER SPREADERS. 6/, Ceramic type 
F.S., lOd. each. Postage 2/6 up to 12. 
CERAMIC CENTRE PIECE for dipoles, 
Type AT, 1/6 each. P. & P. 1/-. 

METRE BEAM, 5 ELEMENT W.S. 
YAGI. Complete in box with 1" to 
2i/, masthead bracket. Price 56/-, 
P. & P. 4/-. 
SUPER AERAXIAL. 70/80 ohm coax. 
300 watt very low loss, 2/3 per yard. 50 
ohm 300 watt, 2/6 per yard. P. & P. 2/6. 
TOUGH POLYTHENE LINE, type ML1 (1001b.), 2d. per yd. or 12/6 per 
100 yds. Type ML2 (220lb.), 4d. per yd. 
or 25/- per 100 yds., ML4 (400lb.), 6d. 
per yd. ideal for Guys, L.W. Supports, 
Halyards, etc. Postage 1/6 on all line. 

MIDLAND AGENTS FOR 

EDDYSTONE 

Receivers & Components 

Transmitters, Receivers and 
Sundry Equipment by 

# KW ELECTRONICS 

# HALSON 

# T.W. ELECTRONICS 

# CODAR RADIO 

# PARTRIDGE 

NEW BOXED VALVES 
3/6 each, A for 10/-. P. & P. 2/-. 

TYPES 
6N7GT 6SF7 6AB7 6SH7 
6AC7 6F7 6SK7 956 
6K7 U.10 MSP4 6G 

ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS, 3.00 to 35.00 Mc/s in 3 Switched Bands. 3.5, 
7, 14, 21 and 28 Mc/s. Ham Bands marked 
on scale. Complete with indicator bulb. 
A MUST for any Ham Shack. ONLY 25/- 
EACH. Post free. 
SHADED POLE MOTORS. Suitable 
for fans or blowers, 240 volts 50 c/s. 12/6 
each. P. & P. 3/-. 
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. All 
brass with ceramic end plates and ball 
race bearings. 50pF, 5/9; 100, 6/6; 
160, 7/6; 240, 8/6. Extension for ganging. 
P. & P. 21-. 
SEALED RELAYS, 12v. 105^ Coil 
Type A. 4 Pole, C.O. 15/-. Type B.2 
Pole, C.O. + 2 Pole Norm, on, 12/6, 
P. & P. 1/6. 

iWrEUM/Wfl 
CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD. 

The Widest Range in the Midlands 

★ HIRE PURCHASE ChaS. H. YOUNG Ltd. 

* PART EXCHANGE 
At your service G2AK, G3LAY, G3VFV 
Please print your address. No. C.O.D. under £1. 'phone 021-236 1635 

170-172 Corporation Street, 
Birmingham 4 

DISTRIBUTED 
SEMICONDUCTORS exclusively by 

Bi-PRE-PAK LTD., DEPT. E. 
222-224 WEST ROAD. WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA. ESSEX 
PHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 46344 

NEW FROM THE U.S.A. 
"TEXAS" Integrated Circuits 

SN7360 
SN7430 
SN7302 
F.E.T'S. 
2N3822 

Quadruple 2 Input Nand/Nor Gate 8 Input positive Nand Gate Dual J-K Flip-Flop with pre-set 
Field Effect Transistors 

'N' Channel 4-lead 

19/6 
21/6 
35/- 

15/- 
No. Al. A2. A3. A9. 
A15. Bl. B2. 
B3. 
B5. 
B6. 

B9. BIO. B44. B2I. B42. C2. C4. 
C31. C32. 
Die. 

PRICE 6—Silicon rectifiers BY 100 type 20/- 10—Relays mixed types and voltages 20/- 20—M.ixed marked and tested trans. 20/- 1—2N 174 real power trans. 80V I SOW   20/- 2—Power Comp. Pair. ADI6I/2 20/- 50—Unmarked untested, trans., new 10/- 4—Solar cells, inc. Book of Instruc- tions   10/- 4—OAS gold bonded, diodes Mul- lard   10/- 7—Matched set. OC44, 45/81D/81 + diode  10/- 15—Red spot AF. trans, or white spot RF   10/- 2—Power trans. OC26/35 type ... 10/- I—Light sensitive cell, ORPI2 type 91- 10—50V trans, germ. PNP latest type 10/- 1—Tunnel diode, AEYI 1, 1050 Mc/s 10/- 2—Sil. recs. 10 amp., 50-100 PIV ... 10/- 5—Switching trans. TK22C STC ... 10/- I —Uni junction, 2N2160 or 2N2646 15/- 2—RF power trans., OC22 and BUYII   15/- 4—Sil. recs. 800 PIV J amp. top hat 15/- 2—Power trans. TK400A/NKT404 VCB64 IC 8 amp  15/- I—ORP60 type light sensitive cell 5/- 

WHYWASIE MONEY 
ON UNTESTED PACKS7 
OF semiconductors! 

ALL THESE PRE-PAKS ARE TESTED AND GUARANTEED 

40 PN
S!3

N TRANSISTORS 10/- 25 NPI^o
0
n

M" TRANSISTORS 10/- 
40 sub.^. DIODES 10/- 10 silicTo,np7H0at

mA RECTIFIERS 10/- 
40 sSn TRANSISTORS 10/- 40 Tol^sfCAN TRANSISTORS 10/- 
75 DIODES 10/- 5 VOTOO'F'IV" STUD RECS. 10/- 

GENUINE TRANSIS1 
OC45 IF transistor ^9 

"ORS NOT REMARKS 
Qyy9 Equal to OAS 

Osc. transistor Power transistor 7/A (better than OC35) '/0 

TRANSISTORS AC 107 AC 126 AC 127 AC 128 ACYI7 AFI 14 ... AFI 15 ... AFI 16 ... AFI 17 ... AFI 18 ... AFI 19 ... AFI78 ... ASY66 BCZI I... BFY50 ... 

PRICE ... 6/- BSY25 ... 2/6 BSY26 ... 2/6 BSY27 ... 3/- BSY28 ... 5/- BSY29 ... 4/- BSY95A .. ... 3/- OC4I ... 3/- OC7I ... 4/- OC72 ... 3/6 OC73 3/6 OC8I ... 10/- OC8ID .. ... 11- OC83 ... 7/6 OCI39 .. 15/- OCI40 .. 

10/- 51- 51- 51- 51- 51- 2/6 2/6 2/6 51- 2/6 2/6 41- 2/6 51- 

OCI70... OCI7I... OC200... OC20I... 2G30I ... 2G303 ... 2N697 ... 2N706 ... 2N71 I ... 2N1302 2NI303 2NI304 2NI305 2N i 306 2NI307 2NI308 

2/6 2NI309 ... ... 7/6 41- 2S303 ... 2/6 51- POWER TRANSISTORS 
»/- OC20 ... ... 10/- 2/6 OC23 ... ... 10/- 2/6 OC25 ... ... 8/- 51- OC26 ... ... 51- 51- OC28 ... ... 51- 101- OC35 ... ... 51- 41- DIODES 41- AAY42 ... ... 21- 51- OA 10 ... ... ll- 51- OA70 ... l/O 61- OA79 ... 1/9 61- OA8I ... 1/9 01- OAI82 ... ... 11- IN9I4 ... ... 1/6 

FREE ★ * 
Packs of your own choice to the value of 10/- with all orders over £4. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE LISTS AND CAT- 
ALOGUE OF ALL OUR PRODUCTS. CHECK 
YOUR OWN EQUIVALENTS WITH OUR 
FREE SUBSTITUTION CHART. 

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER FIRM 
MINIMUM ORDER 10/- CASH WITH ORDER 
PLEASE. Add I/- post and packing per order. 
OVERSEAS ADD EXTRA FOR AIRMAIL. 

Great News 
We now give a written guarantee with all our semi- conductors. 
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NOW AVAILABLE . . . 

BOUND VOLUME NO. 20 

of "The Radio Constructor" 

FOR YOUR LIBRARY 

Comp 
780 
plus index 

rising 
pages 

Volume 20 August 1966 to July 1967 

price 32/6 Postage 4/6 

Special discount of 10'-lot reoolor readers 

Where the 12 monthly issues making up the 
volume are returned, the price is only 22/6 

plus 4/6 postage 

BOUND VOLUME No. 19 
August 1965 to July 1966 
Limited number still available 

Available only from:— 

Data Publications Ltd. 

57 Maida Vale London W9 

STEP UP YOUR 

EARNINGS 

with this complete library of 

electrical know-how and practice 

Yours by post for a week FREE! 

You can have this handsomely-bound library of 
facts, figures, vital theory and day-to-day 
practice sent to your home to examine free of 
charge. It will help you understand the many 
branches of the vast electrical industry from 
installation work of all kinds, Equipment, 
Instruments, Motors and Machines, Repair- 
work, Maintenance and Operation right 
through to the Generation and Distribution 
of electricity. And, to make the 2,350 pages 
of absorbing text crystal clear there are over 

2,000 "action" photos and explanatory 
drawings. In addition you receive a 
slip-case of 36 large Blueprint charts 
and sheets of handy data. Plus fascinat- 
ing colour booklet of transparent pages 
which peel away to reveal how a 
Nuclear Power Station is operated. 
LEADING EXPERTS EXPLAIN IN DETAIL. 

Practical 

Electrical 

Engineering 

It tells you all about— 
Installing domestic 
wiring, regulations, 
equipment, testing, 
cables and faults, 
meters and switch- 
gear, lighting, water 
heating, space heating, 
cookers, refrigeration, 
public address equip- 
ment . . . 
.. .//? fact everything you 
need to add to your in- 
come, to really advance in 
your work. 

Written by 87 experts and edited by 
Dr. G. F. Tagg, one of the most emin- 
ent men in Electrical Engineering, this 
PRACTICAL library is planned to 
give you the knowledge which would 
normally take a lifetime to acquire. 
This is the way to become highly 
skilled, to step up your earnings. 
Send for your free trial set now—no 
obligation to purchase. 

FREE GIFT—Electrical Pocket 
Book—400 pages of useful data. 

Yours as a gift when you 
decide to purchase the set. 

YOU 
RECEIVE 

4 VOLUMES 
Case of 36 
Data Charts 
and Nuclear 
Power Stations 
Booklet 

Buckingham Press Ltd., 4 Fitzroy Square, London, W.l. 
Please send Practical Electrical Engineering without obligation to 
buy. If you accept this application I will post 16s. deposit 8 days 
after receipt of books, then 20s. monthly for 16 months, paying 
£16 16s. in all—or return the books. Cash price in 8 days £16. 

If under 21 your father must fill up coupon 

Full Name  
{Block letters) 
Address  

(Mr., Mrs., Miss) 

TickV where applicable 

Occupation  
Signature   

( The address on left l$- 
j My Property 
1 Rented unfurnished 
\ Parents' Home 
1 Furnished Accom. 
^Temporary Address 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
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HOME RADIO (MITCHAM) LTD., Dept. RC, 187 London Rd., Mitcham, CR4 2YQ Phone: MIT 3282 
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Has he lost a vital component 

NO...MUCH WORSE 

He can't find his Home Radio Catalogue!! 

With the evenings drawing in and the nights getting chilly, the radio enthusiast really gets down to 
planning his winter projects. And the thing he needs most, even before sorting out all his bits and 
pieces, is of course his precious Home Radio Components Catalogue. The dreadful scene above shows 
what happens if he can't find it! But soon a beautific smile will break across his face as he remembers that 
for a mere nine and six he can get a new copy. And the smile will quickly broaden as he recalls that 
the catalogue contains five vouchers, each worth a shilling when used as directed. Crisis over! 

If you have never been the proud possessor 
of a Home Radio Catalogue, or if you 
can't lay your hands on your old copy— 
don't tear your hair and stamp your feet. 
Simply fill in the coupon and post it 
today with your P.O. or cheque for 
9/6d, (7/6 plus 2/- p. & p.) 

Please send me your Components catalogue. I enclose 9/6 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

HOME RADIO (MITCHAM) LTD 
DEPT. RC, 187 LONDON RD, MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 2YQ 
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General Purpose Meter-Oscilloscope 

Calibrator 

by W. KEMP 

This ingenious little unit offers three 1 kc/s square wave outputs at peak-to-peak 
values of 5V, SOOmV and 50mV, these being primarily intended for oscilloscope 
or valve voltmeter calibration. Provided that care is observed in interpreting 
the results, calibration of many moving-coil bridge rectifier a.c. voltmeters is 
also possible. In addition, there are low-impedance d.c. calibration outputs at 
5V, SOOmV and 50mV, and the circuit is stable both for frequency and output over 

a very wide range of supply voltages 

This simple and handy little unit is an in- 
valuable aid for the calibration of workshop 
test gear, and also forms a useful standby 

signal injector for testing amplifiers for gain and 
frequency response. The device offers the following 
facilities. 

(1). Three 1 kc/s square wave outputs for the 
calibration of oscilloscope timebases, or for testing 
the frequency response of amplifiers. 

(2). Square wave outputs with a peak-to-peak 
amplitude of 5V, SOOmV, or 50mV, for the calibra- 
tion of oscilloscope Y amplifiers. 

(3). Alternating square wave output voltages of 
2.5V, 250mV, or 25mV, for the calibration of a.c. 
millivoltmeters, etc., in reading of either r.m.s. 
or average voltage, or for injecting standard signals 
into amplifiers for gain tests, etc. 

(4). Three d.c. output voltages, at 5V, SOOmV, 
or 50mV, for the calibration of multimeters and d.c. 
millivoltmeters, etc. 

|R| : :r3 = ±4 

 + 

>r2 
Q 

-Si- 

tr, tr2 

Fig. 1. A basic multivibrator circuit 

The unit is designed to operate from a 12 volt 
battery supply, but the design is such that the overall 
accuracy on all ranges is better than ±2.5% over 
the supply voltage range 8.5V to 12.5V. The current 
consumption in modes 1, 2 and 3 varies between 
approximately 13mA at 8.5V and 25mA at 12.5V, 
while that in mode 4 varies between 4.5niA at 8.5V 
and 16mA at 12.5V. 

The completed unit can be built into its own 
cabinet, for use as a general purpose calibrator or, 
if preferred, it can be built into existing equipment, 
such as oscilloscopes, etc., for specialised use. 
The unit, less switching, is built on a small piece of 
Veroboard panel, and measures a mere H x 3| x lin. 

Circuit Operation 
The design of the calibrator is based on the 

simple multivibrator circuit shown in Fig. 1. The 
periods, or switching times, of the transistors in 
this diagram are controlled by the two time constants 
R3, C2, and R4, Q, and if these two time constants 
are equal the periods of both transistors will be 
equal also. The circuit will then generate an output 
waveform, at either collector, which has a 1 : 1 
mark-space ratio and is approximately square in 
form. 

This simple circuit is extremely useful, but suffers 
from the following disadvantages. 

As is shown in the waveform in Fig. 1, a perfect 
square wave is not produced with the simple multi- 
vibrator. Secondary time constants affect the switch- 
ing of the circuit and cause the production of one 
long transition period in the cycle. This snag can 
be overcome by fitting the transistors with small 
values of collector load resistors (Ri and R2), 
but it is then necessary to use high gain transistors 
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Fig 2. The complete circuit of the general purpose calibrator. There is no connection to the collector of TR4. whose base-emitter junction functions as a zener diode 

Resistors 
(All fixed values i watt, 5 % or closer) 

Ri 1.2ka 
Rz 470n 
R3 22k fl 
R4 22ka 
Rs 470a 
R6 270a 
R7 ikn 
Rg. IOOO 
R9 10a 
Rio 1 a (see text) 
RVi 25kn, skeleton pre-set potentiometer 
RVz 500n, skeleton pre-set potentiometer 

Capacitors 
(All capacitors 5%) . 

Ci 0.05 [tF or 0.047(tF, paper or plastic 
film 

C2 0.05[xF or 0.047[iF, paper or plastic 
film 

Semiconductors 
TRi ST141 (Sinclair) 
TRz ST141 (Sinclair) 
TR3 ST141 (Sinclair) 
TR4 ST 140 (Sinclair) 
Di OA200 or OA202 (Mullard) 
Y>2 OA200 or OA202 (Mullard) 
D3 OA81 (Mullard) 
D4 OA81 (Mullard) 
D5 OA200 or OA202 (Mullard) 

COMPONENTS 

Switch 
Si 2-pole, 3-way switch 

Battery 
Bi 12V battery 

Miscellaneous 
Veroboard, 0.1 Sin matrix, dimensions as in 

Fig. 3 
Terminals 
Connecting wire, sleeving, etc. 

25 

The completed calibrator unit 
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TABLE 

Output Signals Provided 

Si Position Terminal 1 Terminal 2 Terminal 3 

A.C. 5V peak-to-peak 
2.5V r.m.s. 

2.5V average 

500mV peak-to-peak 
250mV r.m.s. 

250mV average 

50mV peak-to-peak 
25mV r.m.s. 

25mV average 

D.C. 5V d.c. 500mV d.c. 50mV d.c. 

in the circuit, and to operate then with a fairly 
high mean current. 

Secondly, if the circuit is to be used as a variable 
frequency square wave generator, either both 
Ci and 62 or both Rj and R4 need to be varied in 
value together, and this calls for the use of twin- 
gang controls. If only one component, such as 
R3 or Ci, were changed in value, the time constants 
of the circuit would become unequal and a square 
wave output would not be generated. 

Thirdly, the circuit tends to give poor frequency 
stability with variations in supply voltage, since the 
reverse base-emitter junction impedances of the 
transistors can vary with voltage and cause changes 
in the circuit's operating characteristics. 

All three of these difficulties are overcome in the 
final version of the calibrator unit, which is shown in 
Fig. 2. Here, TRi and TR2 are wired as an astable 
multivibrator which, assuming that Sj is in the 
"A.C." position, functions in the following manner. 

TR2 is operated with a low value of collector 
load resistor (4700), so that a good square wave is 
obtained at its collector. A medium value of collector 
load (1.2kf2) is provided for TRi, since the waveform 
at this point is of little importance in this circuit. 
TRi and TR2 are transistors with a fairly high gain. 

Germanium diodes Dj and D4 are wired as an 
electronic gate which effectively shunts the series 
combination given by RVj and R5 across the two 
main time constants of the circuit on alternate 
half cycles, so that the effective values of the time 
constants can be varied by equal amounts. This 
enables the operating frequency of the circuit to be 
varied via RVj while still maintaining a square 
wave at the output.* 

Silicon diodes Di and D2 are wired between the 
emitters of TRi and TR2 and the negative supply 
line, so that variations in the reverse base-emitter 

* We first published this circuit device (the use of two diodes and a 
common variable resistor to vary multivibrator frequency) in "Sug- 
gested Circuit" No. 193, by G. A. French, appearing in our December 
1966 issue. A full description of circuit operation was given in that 
article.—Editor. 

junction impedances of the transistors are cancelled 
out during cut-off, and a good frequency stability 
is obtained in spite of large variations in the supply 
line potential. Actual tests show that the operating 
frequency of this circuit varies by less than 4% 
(±2%) over supply voltage variations of 8.5V 
to 12.5V. 

In use, the multivibrator circuit is adjusted via 
RVi to operate at 1 kc/s, and the output from 
TR2 collector is direct coupled to the base of emitter 
follower TR3 and then on, via Rg and D5, to TR4. 
Only the base and emitter of TR4 are connected in 
circuit, and these operate as a Zener diode working 
at approximately 6 volts. This "Zener diode" clips 
the square wave to a constant peak-to-peak ampli- 
tude of approximately 6 volts, irrespective of the 
amplitude of the input signal or the potential of the 
supply lines (within the limits 8.5V to 12.5V). 
It also sharpens up the shape of the square wave, 
which is then fed on to the potential divider network 
given by RV2, R7, Rs, R? and Rio- RV2 is adjusted 
to set a 5 volt peak-to-peak signal at terminal 1, 
and the potential divider network then ensures 
that 500mV becomes available at terminal 2 and 
50mV at terminal 3. 

Since the signal at terminal 1 is a square wave 
with a peak-to-peak value of 5 volts, the r.ra.s. 
value of the signal will equal 2.5 volts, as also will 
the average value, so that the single signal can be 
used for calibrating a number of different types of 
instrument. 

The output impedance of the circuit is low, 
so that the accuracy of the calibration signals 
will be virtually unaffected by the shunting effects 
of instruments being calibrated. 

When Si is in the "D.C." position, the multi- 
vibrator section of the unit is switched out of 
circuit and is inoperative. At the same time, TR3 
is driven hard on via R2, so that approximately 
6 volts appears across the "Zener diode" TR4. 
5 volts then appears at terminal 1 by voltage divider 
action, 500mV appears at terminal 2 and 50mV 
appears at terminal 3. 
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Construction 
The circuit, less Si, is wired up on a H x 3|in 

piece of Veroboard panel with 0.1 Sin hole spacing, 
and construction should be started by cutting this 
panel to size and drilling the two small mounting 
holes, to clear 6BA screws, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Next, break the copper strips, with the aid of a 
small drill or the special cutting tool that is available, 
where indicated. 

The components and leads should be soldered 
in place on the blank side of the panel in the positions 
indicated in the diagram, and here it should be noted 
that all components except Rio are mounted 
vertically, that insulated sleeving should be used 
where there is any danger of components short- 
circuiting against one another, and that the mount- 
ing legs of RVi and RV2 should be reduced in width, 
with the aid of a small file, before attempting to 
solder these components in place. 

If preferred, the wiring up can be carried out in a 
number of stages, so that each section of the circuit 
can be checked and tested for faults before proceed- 
ing with the next stage. In this case the following 
procedure is recommended. 

Solder TRi, TR2, Di, D2, Ri, R2, Rj, R4) Cj, 
and C2 in position, wire switch Si to the circuit, 
and connect the battery supply leads. The circuit 
can now be given a functional check by temporarily 
connecting a crystal earpiece between TR2 collector 
and the negative supply line, connecting a 12 volt 
battery to the circuit, and turning Si to the "A.C." 
position. If the circuit is working correctly, a 
powerful tone of less than 1 kc/s should be heard 
in the earpiece. If an oscilloscope is available, a 
check can be made that a good square wave is being 
generated. 

If this test is satisfactory, turn Si off, then solder 
D3, D4, RVi, and R5 in place. Now turn Si to the 
"A.C." position again, and check that a tone signal 
is once more heard in the earpiece. The frequency 
of this tone can be varied about 1 kc/s by means of 
RVi. If an oscilloscope is available, check that a 
good square wave is available at a frequency of 
1 kc/s. 

On satisfactory completion of this test, turn 
Si off, then wire TR3, Rg, D5, and TR4 in position, 
as shown, turn Si to the "D.C." position and check 
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Fig. 3. Showing, above, the copper side of the Veroboard and, below, the components mounted in position 
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An alternative view of the completed unit 

that a potential of about 6 volts appears across 
TR4. 

RV2, R?, Rg, R9, Rio, the remaining connecting 
leads, and the link, can then be soldered in place, 
and a final functional check carried out. It will be 
noted that Rio has the low value of Ifl, and it may 
be necessary to use a resistor larger than i watt 
here if a 10 j watt resistor cannot be obtained. 
In the prototype a 3 watt type was fitted, since this 
happened to be immediately available. After fitting 
these components and the connecting leads, Si 
should be set to "D.C.", and RY2 adjusted so that 
exactly 5 volts appears at terminal 1; and it should 
then be found that when Si is turned to the "A.C." 
position a signal of 5 volts peak-to-peak or 2.5 
volts r.m.s. will appear at the same terminal. 

The operating frequency of the oscillator can be 
set to 1 kc/s by comparing it with a 50 c/s low 
voltage mains-derived signal on an oscilloscope. 

The output of the completed unit can either be 
taken to three different terminals plus a common 
terminal, or to a single pair of terminals via suitable 
switching. The unit is then complete and ready for 
use. 

Editor's Note 
Several points need to be borne in mind if this unit 

is to be employed for checking a.c. voltmeters using 
rectifier-fed moving-coil meters. Such instruments 
read average voltage but are normally calibrated in sine 
wave r.m.s. figures, which are 1.11 times the sine wave 
average voltage. The output on terminal 1 is 2.5 volts 
average and, disregarding other effects, will be indicated 
by a rectifier-fed moving-coil meter of the type just 
mentioned as 2.5 x 1.11, or 2.77 volts. Since terminal 1 
does not swing on either side of the common terminal 
it will be necessary to insert a series capacitor having 
negligible reactance at 1 kc/s—say, SOpF or more— 
between the output terminal and the meter (although 
this may sometimes introduce misleading results if the 
meter does not use a full-wave bridge rectifier). 

Although usually calibrated for 50 c/s, most modern 
a.c. voltmeters should be reasonably accurate with a 
1 kc/s square wave; but there may still be a slight drop 
in sensitivity due to self-capacitances in the rectifier. 
Before relying entirely on the calibrator unit, its output 
should be compared, on the meter to be checked, against 
a sine wave voltage which is approximately known 
(such as the 6.3 volts given by the loaded heater winding 
of a mains transformer). This procedure will eliminate 
any possible gross errors in interpretation of the results. 

These problems do not, of course, arise when the unit 
is used for its primary purpose of calibrating oscilloscopes, 
valve voltmeters or d.c. voltmeters. □ 

CAN ANYONE HELP t 

Requests for information are inserted in this feature free of charge, subject to space being available. Users of this 
service undertake to acknowledge all letters, etc., received and to reimburse all reasonable expenses incurred by 
correspondents. Circuits, manuals, service sheets, etc., lent by readers must be returned in good condition within 

a reasonable period of time 

G.E.C. All-wave 6 Transistor Portable.—D. Fathfull, 
50 College Hill Road, Harrow, Middx.—borrow 
or purchase circuit diagram or any other information. 

R1082 Receiver.—G. D. Woodwroth, 'Glenrowan', 
Dublin Road, Bray, Co. Wicklow—circuit or 
manual or any information. 

Receiver Type 78.—G. B. Brierley, 99 Chessel 
Street, Bristol, 3—circuit diagram or any other 
information, purchase or loan (returnable 1 week). 

Marconi Radiogram.—J. D. Robertson, 22 Queens- 
way, Chelston, Torquay, Devon—circuit diagram 
wanted—only details are 3-gang tuning, valve line-up 
W42, X42, W42, DH42, N42 and U12. 

Wyndsor Regent Tape Recorder.—D. M. Simmons, 
54 Durham Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex— 
purchase or borrow service sheet. 

PCR Receiver.—T. Bewley, Dale View, Upper 
Town, Wolsingham, via Bishop Auckland, Co. 
Durham—circuit diagram or any other information. 
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Circuit to Indicate 

Press-Button Precedence 

SUGGESTED CIRCUIT No. 202 by G. A. FRENCH 

AS MANY READERS WILL BE 
/\ aware, quiz programmes are 

^ A a common feature on B.B.C. 
sound radio broadcasts. A typical 
quiz presentation may have two 
competing teams of contestants, 
these indicating their readiness to 
answer a question by pressing a 
button which actuates a buzzer 
(for one team) or a bell (for the other 
team). The question-master then 
takes an answer from the team 
whose buzzer or bell, as appropriate, 
sounds first. 

It is difficult to judge whether the 
buzzer or bell sounds first when 
these are operated almost simultane- 
ously, and in some recent program- 
mes the question-master has been 
provided with an electronic device 
which tells him indisputably which 
of the two buttons was the first to 
be pressed. He then takes an answer 
from the team thus indicated. 

On listening to these programmes 
the writer has considered the possible 
forms an electronic device of this 
nature could take up. A reader 
has shown a similar interest, and 
has written to ask whether a simple 
indicator capable of carrying out the 
same function as that used in the 
B.B.C. quiz programmes could not 
be published in the "Suggested 
Circuit" series. The indicator could 
then be employed for educational 
competitions in schools based on the 
B.B.C. quiz programme approach. 
There are other applications as 
well, such as comparing the reflex 
times of two people who are asked 
to push a button on receipt of a 
stimulus, the judging of contests, 
and so on. Since it seems that a 
circuit of this type has a general 
interest, the writer felt that he should 

develop one for inclusion in this 
series of articles. 
The Circuit 

A desirable feature for the circuit 
is simplicity, whereupon it was 
decided that the best approach 
would be to base the indicator on 
two relays. The circuit adopted is 
shown in the accompanying diagram 
and it will be seen that all that is 
required are two relays, the buzzer 
and bell, two indicator lamps, two 
press-buttons, an on-off switch and 
two sources of supply. To keep 
the relay circuitry as simple as 
possible the press-buttons are double- 

pole types, and suitable components 
are readily available through home- 
constructor retail channels. If the 
energising voltage for the relay 
coils is higher than the rated voltages 
for the indicator lamps which are 
connected across them, two resistors 
in series with these lamps will also 
be needed. 

The diagram uses the "detached" 
method of relay circuit presentation. 
The rectangle indicated as A/1 
is the coil of relay A, and the 
rectangle indicated as B/l is the 
coil of relay B. Relay A has one 
set of changeover contacts, these 
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A simple circuit which indicates which of two push-buttons has been pressed 
first 
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being designated Al. Relay B 
similarly has one set of changeover 
contacts, these being designated 
Bl. Both sets of contacts are 
illustrated in the position they take 
up when the appropriate relay is de- 
energised. 

One press-button consists of Si(a) 
and Si(b), and is provided by a 
double-pole push-button switch 
which causes both poles to close 
when the button is pressed. The 
other button, consisting of 82(3) 
and S2(b), is of the same type. 
Supply 1 is a d.c. supply suitable 
for energising the relays, whilst 
Supply 2 is any supply which will 
operate the buzzer and bell. 

To use the indicator, switch S3 
is initially closed. At this time 
no current flows through the relay 
coils or lamps because both Si(a) 
and S2(a) are open. Let us now 
assume that push-button Si is 
pressed. Si(b) will then operate the 
buzzer, whilst Si(a) will cause the 
topmost supply line to be connected, 
via de-energised contacts Bl, to 
relay coil A/1 and indicator lamp 
PLi. Relay A becomes energised 
and PLi lights up. The energising of 
relay A causes its contacts Al to 
move to the energised position, 
whereupon a second circuit from 
the topmost supply line to coil 
A/1 is completed. As result, 
relay A remains "held on" by its 
own contacts, and stays in the 
energised condition even if Si(a) 
is now opened. Similarly, lamp PLi 
remains continually illuminated. 

When contacts Al change to the 
energised position, the connection 
between the topmost supply rail 
and 82(3) becomes broken. If, 
therefore, push-button S2 is pressed 
later than Si, S2(b) will cause the 
bell to sound but 82(3) will have 
no effect. Once energised, relay A 
remains energised, and its contacts 
ensure that it is then impossible 
for relay B to become energised or 
for indicator lamp PL2 to become 
illuminated. 

By following a similar examination 
of the circuit it can be seen that, if 
push-button S2 were the first button 
to be pressed, relay B would energise 
and indicator lamp PL2 would 
become illuminated. Also, contacts 
Bl would keep relay B "held on", 
whilst preventing relay A from 

energising or PLi from becoming 
illuminated. 

To release whichever relay has 
been energised and bring the circuit 
back to its initial condition, switch 
S3 is opened and closed again. 

The overall operation of the circuit 
may, in consequence, be summarised 
in the following manner. If, with 
switch S3 closed, either push-button 
is pressed, the appropriate lamp 
will become illuminated (and stay 
illuminated) to indicate the button 
which has been operated. The 
circuit functioning is such that 
pressing the second button, even 
momentarily after the first, has no 
effect on the indicator lamps. At 
the same time, and as a secondary 
effect, both buttons cause the 
buzzer or bell to sound as applicable. 
After the push-buttons have been 
released, the indicator lamp circuit 
is brought back to its initial state 
by opening and closing S3. 

Components 
It will be appreciated that, for 

best results, the two relays should 
be types which energise quickly. 
It is only necessary for each relay 
to have a set of changeover contacts, 
and this allows a wide range of 
relays to be used. A good choice 
would be given by any of the light- 
weight relays listed under Cat. Nos. 
Z70A to Z70D in the Home Radio 
(Mitcham) catalogue. These have 
a single set of changeover contacts 
and require low operating currents 
only, the latter being an advantage 
if a battery is used for Supply 1. 
Of the four relays just referred to, 
the Cat. No. Z70A has an energising 
voltage of 5 to 6, together with a 
nominal energising current of 15mA. 
If this relay were used, Supply 1 
could be given by a 6 volt battery, 
and PLi and PL2 could be either 
6 volt 60mA pilot bulbs or 6 volt 
40mA cycle dynamo bulbs. Such a 
combination of components would 
ensure a reasonable low current drain 
from a 6 volt battery. As was just 
stated, however, the choice of relay 
is not particularly critical and most 
standard types can be pressed into 
service. It is helpful to remember 
that the slower-acting relays can 
be speeded up quite noticeably 
by using a slightly higher energising 
voltage than is normally employed. 

Both relays in the indicator circuit 
should be of the same type. 

The voltage of Supply 1 is governed 
by the energising requirements of 
the relays employed. If this voltage 
is higher than the rated voltage 
for PLi and PL2, resistance should 
be inserted in series with the lamps 
at the points marked with a cross 
in the diagram. The value of resist- 
ance, in ohms, required for each 
series resistor is of course equal 
to the voltage to be dropped divided 
by the current rating of the lamp in 
amps. The resistor dissipation, in 
watts, is the voltage dropped multi- 
plied by the lamp current rating. 
It will probably be found possible 
to use small carbon composition 
resistors of standard type. Supply 1 
may be provided by a battery, as 
just mentioned, or by a simple low 
voltage mains power unit. 

Supply 2 may be given by any 
battery capable of operating the 
buzzer and bell. Alternatively, an 
a.c. supply, obtained from the 
secondary of a bell transformer, 
can be used. If the voltage given by 
Supply 1 is suitable for the buzzer 
and bell, this could also be used to 
power the Supply 2 circuit. However, 
some of the cheaper electric buzzers 
and bells draw a high operating 
current, and could upset relay 
operation if a single supply having 
an appreciable internal resistance 
were used for both parts of the 
circuit. With buzzers and bells 
of this type, two separate supplies are 
preferable. 

If the circuit is installed in a 
manner suitable for a competition 
of the quiz type, the two relays, 
the two lamps, S3 and Supply 1 may 
be fitted in a box close to the 
question-master. External wiring can 
then connect this box to Si(a) and 
82(3), which are installed, as part of 
Si and S2 respectively, at the 
contestants' positions. 

The writer checked out the circuit 
in prototype form using relays of 
the type referred to earlier as being 
available from Home Radio. The 
circuit worked as described, the 
appropriate lamp indicating reliably 
which button had been pressed 
first even when the time between 
pressing the buttons was too short 
to be readily evaluated by listening 
to a bell and buzzer. F! 

International Radio Engineering and Communications Exhibition 

The annual Exhibition sponsored by the Radio Society of Great Britain has a new title (see above) and a new venue 
—Royal Agricultural New Hall, London, S.W.1—from Wednesday 27th to Saturday 30th September. 
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REGENT PUGLICiTIONS 

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT DESIGN AND ANALYSIS. By E. Wolfendale, B.Sc. (Eng.), M.I.E.E. 292 pages. BJ x Sfins. 
Published by lliffe Books, Ltd. Price 70s. 

This book provides a comprehensive approach to the design of transistor circuits for almost all applications in which 
these devices may be employed. The contents start with a consideration of transistor characteristics and biasing, carrying 
on to small signal and large signal equivalent circuits and to the use of the transistor as a switch. Next dealt with are 
transistors as small signal low frequency amplifiers, small signal high frequency amplifiers and power amplifiers. The 
remaining chapters cover oscillators, switching circuits and d.c. amplifiers. 

The treatment is mathematical throughout, the book being intended mainly for engineers, physicists and under- 
graduates. In producing this work the author, now Technical Director at Racal Research Ltd., has drawn upon a very 
extensive experience of industrial semiconductor research and development. The book has been designed to be read 
in conjunction with an earlier volume, The Transistor, also by the same author. 

BASIC TELEVISION, Part 1. By H. A. Cole. A.M.I.E.R.E. 145 pages, 9f x 6ins. Published by The Technical Press 
Limited. Price 21s. ... 

This book is Part 1 of a 2-part set of volumes (the price of the set is 42s.) by H. A. Cole, in conjunction with the 
Editorial and Art Staff of the publishers. The presentation differs from that found in the more staid type of text book, 
in that considerable use is made of graphic illustration to give pictorial strength to the points being made. This approach 
extends, even, to the text. Thus, under "Tilt" (in "Camera Techniques") we find: "The eye of a camera leaves street 
level and slowly travels up, up, UP the vertical flank of a skyscraper. ......" 

In Part 1 (Part 2 deals with the operation of a British dual-standard monochrome receiver) the basic principles of 
television are dealt with, including the picture signal, synchronisation and signal bandwidth. Both 405 and 625 line systems 
are considered. 

The book makes a very good introduction to television for anyone who requires to attain a working understanding 
of the subject starting from scratch. Whilst the treatment cannot extend deeper than about block diagram level, the book 
is filled with hard and accurate information. It could be especially useful for a schoolboy who intends working in this field 
in his later years. 

101 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT TRANSISTORS. By Leo G. Sands. 118 pages, SJ x SJins. Published 
by W. Foulsham & Co. Ltd. Price 21s. 

This book, which appears in the Foulsham-Sams Technical Book series, and has an American text with an intro- 
ductory chapter for English readers, poses and answers 101 questions concerning transistor basics and circuits. The subjects 
covered comprise transistor characteristics, audio applications, radio applications, oscillators and control applications. 
The last section includes descriptions of logic circuits, flip-flops, monostable, bistable and astable multivibrators, the Schmitt 
trigger and the use of the transistor as a frequency divider. 

The writing is straightforward and concise, and the treatment is non-mathematical. The book offers a useful reference 
source for the practical man who wishes to check on basic circuits or operating conditions. 

UNDERSTANDING TELEMETRY CIRCUITS. By John D. Lenk. 166 pages, 5^ x 8|ins. Published by W. Foulsham 
& Co. Ltd. Price 25s. 

Telemetry is the art of measuring quantities from a remote point, and it is of particular interest to the present-day 
electronic engineer because modern telemetry systems are entirely electronic in character. We are all aware that telemetry 
systems have enabled spacecraft to pass back to Earth details of their surroundings, but telemetry techniques are now 
being employed also for "ground-level" industrial applications and technicians are required for maintenance of the as- 
sociated equipment. The function of the present book is to provide a text book for student technicians and a training 
aid for experienced technicians who wish to enter the telemetry field. A knowledge of basic electronics is assumed. 

Understanding Telemetry Circuits (which is another title in the Foulsham-Sams Technical Book series) introduces the 
systems used, then carries on to signal conditioning circuits (dealing with the quantities to be measured, and how they 
are measured), the main telemetry systems, and magnetic recording techniques for such systems. A final chapter gives 
details of binary notation. Following the main text is a 9-page glossary and a comprehensive index. This is an informative 
and helpful book, covering a subject which will be new to many readers. 

UNDERSTANDING AMPLITUDE MODULATION. By Irving M. Gottlieb. 166 pages, 5^ x Siins. Published by 
W. Foulsham & Co. Ltd. Price 25s. 

This volume (which is also in the Foulsham-Sams Technical Book series, with an American text and an introductory 
chapter for English readers) deals at depth with the various methods of amplitude modulation which may be employed at 
the transmitter. Apart from its general interest, it will offer a particular appeal to the amateur transmitting enthusiast. 

The first chapter describes the fundamentals of amplitude modulation, giving attention to the principles involved 
and to receiver demodulation circuits. Subsequent chapters are devoted to the transmitter and cover high-level, inter- 
mediate-level and low-level amplitude modulation. The fourth and final chapter discusses techniques for improving 
amplitude modulation performance. 

The wide range dealt with under these general headings can be demonstrated by quoting, at random, specific chapter 
sub-headings: the Fourier theorem, carrier-level shift, the trapezoidal modulation pattern, pulse amplitude modulation, 
the balanced modulator, absorption modulation, speech clipping and single sideband. These are but a few of the many 
subjects discussed in the book. 

No knowledge of specialised mathematics is required and the book is profusely illustrated with circuits,waveforms 
and similar descriptive diagrams. The writing is concise and the approach is essentially practical. 
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NEWS . • • AND 

|■. 0- .. 

Electroniques (proprietors STC Limited) the suppliers of over 11,000 electronic 
products to radio and electronic hobbyists, has just been appointed sole UK 
Agent for the internationally famous Hallicrafters range of quality radio com- 
munications equipment. Pictured here in front of a selection of Hallicrafters 
equipment is Neal Latorraca (right) European Manager of Hallicrafters, 

explaining points to Dave Little, Sales Manager, Electroniques. 

ELECTRONIQUES APPOINTED EXCLUSIVE UK 
AGENTS FOR HALLICRAFTERS 

Electroniques (proprietors STC Limited) has augmented the 11,350 products 
it offers to radio and electronic hobbyists with a complete range of high-grade 
communications equipment. _ . 

An agreement has been concluded with the Hallicrafters Company ot 
Chicago, whereby Electroniques will market the complete range of Halli- 
crafters radio communications products for amateur and commercial use. 
The agreement applies to the United Kingdom and is exclusive. 

Hallicrafters amateur equipment includes high-performance receivers, 
transmitters and transceivers, and covers frequencies up to and including 
the v.lr.f. bands. All apparatus is of compact, lightweight design offering the 
optimum performance and ease of use. . , • • j 

Expected to be of considerable interest to hobbyists in the UK is a wide 
selection of general-coverage receivers covering the various communications 
and broadcast frequency bands for short-wave listening stations. The most 
sophisticated of these, the Model WR-4000, receives a.m./s.s.b./c.w./f.m. and 
covers consolan, aeronautical, trawler, and mobile frequencies as well as 
broadcast, amateur, international shortwave bands and entertainment v.h.f./f.m 
It is a portable battery-operated unit and weighs just 121b. 

Announcing the agreement, Mr. Jack Evans, Manager of Electroniques 
said—"We at Electroniques are extremely proud to represent the Halli- 
crafters product line with its hallmark, 'Quality through Craftsmanship . 
The service we intend to provide will match this high standard. I am confident 
that the partnership of Electroniques and Hallicrafters will be of great benefit 
to amateur radio in the UK". 

Welcoming the agreement, Mr. Ben Drezner, Vice-President, Internation- 
Operations of Hallicrafters said that the alliance with Electroniques offered 
Hallicrafters a marketing organisation second-to-none in the UK. "I am sure 
he concluded "anyone who buys Hallicrafters equipment in the UK will enjoy 
first-class service from the supplier as well as the equipment". 

A CITIZENS' BAND? 
There are those who are advocat- 

ing the adoption of a Citizens Band 
by this country in order to stimulate 
amateur radio here. We think that 
this would be a retrograde step 
which would have the opposite 
effect. 

The July issue of the American 
magazine 73, published by Wayne 
Green, W2NSD/1, refers to the 
falling interest in amateur trans- 
mitting in the States and blames 
the Citizens Band introduced in 
1959. CB opened up a route into 
the hobby which was previously 
only possible through technical skill 
and a reasonable knowledge of 
radio theory—no knowledge of 
radio theory is required for a CB 
licence. , , . 

"In many High Schools, it is 
not unusual for the CB club to 
outnumber the ham club by fifty 
to one"—states Jim Fisk, W1DTY, 
author of the article. He goes on 
to say "This state of affairs is not 
only detrimental to the future of 
ham radio, it seriously effects the 
critical shortage of electronics tech- 
nicians." . , . . ^ 

As we commented in this teature 
in our June issue (p. 662, Those 
Walkie-Talkie Sets) the GPO have 
officially denied that they are 
opening a Citizens Band in this 
country. This is indeed good news. 

The privileges of Amateur Radio 
should only be available to those 
who are prepared to make the 
necessary effort, at present required 
in this country to acquire them. 

HOBBY TO CAREER 

With the ever increasing applica- 
tion of electronics in almost every 
field of human activity, the demand 
for radio and electronics engineers 
and technicians grows apace. 

While the official channels for 
technical education do all they can 
to encourage the rapid development 
of electronics training schemes, 
one must not lose sight of the fact 
that a great many youngsters are 
introduced to electronics as a career 
through an early interest in radio 
as a hobby. As in our quotation 
from the American scene, above, if 
amateur radio is less flourishing 
then the shortage of electronic 
technicians is more acute. 
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• • COMMENT 

The Multi-Mini is better 

than a third hand 
How many times do radio constructors and other hobbyists wish for a third hand? 
A remarkable little tool now being marketed by a Coventry instrument maker seems 

the answer to this plea—and a lot more besides. The most remarkable thing about it 
is, that someone has not thought of it before! 

Called the 'Multi-Mini' universal vice and stand, the new device is basically a pin-vice 
on a stand—but it is a pin-vice with a difference. It is so flexible and adaptable that it 
can be used for virtually any light engineering holding job, as a clock repairer's vice, 
table-top camera stand, for tying fishing flies, model-making vice, soldering or gluing 
clamp—indeed, it will cope with most of those occasions when one has to call for another 
pair of hands to help. 

The jaws of the vice have a maximum capacity of 11/16in. (17.5mm) and can be rotated 
360° in any plane and lowered or raised in height to obtain exact positioning for the job 
in hand. A set of self-adhesive hard-rubber jaw liners is supplied loose with the vice for 
fitting if required for use on delicate surfaces. 

Another feature is that the jaws are mounted on a 40-tooth ratchet so that they can 
be instantly set to different angles, such as 180°, 90°, 45°, in multiples of 9°. Not only does 
this facilitate final positioning for the average holding job but it is a great aid in the work- 
shop for more sophisticated work, such as machining or drilling at precise angles. 

The stand has a non-skid rubber base which will not damage highly polished or mach- 
ined surfaces. Its design is such as to give exceptional stability as a non-fixture, i.e. as a 
truly portable "third hand" but screw holes are provided for fixing to a workbench if 
required. -ru <i • 

Precision made, the jaws and main stand are of non-corrosive aluminium. The L 
shaped mounting bar is of hardened steel and splined to give positive grip when clamping. 
Large knurled nuts give instant but firm finger-tip control of positioning. 

Individual parts of the vice can be separated and used independently, or re-assembled 
as required to offer the most convenient arrangement for any particular task. 

In the home workshop the Multi-Mini can also be used as a tool or workpiece holder 
for milling, grinding or drilling at compound or difficult angles. 

A precision-made, high quality job throughout, it was originally designed for profes- 
sional trade use, but, at a recommended retail price of only 67/6d, it would seem to have 
unlimited application among home enthusiasts of all types. 

The company is arranging distribution through leading tool merchants, hardware 
shops and do-it-yourself stores. In cases of difficulty contact: The Coventry Movement 
Co. Ltd., Burnsall Road, Canley, Coventry. 

Comark D.C. Micro-Voltmeter 

DC Mk»o-voltm8l»r 
m * 

The D.C. Micro-voltmeter manu- 
factured by Comark Electronics 
Ltd., of Gloucester Road, Little- 
hampton, Sussex has twelve fixed 
sensitivity ranges covering lOOpV 
(FSD) to 30V (FSD) with an input 
resistance of 1000ML per Volt, 
except on the 3V, 10V and 30V 
ranges (lOMO fixed). In addition, 
a variable sensitivity mode with a 
maximum sensitivity of 30uV (FSD) 
is provided, which permits the meter 
to be scaled directly in physical 
units. 

The accuracy of the instrument 
is better than 2% of FSD, and meter 
drift will be negligible on all but the 
most sensitive ranges, being only 
1 (iV per 0C. 

•Ti- 

lt is battery powered, easily 
portable and uses Mallory mercury 
cells. 

The D.C. Micro-Voltmeter Type 
122 may be used to measure small 
d.c. potentials in circuit, without 
appreciable loading; the input re- 
sistance on the most sensitive range 
is lOOktl. 

The instrument is in production 
and will sell at £40. 
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^ The $CT/tSl Zuferhet 

Last month's Basic Radio Control article gave full details of the circuit and 
operation of this highly efficient model control superhet receiver. In this issue we 
complete the description of the receiver by dealing with its construction, setting- 

up and testing. 

Construction 
The unit is wired up on a small piece of 

Veroboard panel with 0.1 in hole spacing 
(available from Teleradio Electronics), and the 

component layout is fairly compact. To make sure 
that the constructor would encounter no difficulties 
due to over-cramping of the layout, the prototype 
was constructed using fairly large ( watt resistors, 
as shown in the photographs, although i watt 
resistors should, in fact, be used in the practical 
unit. All components used in the construction 
must, of course, be of the sub-miniature type. 

To avoid problems during the constructional 
stages and to minimise any difficulties of trouble- 
shooting should an individual receiver fail to func- 
tion correctly, it is strongly recommended that the 
unit be assembled in stages, each stage being tested 
before proceeding with the next. In this case, the 
assembly and test procedure which follows should 
be adhered to. At all times apply insulated sleeving 
to any leads where there is a risk of short-circuits 
to adjacent wires or components. 

(1) Cut the Veroboard panel to size, as shown in 
Fig. 1, and break the copper strips, with the aid of 

iBni 

This photograph illustrates clearly the compact 
manner in which the crystal and the transfilters fit 

into the general layout 

a small drill, where indicated. Drill the Lj and L2 
mounting holes, and then file the two small key 
slots on each hole so that the Lj and L2 coil formers 
form a tight fit. With the aid of a fret saw fitted 
with a small metal cutting blade, cut the ten small 
slots for the transfilters, checking that the trans- 
filters fit in place correctly. Finally, with the aid 
of Araldite, Bostik, or similar adhesive, glue the 
Li and L2 coil formers firmly in place so that 
they project on the plain side of the panel and 
put to one side to dry. 

(2) Wind L2 as follows. Bare one end of an 11 in 
length of 28 s.w.g. enamel covered wire and solder 
in hole 4d; wind clockwise from the base upwards 
9 turns, form a loop, and wind upwards in the same 
direction a further 2$ turns, finally soldering the 
free end of the wire in hole 6a. Remove the enamel 
from the loop and wire to hole 7e. The coil is 
close-wound. 

(3) Wind Li as follows. Bare one end of an 11 in 
length of 28 s.w.g. enamel covered wire and solder 
in hole 2k; wind clockwise from the base upwards 
3-j turns, form a loop, wind a further 8| turns, 
finally taking the wire to hole 50. Remove the 
enamel from the loop and wire to hole 5m. This 
coil is also close-wound. 

(4) Crystal Oscillator Section. Coat L2 in plastic 
(polystyrene) dope, to bond the windings firmly 
to the coil former; pass a length of fine cotton 
through the centre of the former and screw the 
iron-dust core in place (the cotton prevents the 
core vibrating loose). Repeat this procedure with 
coil Li. Take a 3-pin transistor holder, remove the 
centre pin, and solder in place on the Veroboard 
as a plug-in crystal holder. Wire TR2, R5, Re. R?. 
R12, C5, C6 and C7 in position. Wire sleeved shorting 
links between holes 5c and 5h, and 4e and 2j. Now 
wire a temporary positive lead to la and a temporary 
negative lead to 2h. Without the crystal in place, 
connect a 9 volt battery to the temporary leads and 
check that the circuit draws approximately 1mA. 
Insert the crystal and check that current rises to 
2 or 3mA, indicating that the circuit is oscillating 
correctly; adjust L2 core if necessary. If a field 
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Receiver for Radio Control 

Basic Radio Control (S) 

by f, L Thurston 

strength meter (see Part 2 of this series, published 
in the August 1966 issue) is available, place its 
antenna close to the circuit and check that a reading 
is obtained, indicating that the circuit is operating 
on the 27 Mc/s band. If satisfactory, remove the 
temporary battery connections. 

Note; the crystal should be one of a matched 
pair with 465 kc/s frequency spacing, the other 
crystal being used in the SCT/T1 transmitter. 

(5) R.F./Mixer Section. Connect plain wire links 
between 2h and 2i, 7i and 7k, llo and lip, 13n 
and ]3o. Solder in place Q, Q, Ra, C3, Ri, R4, 
TR], R3, C4. Solder a 34in antenna wire to hole 
Ip. Connect sleeved links between la and 5p, 
7n and 8j. Solder TF2 in place flush on the panel. 
Solder TF] in place, slightly above the surface of 
the panel. Wire a sleeved link between 14j and 13m, 
taking care to leave access to hole 14b. Temporarily 
connect a positive battery lead to 8p and a negative 
lead to 9h; connect a 9 volt battery and check 
that, with the crystal in place, current is of the order 
of 2 to 3mA. Make up the demodulation probe 
as shown in Fig. 2, and temporarily connect this 
between 15i and 12m. Retract the antenna of the 
SCT/T1 transmitter and place close to the receiver 
antenna; check that a tone modulation signal is 
heard in the crystal earpiece when the transmitter 
is operated. Adjust the cores of Li and L2 for 
maximum signal. If this test is satisfactory, remove 
the temporary circuit connections. 

(6) First I.F. Amplifier. Solder in place TR3, 
Rp, Rs, Rio, Rn; wire sleeved links between 10k 
and 9n, 2b and 15n, 171 and 17p, 141 and 23o. 
Solder in place TF3, R17 and Cg. Connect a perma- 
nent battery positive lead (red) to 21p. This lead is 
used for the positive battery connection on all 
subsequent tests and in final use. Temporarily 
connect battery negative to 9h, connect the battery, 
and check that current is approximately 3.4mA. 
Connect the demodulator probe temporarily between 
18b and 15i and check that a tone is heard when 
the transmitter is operated. If satisfactory, remove 
the temporary connections. 

(7) Second I.F. Amplifier. Connect a plain wire 

link between 17j and 18k. Solder in place Rn, 
R14, TR4, TF4, Rig and R15. Temporarily connect 
battery negative to 9h, connect the battery and 
check that current is approximately 3.9mA. Connect 
the demodulator probe temporarily between 19m 
and 20i. Completely remove the antenna from the 
transmitter, and check that a tone signal is heard in 
the earpiece when the transmitter is operated. If 
satisfactory, remove the temporary connections. 

(8) Detector/A.F. and A.G.C. Amplifier. Wire a 
plain link between 23b and 22m, and a sleeved link 
between 25j and 26o. Solder in place C9, Rig, 
R-19, R20, R22, TRs, R21, Cu, C13, D], C10, C12, 
D2, D3, and R23. Temporarily wire battery negative 
to 9h; wire the crystal earpiece {not the probe) 
between 22n and 23i; connect the battery and check 
that current is approximately 3.9mA (negligible 
increase on the reading obtained in (7)). Check 
that the tone signal is heard when the transmitter 
is operated. The a.g.c. action of the circuit can be 
checked by connecting a multimeter, on its 2.5 
volt d.c. range, with its negative terminal to the 
negative supply line and its positive terminal to 
the junction of R23 and D3. In the absence of a 
transmitter signal a reading of about 350mV should 

Another view of the superhet receiver. This again 
emphasises its smalt size and compactness 
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Fig. 1. The copper and component sides of the Veroboard. The 0.1 in hole matrix enables a very compact layout to be achieved 

be obtained, and with a very strong transmitter 
signal at the receiver antenna this reading should 
rise to about 1.5 volts. If satisfactory, remove the 
temporary connections. 

(9) A.F. Amplifier/Limiter. Connect a plain link 
between 14e and 15f, and sleeved links between 
lOg and 22n, and 14d and 13g. Solder in place 
C14, Qs, C17, R25, R27, R24, TRg, R26, ZDi and 
Cis- The lead-out of ZDi marked with a plus sign 
in Fig. 1 is its positive lead when used as a zener 
diode. Connect a permanent battery negative lead 
(white) to 25i. Temporarily connect a sleeved lead 

between 10a and 20p, connect the crystal earpiece 
between 15e and 18h; connect a 9 volt battery and 
check that current is approximately 4.6mA, and that 
a tone signal is heard when the transmitter is 
operated. Remove the temporary connections. 

(10) Tone Switch. Connect a plain link between 
21a and 20b. Bolt L3 pot core and bobbin in place 
(see Fig. 3). The pot core and bobbin are assembled 
in the following manner. Fit the bobbin in the pot 
core halves and secure the assembly to the Veroboard 
using a single 6BA screw and nut fitted with shake- 
proof washers. Coat the nut and screw end with 
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0002jjF 

Input 0A90. nl Crystal 
M-l ear-piece 

Fig. 2. The demodulator probe used for circuit testing 
during assembly 

varnish. Solder coil wires to holes 25a and 25e. 
Wire sleeved links between 27f and 20p, 18a and 
25f, 20d and 22g, 17c and 18g. Solder in place Qg, 
R29, R28, C21, R30, TRg, TR7, C20, R31, D4, and 
(see notes below on "Using The Unit") Qpa and 
Ci9b* Connect actuator lead (green) to hole 27h. 
Connect a 9 volt battery and check that the no- 
signal current is approximately 4.8mA; operate the 
transmitter, and check that this current rises to 
approximately 24mA. If a good increase in current 
is not obtained, check that the operating frequencies 
of the tone switch and the transmitter modulator 
are correctly matched by adjusting the preset tone 
control in the SCT/T1 transmitter. If correct 
operation is still not obtained, reduce the value of 
R28- When satisfactory, connect a 6V 100mA 
bulb between the actuator lead and the negative 
supply lead, and check that the bulb can be turned 
on and off via the transmitter. With the transmitter 
antenna completely removed, it should be possible 
to obtain satisfactory operation over a range of 
several yards when the cores of Lj and L2 are 
correctly adjusted. After completion of this test, 
the bulb should be removed from the circuit. The 
receiver is now complete and ready for use. 

Using The Unit 
The receiver should be connected to an actuator 

or escapement, with its own battery supply, using 
the connections shown in Fig. 4. The receiver 
output transistor can handle currents up to 0.5 
amp for very brief periods, or 300mA for moder- 
ately long periods, or 100mA for indefinite periods. 
The prototype receiver is used with an Elmic 

Mounting hole 

in, 

11 i 

II - 11 
11 

Pot core 

Fig. 3. How the pot core and bobbin are assembled. 
They are secured to the Veroboard by a 6BA screw 

and nut as described in the text 

"Conquest" escapement driven from a 4.5 volt 
battery. 

The carrier channel of the radio control system 
can be selected via the matched plug-in crystals 
in the SCT/T1 transmitter and the SCT/RS1 
receiver. At the same time, the operating frequency 
of the tone switch can be adjusted by means of 
Ci9a and C|9b, the operating frequency being 
approximately 1.5 kc/s with the values shown. 
The operating frequency can be increased by 
reducing the values of these two components, 
and vice versa. The operating frequency of the 
receiver tone switch must be matched to that of 
the transmitter. In the transmitter the values of 
C9 and C10, which are of equal value, can be 
changed to give a coarse control of frequency, 
while R7 and Rg can be varied between the limits 
I OkQ to 33kfl to give a fine control of frequency, 
final adjustment being given by RVi. 

T Actuator 
j battery 

V Antenna 

+ lead (red) 

9V receiver 
battery 

Receiver 

- lead 
(white) 

Actuator 

Actuator lead (qreen^ 

Fig. 4. Connections between the receiver and the 
actuator. The prototype uses an Elmic "Conquest" 

escapement and a 4.5 volt actuator battery 

Once the crystals have been selected and the tone 
frequency set, the system should be given a final 
pre-flight check in the following manner. With the 
transmitter antenna removed, check that the 
receiver operates at close range, then move it away 
from the transmitter and adjust the cores of Li 
and L2 for maximum range. Check that the tone 
frequency is correctly adjusted (by way of RVj in 
the transmitter) for maximum range. Now return 
to the transmitter, fit and fully erect the transmitter 
antenna, and adjust its iron dust core for maximum 
output (i.e. maximum reading on field strength 
meter). Next take the receiver, with actuator and 
batteries in position, and walk away from the 
transmitter to carry out a range check, until the 
actuator ceases to operate. With a fresh 9 volt 
receiver battery fitted a ground-to-ground range of 
over 1,000 yards should be obtained, the core of Li 
being adjusted for maximum sensitivity. The system 
is now complete and ready for use in a model. 

Editor's Note 
It should be appreciated that the escapement coil 

operated by the output transistor is intended to be 
{Continued on p. 100) 
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The "Junior" Radiogram 

by Sir Douglas Hall, K.C.M.G., M.A. (Oxon.) 

Running entirely from its own internal 9-volt battery, 
which supplies both the electronics and the gram motor, 
this self-contained portable radiogram offers local station 
reception on the medium wave band together with 
reproduction of 45 r.p.m. records. Ingenious circuitry 
enables the controls to offer alternative functions on radio 
and gram, and the design employs one valve and one 
transistor only. An added bonus is that the valve filament 
is heated at virtually no cost, since it acts as the stabilising 

emitter resistor for the transistor 

Although it is quite possible to 
design a simple radiogram, it is 

'-in many ways an easier task if a 
fairly elaborate superhet circuit is 
used instead of a t.r.f. design. With a 
simple t.r.f. circuit it will be neces- 
sary to use reaction if portability is 
required, and even then the a.f. 
signal produced on radio will 
probably be much smaller than that 
given with the pick-up. A separate 
audio frequency volume control may 
be needed for gram, and a larger 
degree of negative feedback will be 
desirable when playing records. 
The design would also have to take 
into account that more treble cut is 
required on records than on radio, 

where there will probably already 
be some treble cut due to the use of 
reaction. It will, further be necessary 
to arrange switching to convert the 
first stage from a detector to an a.f. 
amplifier. Thus, the t.r.f. design 
can become complicated by a 
multiplicity of controls and multi- 
contact switches. 

Nevertheless, the present design 
employs a t.r.f. radio section, and the 
author has attempted to tackle the 
problems just discussed by arranging 
for the controls to serve different 
purposes on radio and on gram. He 
has also found it possible to cause 
several other components to perform 
dual functions and to change over 

from radio to pick-up, from detector 
to amplifier and from single to 
double negative feedback networks, 
using only two on-off switches 
ganged to a potentiometer. 

The "Junior Radiogram" is com- 
pletely portable, and the prototype 
measures about 10 by 91 by 5iin. 
It will receive local stations on the 
medium wave band and play 7in 
records. It employs a comparatively 
large speaker, 8 x Sin, and has room 
for two large capacity 4.5 volt 
batteries for economical use. These 
batteries also provide power for 
the turntable motor. On radio—the 
design must be regarded as strictly 
"local station"—but it requires no 
aerial or earth and receives the local 
stations with quite good quality and 
adequate volume for normal use. 
Variable tone control by negative 
feedback is used on both gram and 
radio; and on gram, where there is 
more than enough amplification 
available, there is an additional 
degree of fixed feedback. 

The Circuit 
Let us first examine the circuit 

given in Fig, 1, Si(a) and Si(b) 
are ganged to VR2, and when this 
control is turned clockwise to close 
the switches, the circuit is arranged 
for receiving radio. V! acts as a 
leaky grid detector, C2 being the 
grid capacitor. R4, the grid leak, is 
connected to give positive bias to the 
grid of V). Signals are passed to Vi 
from the tuned ferrite rod aerial, and 
sensitivity is enhanced by reaction, 
which is controlled by VR2 in 
conjunction with C4 and L2. It will 
also be seen that as VR2 approaches 
the zero position it damps the aerial 
coil and therefore acts as a true 
volume control. 

T! is a transformer with a large 
primary winding which offers a very 
large inductance with the small 
current passing through it. It has a 
step-down ratio of 30:1 so that its 
secondary matches well to the input 
of TRi, an n.p.n. transistor acting as 
a power amplifier. VR3, a preset 
control, is adjusted once and for all 
so that TRi passes an emitter current 
of 25mA, Half the primary of a 
push-pull output transformer acts 
as the collector load for TRi. A 
negative feedback loop from output 
to input of Vi is provided by R2, 
Ci, VRi, R3 and C3. Because of the 
resistance in the circuit this loop is 
effective at audio frequencies only; 
and since C3 is comparatively small, 
it is more effective at the higher audio 
frequencies. VR| acts as a tone 
control on radio, giving treble cut as 
the slider is moved towards R3, (i.e. 
clockwise with the wiring layout 
shown in Fig. 2.) It should be 
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A view of the completed radiogram from the 
loudspeaker end 
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COMPONENTS 
Resistors 

(All fixed 
10%) 

resistors J watt 

Ri 
R2 
Rs 
R4 
VRI 

VR2 

VRJ 

lOMfl 
470k n 
lOkn 
2.2M£2 
IMfl potentiometer, log 
track, with switch (S2) 
lOkO potentiometer, 
linear track, with 2-pole 
switch (Si(a), (b) ) 
2.5kn or 3kn poten- 
tiometer, linear track, 
preset 

Capacitors 
Ci 
C2 

C3 

C4 
C3 

Cs 

C7 

VC! 

or 

O.OOSijF paper 
300pF silver mica or 
ceramic 
300pF silver mica 
ceramic 
0.001 SgF paper 
l.OOOnF electrolytic, 
3V wkg. 
lOOjiF electrolytic, 
6V wkg. 
1 ,000;j,F electrolytic, 
12V wkg. 
300pF variable, Dilecon 
(Jackson Bros.) 

Inductors 
Li,2 See text 

Transformer type QX1P 
(Osmor) 

T2 Transformer type TT5 
(Repanco) 

Valve 
Vi DL96 

Transistor 
TRi AC 127 

Loudspeaker 
30 Loudspeaker, 8 x Sin 

Batteries 
2 4.5-volt batteries type 126 

(Ever Ready) 

Record Deck 
Starr Single Speed 45 r.p.m. 

gram deck (Henry's Radio 
Ltd.) 

Tagboard 10-way, list No. 
C125—Bulgin (Cat. No. 
C125—Home Radio Ltd.) 

Ferrite rod, 8 x fin dia. 
B7G valveholder 
3 knobs 
Materials for cabinet, wire, 

etc. 

+ 9V 

- + motor r 
Z I o o C 

yellow green TRi Lead-outs blue 
green 

93 *3 yellow black II 
red DL96 

n 
"€) 

M R2 
"•"UrAWA-r- 
/R| C2 9 

TR| 
AC 127 Ebtl 

61 - 

L R4 
vcl HLHUPL I cll'C 2 

VRj 
SC5 

sla V-X Slb SC6 

I 

Fig. 1. The complete circuit of the Junior Radiogram. Switch S2 is ganged with 
with VRi, and switches Si(a) and Si(b) are ganged with VR2 

mentioned that the presence of the 
pick-up in the circuit is an important 
part of the negative feedback arrange- 

ment. Without the capacitance to 
the negative supply line offered by the 
pick-up, the negative feedback passed 
by C3 would be excessive as VRi 
was turned towards the fully clock- 
wise position. As it is, the presence 
of the pick-up allows smooth con- 
trol to be obtained without excessive 
treble cut. 

For playing records, VR2 is 
turned fully anti-clockwise so that 
switches Si (a) and Si(b) are opened. 
It will be seen that Li and L2 are now 
isolated from the filament of Vi but 
that a second negative feedback 
loop has been introduced consisting 
of C4, the track of VR2 and R4, and 
that the tuning capacitor, VCi, in 
series with the grid capacitor C2, is 
in parallel with R4. Thus, a variable 
degree of negative feedback of the 
higher audio frequencies can be 
added to the fixed feedback provided 
by the network, by using the control 
VCi. In other words, when playing 
records VCi becomes a tone control 
giving treble cut when turned in a 
clockwise direction. VRi, the tone 
control on radio, becomes the volume 
control on gram, and the existing 
negative feedback of the higher 
audio frequencies offered by the 
loop of which VRi is a part, remains. 
On gram, therefore, there is a fixed 
degree of feedback of most audio 
frequencies, tailing off at extreme 
bass owing to the impedance of C4 at 
such frequencies; a variable tone 
control by VCi; and a further degree 

of treble cut which increases at 
high volume settings. This last 
effect is useful in preventing shrill- 
ness when playing records at maxi- 
mum undistorted output. 

Let us reiterate the use of the 
controls. On radio, tuning is carried 
out by VCi, volume control by VR2 
and tone by VRi. The unit is switched 
to gram by turning VR2 fully anti- 
clockwise, whereupon VRi becomes 
the volume control and VCi the 
tone control. The battery is, of 
course, switched on and off by S2, 
ganged to VR]. It might be mentioned 
that although no radio signals will 
be heard when VR2 is switched to 
gram, it is possible to play records 
with Si (a) and Si(b) closed in the 
radio position. Volume will be high, 
and only a small part of the movement 
of VRi will be usable, as the extra 
negative feedback designed for use 
with records will be inoperative. 
Also, the grid of Vi will be positive 
via the grid leak. Quality on records 
will be considerably inferior to that 
obtainable with Si(a) and Si(b) 
correctly open. 

Some constructors may have won- 
dered, at this point, why a valve is 
used for the first stage instead of a 
transistor, and why there is no fila- 
ment battery. The answer to the 
first question is that a valve is more 
convenient to use with a crystal 
pick-up than a transistor, owing to 
its extremely high input impedance. 
If a transistor (or transistors) were 
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Support 
8*x 3/8" ferrite for deck 

screwed 
Support for deck 
screwed here 

here 60 turns 25 turns 

J l'/4 I'M 

L Grommet Grommet 

VR L. VRI 
ha 

vc Cc c 3,0" 5—^7 /8- 

N copper 

3r^\ 
black 

rmt) 
L.S. / 

TR, 

Hole for 
handle 

-9V blk. red 
Pick-up 

Vl valvehoider 
-motor 

+ 9V 

Fig. 2. Wiring up the component panel. The yellow leads of Tj are towards 
the panel centre. T2 is mounted on end with one foot bent through 90°. Note 
that the blue lead of T2 is not connected into circuit. V| valvehoider is 
observed here from the top, and not from the underside. The potentiometer 
switch tags shown for S^a), Si(b) and $2 may not coincide in position for all 
components, and the switch tags should be checked through with a continuity 

meter before wiring 

used it would be necessary either to 
employ two stages connected on the 
common collector principle in order 
to obtain an input impedance of 
about 1M O; to use a large series 
resistor, which throws away all the 
amplification available and in any 
case necessitates another stage; or 
to use a matching transformer. 
With a valve, none of these devices 
are necessary. And in this particular 

circuit the filament of the valve is 
heated by "waste" current. An 
emitter resistor is necessary for TRi 
in the interests of thermal stability, 
and if the filament of V] is used for 
the purpose it can be heated to the 
right temperature provided the base 
bias of the transistor is correctly 
chosen. TRi must, of course, be an 
n.p.n. type with the present arrange- 
ment. 

Construction 
The constructional details which 

follow apply to the prototype. 
Whilst readers are strongly advised 
to follow the wiring and component 
layout given in Fig. 2, they may 
prefer to use alternative arrange- 
ments for the cabinet. It should be 
noted, nevertheless, that the author's 
approach towards making the 
cabinet enables an extremely com- 
pact final assembly to be achieved. 

All the components, except the 
speaker, are mounted on a plywood 
panel, 9 x 5 x about iin, using the 
layout shown in Fig. 2. The spindle 
of VCj is in the exact middle of the 
panel and VR] and VR? are 2in apart 
from VCi on either side. The valve- 
holder is fixed to the tagboard by its 
connecting wires only, and VR3 is 
also suspended in the wiring. 
Fairly heavy gauge single-strand 
wire should be used for wiring these 
components in order to hold them 
firmly. Additional fastening can, of 
course, be used if desired. Ti is 
mounted so that its leads stand away 
from the panel with the yellow leads 
towards the middle. The leads are 
taken to their respective tags and 
soldered while held fairly tight. 
This will hold Ti in position. Li 
and L2 are wound on paper sleeves 
fitted over the ferrite rod, using 
32 s.w.g. enamelled wire. Li consists 
of 60 turns and L2 of 25 turns, both 
wound in the same direction. The 
coils are close-wound in a single 
layer. There is some advantage in 
using separate sleeves so that the 
distance between the coils can be 
adjusted for smooth reaction control. 
About Jin to iin spacing between 
coil ends will be found correct. 
Coverage should be from about 190 
metres to over 600 metres. If the 
Third programme on 194 metres 
should be a local station and prove 
unobtainable it can be brought 
within range by moving Li and L2 
towards one end of the rod. The 
rod is fitted with rubber grommets 
at each end and these are tied to the 
panel with cord, nor wire, passing 
through two small holes. 

The loudspeaker is mounted on a 
similar 9 x Sin panel with a suitable 
hole cut out for it. The two panels are 
then joined together by two strips of 
fin wood, each 9in long and lin 
wide. One end of each strip is screwed 
to the control panel in the positions 
shown in Fig. 2, leaving 1 iin between 
the top of the strip and the top of the 
panel. The other ends, screwed to 
equivalent positions on the speaker 
panel, will require one corner to be 
cut away to allow for the speaker 
frame. If desired, add brackets at all 
four joints, on the underside, to 
provide extra rigidity. Both the 9 x 1 in Another view, showing the three controls 
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Ferrite aerial :-|^V-—" Wooden strip 
, Loudspeaker 

Strip corner cut 
to accommodate 
speaker frame 

Control 
knobs 

U Battery box 

Wooden strip 
deck 

Brackets 

(a) Cb) 

Both ends open 
Open end 

Open end 

Lid s'/z' 

270 

■v 9/8 4l/8 

e) IOI/4 

2'2 

Wooden 

Fig. 3 (0). Assembling the two panels, the battery box and the,gram deck 
(fa). Detail showing the 9 volt connections to the gram motor 

(c). The battery box. This takes two Ever-Ready batteries type 126 inserted side by side 
(d). The outside section of the cabinet, into which slides the assembly of (a). The internal width and height are shown here 
as 9i and Si in respectively but, to avoid errors, readers may find it preferable to work to the actual cut dimensions of the 

assembly shown in (a) 
(e). The wire carrying handle for the radiogram 

strips need their inner sides shaping 
with a fret saw to allow for various 
protrusions on the underside of the 
record deck. These can be found by 
laying the deck on the strips and 
marking the strips where they need 
cutting. The record deck will need to 
be fixed so as to take up the position 
shown in Fig. 3 (a) and care must 
be taken to see that neither the 
pivot end of the pick-up fouls the 

ferrite rod, nor the underside of the 
pivot fouls Cf, or any other com- 
ponent. There is plenty of room, but 
correct positioning is necessary before 
the deck is screwed to the strips. 
Note that the ferrite rod is above the 
gram deck surface and that there is a 
gap at the speaker end. Thick card or 
thin plywood, cut to shape and 
covered with adhesive plastic can be 
used to surround the deck and cover 

motor lead 

o) l\\ 

J / F Existing 
' wiring 

Tag nearest —lyt   + motor lead 

strip 

up open spaces. The ferrite rod, and 
the top of the speaker can also be 
covered in this way. 

Fig. 3 (fa) shows how the connec- 
tions should be made to the motor. 
It should be noted that the positive 
lead is taken to the brass tag nearest 
to the deck and not to the similar 
tag which already has a manufac- 
turer's lead soldered to it. The deck 
is being looked at upside down in 
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Illustrating the underside of the assembly of Fig. 3 (o) 

Fig. 3 (b). The motor has its own 
internal switch which is moved to 
the on position when the pick-up is 
moved outwards and is turned off at 
the end of a record. This switch does 
not of course, control the amplifier, 
but only the motor, 

A battery box is made as shown in 
Fig. 3 (c) using iin plywood. It will 
be seen to have four solid sides, one 
end open, and the other end open 
except for a narrow strip of wood 
across its centre. The box is screwed 
to the underside of the right hand 
9 x lin strip, looking at the control 
panel, such that the completely 
open side of the box is on the out- 
side and flush with the outer edge of 
the strip. It will be found necessary 
to cut away a small cylindrical 
projection on the underside of the 
deck which would otherwise foul the 
box. * Batteries are inserted from the 
outside and are prevented from 
passing through by the narrow strip 
on the inside of the box which leaves 
ample room for the terminals to be 
accessible. Two metal brackets are 
screwed to the sides of the battery 
box and the control panel and speak- 
er panel respectively, as shown in 
Fig. 3 (a). These serve to stiffen up 
the whole assembly. AI this stage the 
apparatus should not be switched on 
unless VRi is first turned fully 
anti-clockwise (i.e. slider at the 
negative supply line end of the 
track). 

* This projection is one of four. It consists 
of plastic and is part of the underside of the 
deck. Each of the four projections are drilled 
to take a 4BA tap or similar and are pre- 
sumably intended to mount a commercially- 
made amplifier which may be used with 
the deck. The projection which has to be 
cut away can be readily located and need 
only be cut sufficiently to clear the battery 
box. It serves no useful function in the 
present application. 

A suitable outside case can be 
made, following the style of the 
outer cover of a match box. This 
has two open ends, and a lid in the 
top, as in Fig. 3 (d). The assembly is 
pushed into the case so that the 
speaker panel appears at one open 
end and the control panel at the 
other. A stiff wire carrying handle 
(a cheap coat hanger will provide 
suitable material) is bent and cut to 
shape shown in Fig. 3 (e). One end 
is passed through the hole in the 
control panel shown in Fig. 2, and 
the other end into a similarly pos- 
itioned hole in the speaker panel, 
or in an additional strip of wood 
screwed to it, as will be described 
shortly. The handle will serve to 
hold the assembly in the box. The 
case may be covered with adhesive 
backed plastic. A piece of thick 
card or thin ply covered with plastic, 
can be cut to cover the control 
panel. A suitable tuning scale can 
cover an appropriate part of the 
control panel. 

Small hinges and a catch should 
be fitted to the lid and a small piece 
of plastic sponge should be cemented 
to the inside of it to hold the pick-up 
steady when it is not in use. Finally, 
a strip of plywood, 9 x 1 x iin, 
covered with plastic, can be screwed 
across the middle of the speaker 
fret, which may be of expanded 
metal. This strip can have a suitable 
hole drilled in it for the carrying 

handle, as was mentioned earlier. 

Setting up 
Before the apparatus is used, 

VR3 must be adjusted, once and for 
all. This control should first be set 
with its slider at the negative supply 
line end of its track (fully anti-clock- 
wise). A voltmeter, with a sensitivity 
not less than 10000 per volt is 
switched so that it will give a clear 
reading of 2.8 volts and its leads 
are connected across C5 using the 
polarity indicated by that compon- 
ent. The set may then be switched 
on, either to radio or gram. The 
voltmeter should give a very small 
reading, if any. V3 should then be 
turned slowly in a clockwise direc- 
tion, whereupon the needle of the 
meter will rise. When 2.8 volts is 
registered VR3 should be left as it is 
but the meter should be watched for 
20 minutes or so. At first it may be 
seen that there is a tendency for the 
needle to rise very slightly, and this 
should be checked by turning VR3 
slightly anti-clockwise until 2.8 volts 
is again registered. After a short 
time the needle will remain steady 
though, by the end of the 20 minutes 
it may have fallen very slightly, owing 
to a small drop in voltage of the 
battery. This first small drop takes 
place quickly under load. If necess- 
ary adjust VR3 again to give a reading 
of exactly 2.8 volts. VR3 can then be 
forgotten and the apparatus is 
ready for use. It is important that 
new batteries be used when adjusting 
VR3. If partly used batteries are 
employed a false setting will result, 
which could result in damage to 
Vi when new batteries are later 
fitted. 

Current consumption is about 
30mA on radio and about 48mA 
on gram. Dissipation by TRi is such 
that an ambient temperature of 40oC 
(104oF) is permissible with a brand 
new battery, and 450C (1130F) after 
the battery has been in use for a 
short time and the voltage has 
dropped to 1.4V per cell. As these 
temperatures are unlikely to be 
achieved in this country no undue 
precautions need be taken. If it is 
anticipated that temperatures ap- 
proaching these just mentioned may 
be encountered for short periods, 
TRi may be provided with a cooling 
fin. Q 

"Best Buy The Radio Constructor ' 

— The Best Buy — 
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Having recently been blessed with a baby 
daughter, the author found that a lot of time 

^ was spent in "going to see if she was all 
right". Consequently a one-way intercom system, 
sensitive enough to pick up a baby's breathing, was 
required. 

The simplest solution would have been a micro- 
phone, amplifier and loudspeaker connected by 
yards of twinflex draped between rooms; but 
loose wire has a strange affinity for high heels, 
dogs and vacuum cleaners, and so another method 
was sought. 

All rooms in a house are interconnected by the 
200-250 volt mains wiring; and although it would 
be very difficult to use this wiring to carry audio as 
well, it is possible to transmit r.f. signals along 
mains cables. The propagation characteristics will 
depend a great deal on the type and length of wire, 
and on the distance from a sub-station, but there 
will usually be sufficient signal strength over a 
reasonably sized house. 

The Transmitter 
Valves were chosen in preference to transistors for 

the following reasons: 
(a) the unit would be connected to the mains, so 

battery operation would be pointless. Hence the 
relatively high power consumption of valves would 
be no disadvantage. 

(b) the r.f. output must be coupled into the mains 
supply, so there is a possibility of transients from 
the mains finding their way back into the trans- 
mitter. From this point of view valves are far less 
easily damaged than transistors, 

(c) the cheapest and most sensitive form of micro- 
phone is the crystal type, which matches the input 
impedance of a valve much more readily than that 
of a transistor stage. 

Referring to the circuit diagram of the transmitter 
shown in Fig. 1, the signal from the microphone 
is amplified by an EF86 (Vi) and passed to the 
modulator, V2. (A volume control could be in- 
corporated at the grid of V2, but this was omitted 
in the prototype for simplicity of operation.) 
Normally, an a.f. choke would be used in the anode 
circuit of V2, but inductors of the required value 
(around 10H) are large and heavy, so a lOkH 
resistor is used instead. Using a resistor severely 
restricts the amount of modulating power available, 
but this is of little consequence since the r.f. power 
output is also very small itself. 

V3 is the anode-modulated r.f. oscillator, operating 
at about 1 Mc/s. A triode-connected pentode is 
used simply because the EF91 shown was available; 
almost any low power valve is suitable for this 
position. The output from the oscillator is connected 
to the mains socket via a low value capacitor, 
Cn, which passes r.f. but blocks 50 c/s. This capacitor 
should have as high a voltage rating as possible, 
with 750 volts as the lower limit. The prototype 
used a 6kV type normally employed in the line 
output stage of a TV set. 

Note that the r.f. output is applied to the "phase" 
(or "live") side of the mains supply and that the 

Baby Alarm 

John G. Dew, B.Sc. 

Our contributor describes a baby alarm 
circuit which requires no a.f. wiring between 
the microphone and loudspeaker. The 
original tuner section at the loudspeaker 
end was fitted to a home-built mains/ 
battery receiver, but it can be employed 
equally successfully with any standard 

transistor radio 

transmitter chassis is connected to the mains earth. 
The transmitter should only be connected to the 
mains via a 3-way plug and socket offering a reliable 
earth. Do not use the transmitter with a 2-way 
mains socket, which will not provide the requisite 
earth connection. If an on-off switch is required, 
this may be inserted in series with the "phase" 
input lead. 

The Receiver 
It is quite possible to use a domestic radio as a 

receiver, but the disadvantage is that its sensitivity 
will be far too great. This may result in interference 
from broadcast stations, as it is quite difficult to 

„> 

Above-chassis view showing, in particular, 
position of the mains transformer 

the 
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X" 

Fig. 1. The circuit of the transmitter unit 

(Figs. 1 and 2) 

Rcsistovs 
(All i watt 10% unless otherwise stated) 

Ri 1.5Ma 
R2 220k a 
Rj 2.7ka 
R4 ma 
R5 iMa 
R6 33ka 
R7 10ka, 1 watt 
Rs isoa 
R9 ioka 
Rio 47k a 
Rn Ika, 1 watt (see text) 
Rn 100a 
Ru 100a 
R14 2.2ka 
Rjs 68k a 
Rie ioka 
R17 2.7ka 
Ri8 470a 

Capacitors 
(See text concerning working voltages) 

Ci I00ij.F, electrolytic, 6V wkg. 
C2 0.01 (rF, 250V wkg. 
C3 0.1 (xF, 250V wkg. 
C4 16[xF, electrolytic, 250V wkg. 
C5 100(xF, electrolytic, 6V wkg. 
C6 8(xF, electrolytic, 250V wkg. 
C7 l,000pF, 250V wkg. 
Cg 220pF, silver-mica, 5 % 
C9 lOOpF, silver-mica 

Cio(a)(b) 32+32|xF, electrolytic, 250V wkg. 
Cn lOOpF, ceramic, 750V wkg. or greater 
C12 100pF, ceramic, 750V wkg. or greater 
C13 220pF, silver-mica, 5% 
C14 1,000pF 
C15 l,000pF 
Cie 0.04(xF 
C17 0.01 fxF 

Inductors 
Li L2 Medium wave oscillator coil (see text) 
Ti' Mains transformer. Secondaries; 150V at 

20mA, 6.3V at 0.8A (see text) 

Valves 
Vi EF86 
V2 EF91 
V3 EF91 

Semiconductors 
TRi OC44 
Di 250V rectifier (e.g. E250C50 or BY100) 
D2 OA81 
D3 OA81 

Microphone 
Mi Crystal microphone or crystal micro- 

phone insert 

Miscellaneous 
2 B7G valveholders 
1 B9A valveholder 
Chassis and board 

and tuner 
Screened wire, etc. 

material for transmitter 
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OC44 Lead-outs 

Receiver 
on-off switch 6 to-12 volts e b c 

C|7 D3 

Phase 
(red) Si? 

Receiver | 
battery I TR, 

0C44 Receiver D-t - - volume 
control 

L22 ! rI4 ^r16 

D 
CI3 

CI6 

T 
Earth 
Careen) 

Fig. 2. The receiver tuner. This couples into the 
volume control circuit of a standard transistor 

radio 

find a quiet spot in the medium waveband. On the 
other hand, a simple diode detector is loaded too 
heavily by a transistor audio amplifier, and the 
combination is too insensitive. (A diode followed 
by a valve audio amplifier worked well, but it was 
desired to build the receiver around a mains/ 
portable transistor radio.) The final design employed 
by the author uses a single transistor tuner followed 
by the audio stages of the transistor radio just 
referred to. Since an a.c. power-pack was employed, 
no extra mains lead was required for the r.f. con- 
nection. 

The "front end" is shown in Fig. 2. The r.f. 
signal is filtered from the 50 c/s mains frequency 
by the tuned circuit and the high-pass filters con- 
sisting of C14, R.14, and Qs, Rig. The output 
from the collector of TRi is demodulated by 
D2 and Dj, and applied to the non-earthy end of 
the volume control in the radio set. C12 in Fig. 2 
should be a capacitor having a high working 
voltage, similar to Cu in the transmitter. 

If the transmitter is not in operation, D2 and Dj 
are zero- or reverse-biased by the voltage across 
the volume control and do not affect the operation 
of the radio. When the transmitter is on, D2 and 
D3 rectify the carrier and the resulting d.c. voltage 
is applied to the volume control. This reverse- 
biases the detector in the radio, so cutting out 
broadcast reception. If a very strong station over- 
rides the bias, it is necessary to detune the radio. 

Coils 
Both Li and L2 may be normal medium wave 

oscillator coils intended for valve receivers. With 
Lj, the tuned winding is in the anode circuit of V3, 
and the coupling winding connects to C9 and chassis. 
With L2 the tuned winding connects to C13 and the 
coupling winding to C12. Alternatively, the two 
coils may be home-wound on a standard Aladdin- 
type 7mm former fitted with a dust core. The 
tuned winding would then consist of 100 turns of 

wire scramble-wound in one or two pies, as con- 
venient, and the coupling winding of 20 turns in a 
single pie positioned close to the tuned winding 
(at the earthy end if two pies are used). The wire 
may be 32 s.w.g. d.s.c. copper, or similar.1 

Construction 
Although no special attempt at miniaturisation 

was made, the transmitter was kept as compact as 
reasonably possible. The aluminium chassis was 
Sin long, 2^in wide and Hin deep. The width was 
chosen so that the 32+32(xF h.t. smoothing electro- 
lytic capacitor could be fitted across the chassis; 
the 2j-in width also accommodated the mains 
transformer. 

A contact-cooled selenium rectifier, supplying the 
h.t., was bolted to the side of the chassis; although 
at the 15mA consumed by the circuit, cooling is 
scarcely required. Of course, a silicon diode could be 
used in place of the older selenium type. 

Most of the soldered connections were made to 
the various valveholder tags. Exceptions included: 

(a) a 3-way tagstrip used to terminate the 3-core 
mains lead, 

(b) a single insulated terminal used for the main 
h.t. connection, 

(c) the positive lead of the decoupling capacitor 
C4 was cut short, and served as the junction 
for R2, R4 and Re, 

(d) the junction of C9 and Cu was self-supporting. 
These details are given to offer a general guide 

to the points likely to be encountered by the con- 
structor. If components other than those employed 
by the author are used, the chassis dimensions 
should be modified accordingly. The under-chassis 

1 A suitable ready-made coil would be the Osmor coil type QOS. 
In Fig. 1, pin 4 of the QOS connects to V2 anode, pin 3 to R7, pin 1 
to C9 and pin 2 to chassis. Reduce the value of C9 if squegging occurs. 
In Fig. 2, pin 4 connects to the upper plate of C13, pin 1 to C12 and 
pins 2 and 3 to the earth line.—■•Editor. 

{Continued on p. 99) 
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IN CONSIDERING THE DESIGN OF VERY 
small transistorised reflex re- 
ceivers many factors must be 

taken into account, and the result is 
always a compromise depending on 
the requirements of the constructor 
and user. In the design discussed here 
the most important requirement, 
after obtaining adequate sensitivity 
and selectivity on medium waves, 
was that the instrument should be 
capable of receiving the Light 
Programme on 200 kc/s. Normally, 
adding a long wave band to this 
type of receiver adds substantially 
to the size and complexity, but the 
method used here solves the problem 
in a simple manner and results are 
good' r Other important aspects ot the 
design were that the circuit should be 
simple and reliable, using only 
easily obtained components. Also, 
to keep down size and weight and to 
improve stability, chokes and trans- 
formers were precluded. 

Circuit Analysis 
The circuit finally evolved is 

shown at Fig. 1. The tuned r.f. 
signal is amplified by TRi and TR2, 
developed across R5 and passed via 
C4 to the diode detector, which is 
loaded by R2. After demodulation 
the audio signal is fed back to the 
base of TRi via L2, decoupled by 
C3 and amplified again by TRi and 
TR2. The audio signal developed 
across Re is fed direct to the base of 
the n.p.n. transistor TR3. Use of an 
n.p.n. transistor in this position 
enables one to dispense with the 
normal coupling and bias com- 
ponents that would be required if a 
p.n.p. type were used. This effects a 
useful saving in cost, as well as 
improving stability and efficiency. 
It will be noted from the circuit 
that, with the exception of C4 the 
receiver is entirely direct coupled. 
R7 is used to bias TR3 and, since it 
is not decoupled, generates a small 
amount of negative feedback. Further 

TRj TR2 TR3 
Lead-outs 

n, i 

ww 

ce 
tr2 TR 

C4 

Phone R3 R2 jack 

Cs 
1 

'I1 1   

Li- ir 
Wfe1-2 

c2 | 5 111"} III HI III 

Fig. 1. The complete circuit of the two-band receiver 
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tex mam 

wt 

★ 

■, which can be fitted in a 
obtains a high performance 
•s and by incorporating a 
hich is operative at all 
erage of medium waves, 
)n of the Light Programme 
cc/s 

Cs 50uF electrolytic, 
3V wkg. 

Inductors 
Li,2,3 Aerial assembly on fer- 

rite slab (see text) 

Semiconductors 
TRi OC44 
TR2 OC44 
TR3 OC139 or OC140 
Di OA70 or OA81 

Switch 
Si s.p.s.t. wavecbange 

switch 

Miscellaneous 
Earphone with jack plug (see 

text) 
Jack socket, modified (see 

text) 
3-volt battery, type as required 
Veroboard 0.15in matrix, 

1 x l|in (see Fig. 3) 

O-S 
i 

P3 * i. Ferrite slab H 
> Lj-Tturns 
oils are wound 
ib. The earthy 
ound over Lj. 
L} should be 
mum reaction 

negative feedback is introduced by 
C7. This reduces transistor hiss, 
which may otherwise be rather 
annoying due to the very high gain 
of the circuit, and improves the bass 
response. 

For best results it is essential that 
the diode be connected with the 
polarity shown. If incorrectly wired 
in there will be a marked loss of 
gain. It may be necessary to reverse 
the connections to L2 for maximum 

signal; the best way will be immed- 
iately obvious in terms of gain. 

Long wave reception is obtained 
by switching in an additional 
capacitor across Li and the values 
shown enable the Light Programme 
to be received in about the middle 
of the swing of the tuning capacitor. 
The L/C ratio is not the optimum 
and the Q suffers somewhat, but 
nevertheless output is similar to that 
from a local medium wave station 

|3/4* 

Link 

C3 
Phone 

P> o o 

■r o o o ^ ^ o o 

X5 o o /T^7 O O 

jack Y 

Phone 
jack X 

o R2 o 

V 
Battery- 

Fig. 3. The copper and component sides of the Veroboard used by the author. 
Note that one lead of C3 and one lead of L2 share the same hole. Components 
are not drawn to scale and some of those shown flat here may need to be 
mounted vertically. The wires designated X and Y connect to the similarly 
lettered contacts of the phone Jack illustrated in Fig. 1. Contact Z of the 
jack connects to the positive terminal of the battery. The circuit around Si 

is external to the board 
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CcO 

(b) 

Fig. 4 (a). Showing, in simplified 
form, the phone jack before 
modification. The contacts are 
normally closed, opening when 

the Jack plug is inserted 
(b). The Jack is modified by 
bending the centre contact 
upwards. Inserting the plug 
then pushes the top contact 
down on to the upper surface of 

the centre contact 

and selectivity is adequate. The 
use of this method greatly simplifies 
aerial design. On a small ferrite 
slab interaction between coils for 
different wavebands is a problem, and 
a switched-out long wave coil can 
cause damping and dead spots on the 
medium wave band. 

The aerial coils were wound on a 
ferrite slab measuring 2 x i x ^in 
and, to achieve maximum signal 
transfer whilst retaining reasonable 
selectivity, the turns ratio between 
primary and secondary was made 
about 12:1, The actual turns were 
7 close-wound for the secondary 
(L2) and 85 close-wound for the 
primary (Li). The latter was wound 
in a single layer so that the earthy 
end of the winding covered the 
secondary. The gauge of wire is not 
important and 30 to 32 s.w:g. 
enamelled single rayon covered 
was found convenient. This winding 
gave full medium wave coverage 
with the 250pF trimmer used in the 
Ci position. Approximate dimensions 
are given in Fig. 2. The reaction 
winding, L3, is discussed in the next 
section. 

Reaction 
With small receivers of this type 

it is advantageous to introduce some 
form of reaction to improve sensitiv- 
ity and selectivity. Any surplus 
gain can be used up by negative 
feedback in the audio stages to 
improve quality. Capacitive coupling 
was tried between collector and 
base of TRj by connecting short 
lengths of insulated wire to the 

collector and the "hot" end of Li, 
and these were twisted together 
forming a small variable capacitance. 
This was not very satisfactory as, 
being frequency dependent, different 
capacitances were required to pro- 
duce reaction on each medium wave 
station for optimum gain and no 
significant gain was produced on 
long waves. 

The best results were obtained by 
winding a coil of two or three turns 
round the ferrite slab and inserting it 
in series with the emitter of TRi. 
By sliding the coil up and down the 
slab an optimum position could be 
found and the coil fixed. This coil is 
shown as L3 in Figs. 1 and 2, and it 
will be noted that it appears at the 
non-earthy end of Li. Tfhe type of 
reaction employed here was virtually 
independent of frequency and provi- 
ded substantial gain on both bands 
as well as improving station separa- 
tion on medium waves. Ensure that 
the regeneration winding is connected 
into circuit right way round; the 
incorrect way will, of course, result 
in no reaction being obtained. In 
the author's model three turns were 
used, positioned as shown in Fig. 2. 
This positioning is intended purely 
as a guide to what is to be expected 
in practice, and constructors should 
adjust the position of L3 for optimum 
reaction in their own receivers. In 
some cases, it may be necessary to 
use only two turns for L3. It may 
use the same wire as Li and L2. 

The receiver proved to be very 
stable in operation, giving good 
reception over all the medium wave 
band and on long waves around 
200 kc/s. Good results were obtained 
on local stations using a 1.5 volt 
supply, but increasing to 3 volts 
livened up the performance con- 
siderably on the medium wave 
band, enabling many Continental 
stations to be received including 
Luxembourg. No adjustment to 
component values was necessitated 
by this voltage increase. Current 
consumption at 3 volts was 11mA 
(using an OC140 in the TR3 pos- 
ition). This may seem rather high but 
it gives a reasonable earphone out- 
put with good quality. As an econ- 
omy measure, and if the constructor 
is prepared to accept a lower output, 
R7 could be replaced by a resistor of 
560. Consumption at 3 volts is then 
5mA. 

Mechanical Detail 
The layout was not critical, the 

components being mounted on Vero- 
board of 0.1 Sin matrix, and details 
are shown in Fig. 3. 

The earphone used was a magnetic 
type having a resistance of approxi- 
mately 100O. However, the set 

6BA screw 

Bush 

6BA screw 

Mounting nut 

(a) 

Lock-nuts 

(b) 

Fig. 5 (0). The Radiospares 
trimmer before modification 

(b). The trimmer after 
modification. A longer 66A 
screw is fitted, this projecting 
beyond the mounting bush. 
Lock nuts are then fixed on 
this to make a hand control 

functioned satisfactorily with ear- 
phones having resistances varying 
from 30 to 2500. A crystal earpiece 
could be used by connecting a 
resistor of suitable value between 
TR3 collector and the positive 
supply rail with the earpiece in 
parallel. 

The set is switched on by inserting 
the earphone plug in the jack. Most 
miniature phone jacks have con- 
tacts which open when the plug is 
inserted, but it is a simple matter to 
modify them so that the contacts 
close on insertion and open when the 
plug is withdrawn. See Fig. 4. 
A 2mm plug and socket were used. 

The tuning capacitor is a Radio- 
spares trimmer modified by removing 
the adjusting screw and replacing 
with a longer screw which protrudes 
beyond the ceramic base of the 
trimmer. Lock nuts were then fitted 
which formed a "knob" for hand 
adjustment. The modification is 
shown in Fig. 5. 

The case used by the author was a 
plastic box measuring approximately 
2 x 2 x Jin, but other suitable 
arrangements could be used to fit 
any box of convenient dimensions. 
As may be seen from the photo- 
graph, Ci and wavechange switch 
Si were mounted on one side of the 
case, the switch being a small slide 
type. The author's receiver is powered 
by two U16 cells, connected in 
series. 

□ 
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Baby Alarm 

{Continued from p. 95) 

layout of the major components in the prototype 
is shown in Fig. 3.2 

Precautions should be taken to minimise hum 
pick-up at the grid of Vi. The microphone connects 
to the amplifier via screened cable, and the length 
of unscreened wire at Vj grid must be kept as 
short as possible. Also, the body of Ri should be 
very close to the valveholder tags. If the microphone 
has a metal case, this must be earthed. The hum- 
dinger given by R12 and R13 assisted in reducing 
hum. R12 and R13 may, however, be dispensed with 
if a 6.3 volt winding with a centre-tap is available 

screened cable. In the author's version, however, 
it was glued behind a 1 jin hole at one end of the 
case. 

The Receiver 
The tuner was constructed on a printed circuit 

board measuring 2^ x 1 jin, and since the unit was 
quite small it was mounted on the side of the mains 
power pack inside the radio. The radio was home- 
built and space had purposely been left inside the 
case for the printed board. With many commercially- 
made transistor receivers this is not the situation 
and the tuner would then have to remain separate. 

Since the volume control usually carries the 
receiver on-off switch, whereupon a negative supply 
point becomes available at this component, the 
three leads from the tuner to the receiver can be 
taken to the volume control as shown in Fig. 2. 
Should the on-off switch be in the positive supply 

Cinn. lOtrb 
3-way 
tag-strip L| 

U U n n 
^ KhrDi 

f-6 _ 

I — ^-Vll 

Fig. 3. Underchassis layout of the larger components in the prototype 
transmitter. Small variations in layout may be required to accommodate 
components having different dimensions to those used by the author 

on the transformer, the centre-tap then being 
connected to chassis. 

The prototype transmitter was housed in a 
jUn plywood case covered in leather-cloth, measur- 
ing 6 x 3-irin, and 4 Jin high. Although the total heat 
dissipation is less than 10 watts, this heat must be 
allowed to escape. Initially, the prototype was 
fully enclosed, but it was switched off hurriedly 
after half an hour when the transformer started 
dripping wax! Consequently the case was modified 
by replacing the top and part of the sides with 
expanded metal as shown in the photograph, 
and by drilling ten fin holes in the base. Rubber 
feet were used to provide space underneath for air 
flow. 

The microphone may be separate from the trans- 
mitter housing, being connected to it by way of its 

2 The mains transformer used by the writer has a 150 volt h.t. 
secondary and is not readily available through the usual postal 
retail channels. A near-alternative, which may be used in its place, 
is the mains transformer type P2 available from Henry's Radio Ltd., 
which has an h.t. secondary of 220 volts at 30mA. If this transformer 
is used, capacitors with a rating of 350V wkg. should be employed in 
place of those rated at 250V wkg. in the Components List, and Rn 
should be increased to 3.3kQ 2 watts.—Editor. 

line only, or if no switch is fitted to the volume 
control, an alternative negative supply point has 
to be found. 

The r.f. input connections are taken from the 
mains, also as illustrated in Fig. 2, and it is once 
again essential that the connection to the mains 
supply be via a 3-way plug and socket offering a 
reliable earth connection. 

m 

Below-chassis view of the prototype transmitter 
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In the author's version, the transmitter unit is 
housed in a case complete with microphone 

Operation f 
Plug the transmitter in, and find a source ot 

continuous noise for a signal (a TV set or radio is 
useful here). Adjust the core of Li to its nud- 

SCljtel tuferhet Receiver 

(Continued from p. 87) 

energised for brief periods in normal use, as is standard 
practice in single channel work. A light escapement will 
draw a current of some 300mA when energised. This 
current must not be allowed to flow for other than 
intermittent periods or the output transistor will become 
damaged, and it is important to bear this in mind when 

DANGER 

CARTOON 

H 

U 

C 

K 

L 

E 

LIVE 

position. Plug in the receiver, in another room, 
and adjust the core of L2 for maximum signal. 
Different mains wiring can affect the resonant 
frequencies of both Li and L2, so if no signal is 
heard try Li at its extremes, and tune L2 through its 
whole range. , . _ 

If whistles or interference are heard, change the 
frequency by a small amount. The background 
noise should be kept very low, as even the faintest 
whistle can be a nuisance in an otherwise quiet 
r0When the unit is working correctly the ticking 
of a clock in the same room as the transmitter 
should be clearly audible, and a baby s breathing 
will be picked up within the range of a few feet. 

Editor's Note ... .Mo 
If hum in the transmitted output should prove trouble- 

some, it may be reduced by connecting Cu to the upper 
plate of C9 (see Fig. 1) instead of to the lower plate. 

□ 

testing and setting up. If the output transistor is allowed 
to pass a current of some 300mA for several seconds, 
then it should be allowed to cool for several seconds 
before being made to pass current again. A restriction of 
this nature is common with relayless miniature control 

^"'short pulse currents of between 300 and 600mA 
are to be handled, the output transistor could be replaced 
by two 2G381 or two NK.T218 transistors in parallel, 
i.e. connected emitter to emitter, base to base and 
collector to collector. This will result in only a small 
increase in the overall size of the unit. □ 

SOURCE OF EASILY MODULATED 
INFRA-RED RADIATION 

Two new gallium arsenide diodes now available from 
Mullard emit near infra-red radiation when subjected 
to a voltage of about 1.5V. The radiation from the diodes, 
type CAY12 and 101CAY, is coherent and can be easily 
modulated simply by varying the diode current. 

Maximum radiation from the diodes occurs at a wave- 
length of 0.9pm which is also near the peakof the re- 
sponse curve of the phototransistor type BPX25. Hence, 
one of the diodes and the phototransistor can be used 
in a very simple compact communications system, 
(Gallium arsenide diode-lens-lens-phototransistor). A 
range of 100 ft. can be easily achieved and this can be 
extended by improving the lens system. 

This communication system could be used on noisy 
building sites to form a link between the cabins of tall 
cranes and the ground. The equipment could also be 
useful in crowded places where rapid, secret communica- 
tion free of interference is needed between two points. 

The high-frequency performance and high switching 
speed of these diodes make them suitable for use in 
a.m. or pulsed communication links. Because the emitted 
radiation is coherent, the diodes can also be used to start 
laser actions in other devices. 
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Courses of Instruction 

Southall College of Technology 
Beaconsfield Road, Southall, Middx. 

This College provides classes at all levels for (a) Radio & Television Servicing, including Colour TV (b) Electronics 
Servicing, covering computer devices, automatic control etc. These courses are intended for technicians, amateur con- 
structors, experimenters, either as a route to formal qualifications or for interest only. 

Courses are as follows;— 
(a) Part time day or evening classes in Radio and Television Servicing, 
(b) Part time day or evening classes in Electronics Servicing (Covering Computers, Automatic Control, etc.). 
(c) Part time day courses in Colour Television Receiver Servicing. 

Isleworth Polytechnic 
Department of Science and Engineering, 

St. John's Road, Isleworth. 

Electronic Servicing Technician's Course (FE.1 and FE.2) 
The course is for prospective entrants into the Electronics or Radio and Television industries. Students attend 

College full time for two years and take external examinations for the City and Guild's Intermediate Electronics Servicing 
Certificate (or the Radio and Television Servicing Certificate) and the Intermediate Electrical Technicians Certificate. 

Suitable students will have the opportunity of taking external examinations for the General Certificate of Education 
at 'O' level. 

Applicants should have a genuine interest in Radio or Electronics and have attained a reasonable standard of education 
in English and Calculations. 

Admission to the second year of the course can be arranged for candidates having suitable experience. 
Subjects taken are listed below:— 

Electronic 
Principles, Techniques, Electronics Laboratory and Electronics Workshop Projects. 

General 
Mathematics, Physics, Engineering Drawing and English. 

Liberal Activities 
Students' preference, selected from Visual Arts, Music, Dramatics, Sport, etc. 

Fees 
Free to students under eighteen years of age. 
Minimum age for entry: 16 years. 
Application forms for course FE from the Principal. 

Beckenham Evening Education Centre 
28 Beckenham Road, Beckenham, Kent. 

Classes to be held for the Radio Amateurs Examination at the Evening Education Centre, 28 Beckenham Road, 
Beckenham, Kent; on Thursdays from 7 to 9. Fees are graded according to age: maximum 40s. 

Enrolment at the first class, September 28. 
Further details, if required, from M. D. Bass B.Sc., (G30JE) 42 Clevedon Road, London, S.E.20. 

Ilford Literary Institute 
Cranbrook Road, Ilford, Essex. 

Enrolment September 4th to 7th (7 to 8.30 p.m.), courses commence on 20th September. 
Fees (Adult) RAE 40/-, Morse tuition 32/-, (Under 21) 25/- and 20/- respectively. 
Apply for reservation to G8JM, W. G. Hall, 48 Hawkdene Road, Chingford, London, E.4. (SAE please.) 

West Kent College 
88 Grosvenor Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. 

From September 1967 until July 1968 the College will be running full time Radio and Television Servicing and Elect- 
ronics Servicing courses to intermediate City and Guilds/R.T.E.B. certificate level. 

Applications can be considered from prospective students residing outside Kent. 

Western Road Evening School, Sheffield, 10. 
Radio Amateur Examination Course will commence on Wednesday, September 20th at 7 p.m. 
Further particulars may be obtained from J. Bell, G3JON, 25 Edale Road, Sheffield, 11. 

Corbridge County School, Corbridge, Northumberland. 
A course for the RAE will be held commencing in September. Contact V. Allison, G3TNX, 14 Silverdale Drive 

Winlaton, Co. Durham. 
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A GREAT DEAL OF ENJOYMENT CAN BE OBTAINED 
from experimenting with v.h.f. circuitry 
—although, unless one has access to reasonably 

accurate measuring and test equipment, the first 
results obtained may be somewhat problematical 
in value! 

On the 2 and 4 metre v.h.f. amateur bands, a 
great deal of interesting signals are transmitted. 
These v.h.f. bands lie outside the tunable range of 
most communications-type receivers, however, and 
it is common practice to make use of a converter, 
feeding its output to the aerial socket of the receiver 
to be used. 

The simplest converter would seem to consist 
of no more than a conventional frequency changer 
circuit arranged around a single valve, the signal 
grid being fed with, say, 144 Mc/s r.f. from an 
aerial and the oscillator section running at a fre- 

Signal-Mixer Stages 
The circuit for the r.f. and mixer stages, as used 

by the writer, is shown in Fig. 1. The input from a 
dipole aerial is applied to SKTi, coil Lj being 
tuned to the middle of the v.h.f. band to be received. 
Valve Vj functions as a normal r.f. amplifier, the 
tuned circuit, L2C4, in its anode circuit being 
set up to mid-band frequency. Lj is inductively 
coupled to L2 and is also tuned to mid-band fre- 
quency by means of C9. L3C9 feed the grid of the 
mixer. Locally generated crystal controlled oscilla- 
tions are fed to point "Y" and permit mixing to 
occur in V2, the difference frequency being selected 
by suitably tuning L4C11 in the anode circuit. The 
output is taken from L5 and passed to socket 
SKT2, after which it may be fed to the aerial socket 
of the associated receiver or, alternatively, to a 
"head amplifier". The latter is merely another 

Sampling V.H.F. 

Some Notes and Notions for Newcomers 

Wallace Studley 

Many keen short wave listeners tend to avoid the 2 metre (144-146 Mc/s) and 
4 metre (70.2-70.4 Mc/s) bands, because their receiving equipment is intended 
for reception of the lower frequency bands only. If a good short wave receiver is 
already available, however, it is a fairly simple matter to construct a v.h.f. 
converter having fixed oscillator tuning, the resultant "intermediate frequency" 
band being fed to the aerial input of the short wave receiver. Individual signals 
are then tuned on the short wave receiver. Our contributor describes several 
practical circuits which may be employed for v.h.f. converters of this type. It is 
assumed that the reader has experience of short wave construction together with 

access to the test equipment referred to in the article   

quency higher, or lower, than the signal frequency 
by the amount required as a first intermediate 
frequency. The latter could be around 10 Mc/s, 
which could then be tuned on the associated receiver. 
Unfortunately, such simplification is rarely practical. 

Converters used for v.h.f. working fall mainly 
into two classes: (1) tunable types; and (2) crystal 
controlled types. 

In the case of type (1) the associated receiver 
tuning is pre-set and the converter is made manually 
tunable over the required v.h.f. band. In the case 
of type (2) the converter signal frequency tuning 
(normally made wide enough to cover the whole 
band) is pre-set, the associated receiver being 
manually tuned over the band of frequencies 
appearing at the converter output. 

In general, the crystal controlled type of converter 
has much in its favour, and it is moderately easy to 
get going. 

Experiments recently carried out by the writer 
resulted in the constructional set-up described in 
this article, the final converter consisting of two 
separate sections. These were the signal frequency 
stages and the oscillator section. 

stage of r.f. amplification at the output frequency 
of the converter. Coil L4 should not be sharply 
peaked since a bandwidth of up to 2 Mc/s is required 
if the 2 metre band is to be received. This bandwidth 
is obtained, at the expense of a little gain, by 
including resistor R7 as a damper. 

Miniature v.h.f. pentodes type 6AK5 are used for 
both Vj and V2 though for 2 metres the use of 
triodes is, perhaps, more common. According to 
the Brimar handbook, however, the 6AK5 is 
"useful as an amplifier up to 400 Mc/s", and they 
should know! The 6AK5 valve is also satisfactory 
as a mixer provided the appropriate screen resistor 
(R9) is made reasonably large in value. 

A Crystal-Controlled Oscillator 
The local oscillator frequency in a v.h.f. converter 

must of necessity be fairly high; of the order of 
130 Mc/s for the 2 metre band. To obtain local 
oscillations inexpensively at such high frequencies 
it is common practice to multiply the harmonic 
output generated by a relatively low frequency 
crystal. A typical oscillator and multiplier circuit 
of this kind is shown in Fig. 2. Here, Vj and its 
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Fig. 1. The circuit of the signal frequency and mixer stages 

(Fig. 1) 

Resistors 
(All i watt 10%) 

Ri 470ka 
R2 22011 
R3 lOkO 
R4 22kn 
R5 47kn 
R6 IMQ 

15kn 
47k Q 

Rg 470kn 
Rio 4.7kn 

R7 
Rs 

COMPONENTS 

Capacitors 
Ci l,000pF ceramic 
C2 25pF trimmer, air-spaced 
C3 2,000pF ceramic 
C4 25pF trimmer, air-spaced 
C5 l,000pF ceramic 
Cg 1,000pF ceramic 

C7 2,000pF ceramic 
Cg 2,000pF ceramic 
Cg 25pF trimmer, air-spaced 
Cjo lOpF silver mica 
Cn 50pF silver mica (see text) 
C12 2,000pF ceramic 
Cj3 5,000pF ceramic 

Inductors 
L],2,3 Shown in Table 
£4,5 See text 

Valves 
Vi,2 6AK5 

Sockets 
SKT1 Coaxial sockets 

Miscellaneous 
2 B7G ceramic valveholders with skirts and 

screening cans 
Screening can for L4L5 

associated circuitry functions as the oscillator 
proper, the frequency being governed by crystal Xi. 
If the crystal circuit resonates at a fundamental 
frequency of f kc/s, oscillations at f, 2f, 3f, 4f, etc., 
kc/s will be found at the anode of the valve. If 
Li is tuned to, say, 3f this new frequency may be 
fed to V2(a) and amplified. Here again harmonics 
will be found at the anode, and higher harmonics 

may be taken off by means of L2 and Cg, and so on. 
Using a crystal of fundamental frequency 7333 kc/s 
would, for instance, enable us to extract 22 Mc/s 
from Vi, 66 Mc/s from V2(a) and 132 Mc/s from 
V2(b), which could be fed via a small value capacitor 
to the mixer circuit. The anode of V2(b) must, of 
course, be close to the mixer grid to enable the 
coupling capacitor, Co, to have short leads. With 
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Fig. 2. A simple crystal controlled oscillator and frequency multiplying chain 

C10 2,000pF ceramic 
(Fig. 2) Cn 2,000pF ceramic 

C12 25pF ceramic 
Resistors C13 8pF silver mica 
(All \ watt 10% unless otherwise stated) C14 25pF trimmer, air-spaced 

Ri 47k fl 
R2 47 ktl } watt • Inductors 
R3 ika Li,2,3 Depend on frequencies required (see 
R4 220n text) 

RFC, R.F. Choke, I.SmH 
COM PONE NTS! 

R7 Ikfl Valves 
R8 56k fl Vi EF91 

V2 ECC81 
Capacitors 

Ci 500pF silver mica Crystal 
C2 75pF silver mica Xj FT243 crystal (see text) 
C3 25pF silver mica 
C4 lOpF silver mica Miscellaneous 
C5 2,000pF ceramic 1 B7G ceramic valveholder with skirt and 
C(j 2,000pF ceramic screening can 
C7 lOOpF silver mica 1 B9A ceramic valveholder with skirt and 
Cg 8pF silver mica screening can 
C9 2,000pF ceramic 1 Crystal holder 

the example just mentioned, the 2 metre band 
would be tunable on a receiver over its range of 
12 to 14 Mc/s (144-132 = 12, and 146-132 = 14). 
Alternatively, for the 4 metre amateur band V2(b) 
circuitry could be omitted, and the oscillator output 
taken from L2 at 66 Mc/s. 

Coil details are not given for Fig. 2 (which is 
intended to demonstrate a simple approach to 
obtaining the required oscillator frequency) since 
these will depend on the frequency of the crystal 

chosen. A grid-dip oscillator will be required to 
initially bring the coils close to the desired frequency, 
after which final adjustments may be made by means 
of dust cores in the case of Li and L2 and trimmer 
C14 in the case of L3. The final setting of C14 should 
insert only a low capacitance into the tuned circuit. 
After initially setting up Li with the grid-dip 
oscillator, insert a 0-1 mA meter between the lower 
end of R5 and chassis and adjust Lj for maximum 
current indication. Repeat with L2, inserting the 
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TABLE 

Coil details for Fig. 1 

Coil 144 Mc/s 70 Mc/s 

Li 5 turns, tapped 2 turns from chassis 7 turns, tapped 3 turns from chassis 

Lz 4 turns, tapped 1 turn from anode 6 turns, tapped 2 turns from anode 

La 4 turns, untapped 6 turns, untapped 

Coils are wound on a iin diameter former and allowed to spring off, using 20 s.w.g. tinned copper wire with 
turns spaced wire thickness. 

milliammeter between the lower end of Rs and 
chassis. Lj is finally set up by inserting the milli- 
ammeter between the lower end of Rg (Fig. 1) and 

chassis. The crystal used in the circuit of Fig. 2 
may conveniently be a type FT243. 

The final local oscillator frequency may be either 

(Fig. 3) 

Resistors 
(All i watt 10%) 

R! 56kn 
3.9ka 
ion 
270n 
2.2kn 
ion 
2.2k n 
ion 
270n 

Rz 
Rs 
R4 
Rs 
Re 
R? 
Rs 
r9 

Capacitors 
Ci 8pF silver mica 
Cz l,000pF ceramic 
C3 2,000pF ceramic 
C4 2,000pF ceramic 
C5 2,000pF ceramic 
Cg 25pF silver mica 
C7 25pF trimmer, air-spaced 
Cg lOOpF silver mica 

Inductors 
Li,2 See text 

Valve 
Vi ECC81 

HT + 

I 
250V 

C3 i:R 

'AM- 

Cs 

To V   1| 
fig.I 

Test 
point 

ECC81 
Co ^r2 <r3 

heaters 

ww- —mt 
6-3V 
AC 

Fig. 3. A practical Sutler crystal controlled oscillator and harmonic generator 

Crystal 
Xi Fundamental or Overtone crystal (see 

text) 

Miscellaneous 
1 B9A ceramic valveholder with skirt and 

screening can 
1 Coil former, 0.3in diameter, with dust core 
1 Crystal holder   

above or below the signal frequency. By using the 
lower frequency, forward tuning of the receiver 
results (i.e. an increase in receiver tuning frequency 
corresponds to an increase in v.h.f. signal frequency) 
and this is usually more convenient. As may be 
seen, various combinations are possible and this is 
fortunate since advantage can be taken of crystals 
available cheaply or already to hand. It is of course 
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7" 
V| R.F amp Trimmers V? Mixer Head amplifier 

if used 

c9r ic4 L4'L5 

O O (® o Trimmer 
C2 

^ o 
o 

SKT SKT 

Crystal X| Trimmer V| Oscillator valve 

pig 4 Above-chassis layout of a v.h.f. converter using the circuits of Figs. 1 and 3. The dashed line encloses the components 4' Ab0V of Fig. 3 and does not indicate a screen. Chassis depth may conveniently be 2m 

necessary to consider exactly what ranges are 
available on the receiver to be used. Whilst a 
converter output tunable over, say 12 to 14 Mc/s 
might be suitable for one receiver it might not be 
so with another without bandchanging. The first 
step, therefore, is to select a suitable receiver range 
and one in which no spurious signals are likely to 
break through, thereafter selecting a crystal fre- 
quency after doing a few simple sums along the 
lines already described. The final result can usually 
be varied a little to suit crystals already to hand 
although care is required to ensure that no frequen- 
cies are likely to be generated by the oscillator 
that can cause harmonics to fall directly in the 
band tuned over by the receiver. 

The coil used for L4L5 in Fig. 1 will also require 
consideration in relation to the output frequency ; 
normally a dust-cored aerial-type short wave coil 
can be utilised. Screening is essential to prevent 
unwanted self pick-up at the coil itself. As a guide 
to suitable coil types, the Osmor coil type QA3 
may be used for converter output frequencies of 
the order of 10 to 13 Mc/s, the Osmor QA2 for 
output frequencies of the order of 16 to 20 Mc/s 
and the Osmor QA1 for output frequencies of the 
order of 23 to 30 Mc/s. The tuned winding (L4) 
of these coils connects to tags 3 and 4 and the 
coupling winding (L5) to tags 1 and 2. The coil 
would need to be fitted in a screening can for the 
present application and a wide adjustment of the 
dust core may be needed. The value of Cn can, 
of course, be varied up to a maximum of lOOpF 
to obtain a specific tuned circuit frequency. 

An Alternative Crystal-controlled Oscillator 
The preferred extended Butler-type oscillator is 

shown in Fig. 3 and this is somewhat easier to 
get going since fewer stages are needed in order to 
secure the end-product frequency. In the test model 
made up by the writer crystal Xi was a B7G-based 
item of frequency fi = 10873.3 kc/s, coupled between 
the cathodes of triodes Vi(a) and Vi(b)> which are 
sections of an ECC81 valve. Harmonics of the 
fundamental frequency were tuned at the anode, coil 
Li being adjusted to f2=43.5 Mc/s (fix4) and L2 
to f3 = 130.5 Mc/s (f2x3). The band 144-146 Mc/s 
is thus tunable on the associated receiver in the 
range of 13.5-15.5 Mc/s and forward tuning is 
secured. Alternatively—and where an Overtone 
type of crystal is to be used—Li may be tuned to 
the overtone frequency and L2 to the desired 
multiple thereof with a similar result. Thus, an 
Overtone crystal marked at a frequency around 
44 Mc/s could be multiplied up to around 132 
Mc/s. Some variation in the value of Re in Fig. 3 
may be needed for best results with some crystals. 

The Butler oscillator may be checked by con- 
necting a testmeter, set to read 0-1 mA, between 
the Test Point and chassis, tuning the anode coils 
for maximum indication then temporarily short- 
circuiting either R4 or R9 to chassis, whereupon 
the meter reading should fall sharply to zero. 
Thereafter Li and L2 are trimmed to their correct 
operating frequencies using a wavemeter, or grid-dip 
oscillator, in conjunction with the testmeter for 
checking. Each coil is peaked for maximum indica- 
tion, but remember that successive indications are 
given as the various harmonics are tuned through, 
the correct one is found with the wavemeter or 
grid-dip oscillator. 

Coils used by the author for Fig. 3 were as 
follows. Li consisted of 8 turns of 20 s.w.g. enamelled 
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Fig. 5. Below-chassis view of the converter. The oscillator section of Fig. 3 again appears between the dashed lines 

copper wire, turns slightly spaced, wound on a 
0.3in diameter former fitted with a dust core. L2 
was 4 turns of 20 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire, 
turns spaced by wire thickness, wound on a iin 
diameter former and allowed to spring off. Some 
adjustment to coils may be required, and this point 
is dealt with later. The final setting of C7 should 
be such that only a small capacitance appears 
across L2. Fundamental B7G-based or HC6/U 
Overtone crystals may be used. 

Layout 
A convenient layout for the circuits of Figs. 1 

and 3, and as used in the author's test model, is 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, and it is doubtful if this 
can be much improved upon! All wiring at v.h.f. 
frequencies must, of course, be kept extremely short 
indeed. The trimmers, which should be kept near 
their minimum settings, are accessible from the 
chassis upper surface whilst oscillator injection into 
the mixer grid circuit is conveniently direct. Note 
the manner in which L2 and L3 of Fig. 1 are coupled 
together and, also, that the trimmers are the air- 
spaced type with rotary moving vanes. 

Setting Up 
Normally, the oscillator section is set up first as 

outlined earlier, after which attention is given to 
the signal frequency circuits. With socket SKT2 
connected to the aerial socket of the associated 
receiver via screened lead, the core of L4 (Fig. 1) 
may be adjusted for maximum noise level, the 
receiver being tuned to the centre of the band to 
be used (in the writer's case, 14.5 Mc/s). No aerial 
is used for the present; if signals are heard, spurious 
break-through is occurring and screening, or 
probably the receiver itself, is at fault. No v.h.f. 
signals are likely to be heard at this stage! 

Attention is next given to aerial and mixer coils 
whereupon the use of a signal generator or grid-dip 
oscillator set at the mid-band v.h.f. signal is required. 
Some "cut, squeeze and try" is inevitable in order to 
get these coils adjusted correctly but the operation, 
although sometimes a little tedious, is quite painless! 
It is usually most convenient to commence with 
too many turns per coil, removing half a turn at a 
time until coverage is correct. Trimmers assist 
considerably here but should not be allowed to 
introduce excessive capacitances. Squeezing turns 
more closely together increases the inductance and 
lowers frequency slightly, and vice versa. The 
effect of varying the spacing between L2 and L3 
should also be checked. Optimum mixing efficiency 
is indicated when a 0-1 mA meter inserted between 
the lower end of Re (Fig. l) and chassis gives a 
maximum reading. This indicates maximum oscilla- 
tor input. 

The h.t. current drawn by the author's test model 
incorporating the circuits of Figs. 1 and 3 was 
22mA at 250 volts. This current drain increases, 
of course, if the oscillator stages do not function. 

Final slight adjustments are made using trans- 
mitted signals, received via a horizontally oriented 
dipole aerial connected to socket SKTi- The length 
of a half-wave dipole aerial, cut centrally and 
coupled to the receiver via coaxial cable of 7511 
nominal impedance, may be calculated from the 
simple formula: 

5616 

f 
where L is the total dipole length in inches and f 
the desired operating frequency in Mc/s. For 
144 Mc/s the length is thus 39 inches. 

□ 
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IN LAST MONTH'S ISSUE WE COMPLETED OUR EXAMINA- 
tion of the various classes of operation in which 
a valve may be employed. These were Class A, 

B and C, together with the intermediate Class AB. 
In all cases a subscript figure may be added after 
the letter indicating the class, this figure being 
1 when no grid current flows during the input 
cycle, and 2 if grid current flows during the more 
positive parts of the input cycle. 

We now turn our attention to the various valves 
which may be employed in an a.f. output stage. 

Output Valves 
In the circuits illustrating output stage operation 

used in these articles up to now, we have shown 
triode valves in order to render explanation more 
simple. A.F. output stages may alternatively, 
however, employ pentode valves or beam tetrode 
valves instead of triodes. Both the latter types 
provide a higher output for the same h.t. power 
consumption than does a triode output valve of 

secondary electrons are leaviqg the anode at a greater 
rate than the rate of electrons arriving from the 
cathode, and the curves exhibit negative resistance. 

As was also discussed previously, the pentode 
valve has a suppressor grid at cathode potential 
interposed between the screen-grid and the anode, 
its function being to repel the secondary electrons 
emitted from that anode. In consequence, the 
"kink" in the IaVa characteristic of the tetrode 
disappears and the IaVa curves for the pentode 
have the general appearance shown in Fig. 1 (b). 
At the right, these curves are similar to the linear 
sections of the IaVa curves for the tetrode, but the 
linearity now carries on over to the left, continuing 
to well below screen-grid voltage. 

An a.f. output pentode is fundamentally the same 
as a pentode employed for voltage amplification, 
apart from the fact that it is designed to operate 
at higher currents and is therefore capable of 
feeding a higher power to a load in its anode 
circuit. The IaVa curves of an output pentode 

UNDERSTANDING 
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comparable type. Also, they are both more sensitive 
than the triode and require a lower input signal 
for the same output power. As a result of these two 
advantages, pentodes and beam tetrodes are almost 
invariably employed instead of triodes in practical 
valve a.f. output stages. 

We have previously discussed (in the last February 
and March issues) the use of pentode and, tetrode 
valves as voltage amplifiers, but we have not yet 
dealt with pentode output valves, nor with beam- 
tetrode valves. This we shall next proceed to do. 

Readers of the earlier issues will recall that the 
IaVa characteristic curves of a tetrode voltage 
amplifier valve have the appearance illustrated 
in Fig. 1 (a). As may be seen, there is a "kink" in 
the curves over the range of anode voltages from 
slightly above zero to somewhat in excess of screen- 
grid voltage, after which the curves become linear. 
As was explained in the previous articles the "kink" 
is the result of secondary electrons from the anode 
(released by electrons arriving from the cathode) 
being attracted towards the screen-grid. Indeed, 
over the section of the characteristic curves where 
anode current decreases as anode voltage increases, 

have the same appearance as those in Fig. 1 (6), 
which are for a pentode voltage amplifier, except 
that the output pentode curves would represent a 
wider range of grid voltages, typically from Vg=0 
to Vg= —15. Also, the currents along the Ia axis 
would typically be in tens or hundreds of milliamps 
instead of in single milliamps, as would occur 
with the voltage amplifier pentode. 

Beam Tetrode 
An a.f. output tetrode whose IaVa characteristic 

exhibited the "kink" illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) would 
be of little use in practice because of the considerable 
distortion which would be caused if, during the 
output cycle, the anode voltage approached the 
screen-grid voltage. With an output pentode, on 
the other hand, this type of distortion is absent, 
even when the anode voltage is considerably below 
the screen-grid voltage. In consequence, the pentode 
lends itself very well to use as an a.f. output valve. 

The beam tetrode is an output valve which over- 
comes the effects of secondary emissi on from the anode 
in a different manner to that given in the pentode. 
In the beam tetrode the wires which form the 
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(a) 
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current 
da) 
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Anode voltage (Va) 

Cb) 
Fig. 1 (o). These laVa characteristic curves for a voltage 
amplifier tetrode demonstrate the distinctive "kink" 

given by this type of valve 

(b). The "kink" is eradicated in the pentode, due to the 
presence of the suppressor grid 

control grid and screen-grid are in optical alignment. 
The spacing between wires in both grids is the same 
and, assuming that the cathode is vertical, are at 
the same horizontal level. See Fig. 2 (a). Also, 
there is a greater spacing between the screen-grid 
and the anode than is normal with a pentode. 

Looking out from the beam tetrode cathode, 
the wires of the screen-grid are "shadowed" by the 
wires of the control grid. Electrons leaving the 
cathode are forced into horizontal beams by the 
wires of the control grid, the vertical height of these 
beams (as shown in Fig. 2 (a)) decreasing as the 
electrons continue towards the anode. If the beam- 
forming process were perfect, the beams of electrons 
would pass right through the wires of the screen- 
grid without striking them, although they would 
still be subject to the electric field the screen-grid 
provides. In practice, some of the electrons strike 
the screen-grid, but the quantity is much lower 
than with the normal pentode construction. In 
pdint of fact, screen-grid current in the beam 
tetrode is about a third of the screen-grid current 
in a comparable pentode. After leaving the screen- 
grid the beams of electrons still continue to converge 
until, at a vertical plane some distance outside the 

screen-grid, they achieve maximum electron density 
per beam. After this the electrons in each beam 
then fan out vertically and, later, strike the anode. 
The plane at which maximum electron density 
occurs can be looked upon as a virtual cathode, 
and it offers repulsion to secondary electrons 
released from the anode. So far as the anode is 
concerned, the virtual cathode is similar to that of a 
diode, and the same freedom from secondary 
emission effects is given. Indeed, a feature of the 
beam tetrode valve is a very rapid rise in anode 
current as anode voltage is initially increased from 
zero, this being reminiscent of the performance of 
a diode with close cathode-anode spacing. 

Two beam forming plates (also known as beam 
confining plates or, simply, beam plates) are fitted 
around the vertical edges of the screen-grid as 
shown in Fig. 2 (Jb). These are connected to cathode 
and cause the horizontal beams of electrons to be 
confined to the regions where the optical alignment 
between control grid and screen-grid wires is at its 
best. Thus, only beams of electrons which are 
capable of providing the virtual cathode plane are 
allowed to pass to the anode. (We have referred to a 
single virtual cathode plane but, as may be seen 

Planes of maximum electron 
density per beam 

Wires of screen- 
-grid 

Wires of control 
grid 

Cathode 

o tr- 
r® o i 

I o 6~ 

Anode 
(a) 

Screen-grid 
Anode 

Cathode 

Beam forming 
plates Electron 

beams 

Control grid 

(b) 

Fig. 2 (o). Cross-sectional side view of a beam tetrode, 
illustrating how the electron beams tend to converge 
at two planes of maximum electron density per beam. 
A practical beam tetrode would have longer electrodes 

than are illustrated here 
(fa). Top view, showing how the beam forming plates, 
which do not appear in (a), restrict the horizontal 
beams to areas in which the optical alignment 
between control grid and screen-grid wires has greatest 

effect 
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Fig. 3. The solid lines show typical /aVa characteristic 
curve shape for a beam tetrode. The dashed lines 
represent the /aVa characteristic curves of a comparable 

output pentode 

from inspection of Fig. 2, there are really two 
similar planes, one on either side of the cathode.) 

A typical family of laVa characteristics for a 
beam tetrode are given in Fig. 3, these being com- 
pared with typical output pentode curves, which are 
shown in dashed line. It will be noted that the linear 
sections of the beam tetrode curves extend a little 
farther to the left than occurs with the pentode 
curves, whose transition from the nearly horizontal 
condition to the nearly vertical condition is less 
abrupt. This factor indicates that somewhat more 
power may be obtained, at an acceptable distortion 
level, from a beam tetrode than from a comparable 
pentode. 

The circuit symbol for a beam tetrode is shown 
in Fig. 4. It will be seen that this is similar to that 

Fig. 4. The circuit symbol for a beam tetrode. The two 
electrodes between the screen-grid (§2) "fid the anode 
are the beam forming plates. It is common practice to 
show a connection to one beam forming plate only 
(as illustrated here) the connection to the other plate 

being assumed 

for the pentode except that two symbols to represent 
the beam forming plates now appear between the 
screen-grid and the anode in place of the suppressor 
grid of the pentode. In Fig. 4 the beam forming 
plates are connected to a separate valve pin, which 
may be externally connected to cathode (or to 
chassis). In some beam tetrodes the beam forming 
plates are connected to the cathode internally. 

In the past, beam tetrodes have been described 
by the term kinkless tetrode, the adjective deriving 
from the absence of a "kink" in the IaVa character- 
istic. 

Next Month 
In next month's issue we shall briefly examine 

output pentode and beam tetrode performance, 
after which we will carry on to the ultra-linear 
output circuit and, if space permits, the subject of 
phase-splitters. □ 

★ Micro-Power Amplifier 

BY G. SHORT 

The low frequency voltage amplifier 
described in this article has outstanding 
component economy and operates from a 
battery input power of a fraction of a 
milliwatt. Its design illustrates an important 
difference between silicon and germanium 

transistors 

IOOKING AT CONVENTIONAL GERMANIUM TRAN- 
, sistor circuitry, one is struck by its wastefulness 

in terms of resistors and capacitors. A typical 
amplifier stage, as shown in Fig. 1, uses four re- 
sistors and three electrolytic capacitors. They are 

all necessary, of course, to enable the stage to 
operate properly in the face of temperature and beta 
variations. The cost of the passive components 
exceeds the cost of the transistor. 

Compare the modern silicon transistor circuit 
of Fig. 2. This is a three-stage amplifier, but it uses 
only one more passive component (a resistor) 
than the single-stage germanium circuit. It is 
much less noisy than a three-stage germanium 
amplifier, and provides a voltage gain of about 
15,000. The total current consumption is about 
0.1mA at 1.5V, or about one-fifth of the consump- 
tion of a single typical low-level germanium stage. 
In terms of power, this high-performance silicon 
amplifier consumes only 150 microwatts, as against 
750 microwatts for the single germanium stage. 
The total cost of the transistors and components 
is less than £1. 
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Direct Coupling 
The philosophy behind this design is that the 

cheapest means of coupling two stages is a piece of 
wire. If the layout is compact, the piece of wire 
can be one of the leads of the transistor, so the 
ultimate in economy is achieved. 

The one unusual feature of the design is that the 
base of one transistor is at the same potential as 
the collector of the previous transistor. To anyone 
accustomed only to germanium transistor circuitry 
this looks like a certain recipe for disaster, in the 
shape of greatly reduced gain, or no gain at all. 
This is because the working base-emitter voltage 
(VbE) of a germanium transistor is quite small, 
usually 0.1 to 0.2V in a low-level a.f. amplifier 
stage. With direct coupling, as in Fig. 2, this small 
voltage would be the working collector—emitter 
voltage of TRi and TR2, and 0.2V is not enough. 
TRi and TR2 would therefore operate with an 
inadequate collector voltage, and if they worked 
at all they would provide only a small gain. 

Not so with silicon devices, if these are chosen 
carefully. The working base-emitter voltage for a 
silicon transistor in a low-level amplifier is 0.5- 
0.7y. There are many silicon transistors nowadays 
which will work happily with 0.5V on the collector, 
so it is perfectly in order to use this simple form of 
direct coupling. It may seem rather surprising 
that a transistor will work with a collector voltage 
which is the same as its base voltage, but that is 
so. Many planar transistors will work with a smaller 
collector voltage than their base voltage! 

Stabilisation 
Thus, the amplifier of Fig. 2 works quite satis- 

factorily. Stabilisation of the working points of the 
various transistors is provided by overall d.c. 
negative feedback via R5 and Rj. A.C. feedback 

iU 

I C2 

Fig. 1. A typical germanium transistor amplifier stage. 
The potential divider R] and R2, and the emitter network 
R4 and C2, are necessary for stabilisation but are other- 

wise wasteful of components 

is removed by C2. If C2 is omitted the circuit will 
probably oscillate at an ultrasonic frequency, owing 
to stray phase shifts which turn the negative feedback 
into positive feedback at some frequency. 

Operation At Other Supply Voltages 
At the small expense of substituting a preset 

potentiometer for R5, as shown in Fig. 3, the 
amplifier can be set up to work at voltages above 
1.5V, without changing the other components. 
The current taken from the battery increases in 
proportion to the voltage. It may also be desirable 
to use a preset arrangement if there is a wide 
variation in the current gains of the transistors. 
Fixed components are, however, satisfactory with 
the transistors specified here, though the performance 
will not be optimised for all possible combinations 
of transistors. (The main result is a slight reduction 
in maximum output.) 

lOOkn 

TR 

l-5Mn 

3 
lOOkn lOkn 

2N3707 
Input 

2 
2 N2926 
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TR3 
2N2926 
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680kn 

8O-IOO 
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I-5V 
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5c2 
2>IF 

2N3707, 2N 2926 lead-outs 
Fig. 2. Complete 3-stage micro-power amplifier using 
silicon planar transistors. Only a few passive 
components are needed, and the power consumption 
is very small. (The transistors specified are available 

from Amatronix Ltd.) 
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Fig. 3. Method of adapting the circuit of Fig. 2 for 
use with higher supply voltages 
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Performance And Applications 
The amplifier has a relatively high input impedance 

(about 200k fl) because the first transistor has a 
high gain and operates at a very low collector 
current. 

This, coupled with the fact that the whole circuit, 
including the battery, can be very small, makes the 
amplifier ideal for use as the output amplifier 
of a measuring bridge. It may also be used with a 
crystal microphone to amplify speech signals, and 
in this case Q may be omitted. (If the load is a 
crystal earpiece, as it may be in bridge work, C3 
may be omitted.) 

Selenium or silicon photovoltaic cells ("solar 
cells") generate about 0.5V, and three of these in 
series will power the amplifier. A simple "crystal 
set" using a single diode at the front end then 

provides a radio receiver. If the r.f. signals are 
large enough they may be fed straight into the 
amplifier. The first transistor then acts as a detector. 

The frequency response of the amplifier begins 
to droop at around 3 kc/s, despite the fact that 
all the transistors have high cut-off frequencies at 
currents of a few •milliamps. This is an inevitable 
result of using low currents and high collector 
loads. The peak output voltage is about 0.5V 
into an infinite load. If a gain control is to be used, 
it is best placed between the first and second stages. 
A suitable arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. 

The wide-band noise level referred to the input 
is low, at around 1 (xV. If the output is filtered by a 
high-Q tuned circuit, input signals as low as Ip-V 
can be detected. 
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In last month's issue Smithy 
passed on to Dick the basic 
details of integrated thin- 
film and thick-film circuits. 
In this episode Smithy 
completes the integrated 
circuit story by describing 
the basic manufacture of 
semiconductor integrated 

circuits 

"And what," asked smithy 
/\ obligingly, "can 1 do for you, 

mate?" 
The Serviceman brushed the 

crumbs of his lunch-time sandwiches 
off his jacket and gazed enquiringly 
at his assistant. 

"Can you," replied Dick prompt- 
ly, "complete the discussion we've 
been having on integrated circuits? 
You'll remember that the last time 
we had a technical natter together 
you told me about thin-film and 
thick-film circuits, after which you 
said that there was another type of 
integrated circuit called the semi- 
conductor integrated circuit, and 
that you'd have to leave this until a 
later date. And you finally promised 
to have a bash at it during lunch- 
break today." 

Semiconductor Integrated Circuits 
"Did I?" replied Smithy. "Very 

well then, I won't waste time and 
I'll get down to it straightaway. 
If you think back to what I said 
during our last gen-session together, 
you'll remember that thin-film and 
thick-film circuits have a substrate, 
or bottom supporting layer, which is 
normally made of ceramic. On to 
this substrate are deposited, through 
masks which act as stencils, films 
of conductive and resistive material. 
These form a pattern which allows a 
circuit to be made up on the surface 
of the substrate. Capacitors may 
also be made up as an integral 
part of a thin-film or thick-film 
circuit, or they can be added in the 
form of flip-chips. Transistors and 
diodes can also be added as flip- 
chips. To finalise on what I said on 
the previous occasion, you may 
recall that I told you that the 
transistor and diode flip-chips were 
tiny squares of silicon into which 
the transistor or diode had been 
formed. O.K.?" 

"Yes," replied Dick. "I remember 
all that." 

"Good," said Smithy briskly. 
"Then, let's now approach the 
semiconductor integrated circuit. 
However, it will be better if, instead 
of tackling this immediately, I 
first go through an intermediate 
step by briefly describing how 
n.p.n. silicon planar transistors are 
made. This is because the manu- 
facture of silicon planar n.p.n. 
transistors gives an excellent intro- 
duction to the more complex tech- 
niques used for semiconductor inte- 
grated circuits. As I'll have to sketch 
out some diagrams to explain what 
I'm driving at, you'd better come 
over to my bench." 

Obediently, Dick took his stool 
over to Smithy's side, whilst Smithy 
selected a clean sheet from his 
note-pad. 

"Silicon planar transistors," com- 
menced Smithy, "are made in large 
quantities on single circular slices 
of silicon. Each slice is cut from a 
pure silicon crystal which has been 
doped with an n-type impurity, and 
it may have, typically, a diameter 
of about three-quarters of an inch 
or so. The slice is very thin and the 
idea behind the manufacturing tech- 
nique is to make hundreds of silicon 
planar transistors in it." 

"Hundreds?" 
"That's right," confirmed Smithy. 

"Hundreds! If the final individual 
transistors are of a type that's 
small in size you can get thousands, 
even. These transistors are obtained, 
after processing the slice, by break- 
ing it up into tiny squares, or 
'chips', one for each transistor. 

But that happens much later, so 
let's get down to the first manu- 
facturing process. This consists, 
after the slice has been polished and 
cleaned, of forming an oxide layer 
over it. The oxide layer is given by 
heating the slice to around l,000oC 
in an atmosphere of pure oxygen or 
steam, and the favourite approach 
here seems to be to use oxygen. 
The result of this process is that a 
hard layer of silicon dioxide—which 
is a glass—is formed on top of the 
slice. So, after the first stage of 
manufacture has been completed, 
you have a substrate of n-type 
silicon with silicon dioxide on top." 

Smithy applied his pen to his 
note-pad. (Fig. 1 (a)) 

"The next job," continued Smithy, 
"is to apply a photo-resist liquid 
all over the top surface of the slice. 
That is, on top of the silicon dioxide 
layer. This photo-resist becomes 
hard when exposed to ultra-violet 
light. In the process that follows, a 
photographic mask is interposed 
between the slice and a source of 
ultra-violet light. This mask causes 
a central section on every transistor 
it is eventually intended to obtain 
from the slice to be in shadow, 
whereupon the photo-resist around 
that central section goes hard, 
because it is exposed to the ultra- 
violet light, whilst the photo-resist 
in shadow at the central section 
stays soft. The next stage consists of 
washing the slice in a solvent which 
removes the unexposed photo-resist, 
whereupon we have a central 
section on each transistor where 
the silicon dioxide layer is exposed, 
all the rest of the surface being 
covered with hard photo-resist. 
The slice is then subjected to etching. 
The etching fluid contains hydro- 
fluoric acid and it dissolves all the 
silicon dioxide which is not covered 
by the photo-resist. Finally, the 
photo-resist is itself removed, where- 
upon each transistor section in the 
slice consists of an n-type substrate 
covered with silicon dioxide except 
for a 'window' in the centre where 
the silicon dioxide has been etched 
away." (Fig. 1 (b).) 

"Blimey," remarked Dick. "That's 
a dickens of a lot of work just to 
get a hole in the silicon dioxide, 
isn't it?" 

"It is rather," admitted Smithy. 
"It's a somewhat long-winded busi- 
ness to explain, too, when you do 
it step-by-step, and I haven't in- 
cluded all the intermediate cleaning 
processes which may be required. 
However, that's by the way, and 
what we have now obtained is a 
silicon slice on whose surface each 
embryo transistor has a window 
at its centre. The slice is then ready 
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Fig. 1 (a). Port of an n-type silicon slice in which many hundreds of silicon planar transistors are to be made. A silicon 
dioxide layer is initially formed on its upper surface 

(b). Etching the window for the base diffusion. The 'pip' in the window outline accommodates a connecting wire later. 
(Alternative window shapes are used for some silicon planar transistors) 

(c). P-type impurities are diffused through the window to provide the base 
(d). A further layer of silicon dioxide is formed on the slice 

(e). Etching the window for the emitter diffusion 
(f). Diffusing n-type impurities through the window of (e) to form the emitter 

(f), Following the emitter diffusion a further layer of silicon dioxide is formed, after which base and emitter connection 
windows are etched, as shown here 

(h). Metallising is deposited in the emitter and base connection windows whilst the transistor is in the slice. Wires are 
later connected to this metallising after the slice has been broken up and the transistor is in chip form 

for what is called the first diffusion." 
"First diffusion, eh?" remarked 

Dick. "That sounds interesting." 
"It is," agreed Smithy. "What is 

more, we're getting on to other 
processes which are even more 
interesting. For the first diffusion 
the slice is heated up again, this 
time in an atmosphere which con- 
tains p-type impurities. The p-type 
impurities first neutralise and then 
predominate over the n-type im- 
purities immediately under the win- 
dows and diffuse into the silicon, 
with the result that the substrate 
is still n-type silicon, but each 
transistor-to-be has a diffusion of 

p-type silicon under its centre 
window. (Fig. 1 (c).) There is a 
neutral plane along which the 
p-type and n-type impurities balance 
each other, and this provides a 
p.n. junction. So what we have done 
up to now is to create a p.n, diode. 
Actually, we've created hundreds of 
p.n. diodes because there were 
hundreds of windows in the silicon 
slice, each window appearing at 
the centre of each future transistor." 

Second Diffusion 
"This," remarked Dick, "is get- 

ting quite fascinating. What happens 
next ?" 

"Another layer of silicon dioxide 
is formed on the surface of the 
slice," replied Smithy. "This is 
done by heating the slice in an 
oxidising atmosphere in the same 
manner that occurred at the begin- 
ning. This heating process can, 
incidentally, also be the ultimate 
heating process which causes the 
first diffusion to finally settle down 
and establish itself in the substrate. 
Our silicon slice is now once more 
covered all over with silicon dioxide. 
The silicon dioxide over the p-type 
impurity sections will be thinner 
than over the rest of the slice, 
because these parts had no dioxide 
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on them at all before the last oxidis- 
ing process started. (Fig. 1 (d).) 
But that doesn't matter and is 
incidental so far as we are concerned 
here. The slice then undergoes an- 
other photo-etch set of operations 
using a different mask this time 
which puts in shadow a smaller 
central section of each transistor. 
The slice leaves this process with 
every future transistor having a 
small central window over the middle 
of its p-type diffusion. (Fig. 1 (e).) 
The slice then has its second diffu- 
sion, this time in an atmosphere 
which carries n-type impurities. 
(Fig. 1 (/).) The consequence is 
that there is an n-type diffusion 
into the first p-type diffusion where- 
upon, starting from the top centre, 
we now have n-type silicon, p-type 
silicon and n-type silicon. In other 
words we've got an n.p.n. transistor!" 

"Gosh," breathed Dick. "That 
really is something." 

"It certainly is," agreed Smithy, 
"especially when you remember 
that there are hundreds of these 
transistors in the single slice of 
silicon. I should add, by the way, 
that the n-type substrate forms the 
collector of the transistor and the 
second n-type diffusion the emitter. 
After which statement let us proceed 
to further wonders. The next job 
consists of heating up the slice in 
an oxidising atmosphere again so 
that its surface is once more covered 
with silicon dioxide. After that 
there is a photo-etch process which 
provides windows at the emitter 
and base for connections. In a typical 
n.p.n. silicon planar transistor, a 
small central window is provided 
for the connection to the emitter, 
and a concentric annular window 
is provided for the base." (Fig. 
1 (g)-) 

"Annular ?" 
"In the shape of a ring," explained 

Smithy, "like an American dough- 
nut. Now, our silicon slice has 
windows in it at all the places 
where base and emitter connections 
are needed. The whole surface of 
the slice is next covered with a 
thin film of aluminium using tech- 
niques similar to those for the 
thin-film deposits which we discussed 
during our last technical chin-wag. 
Another photo-resist and masking 
process follows, after which all 
the aluminium is etched away 
except for that in the emitter and 
base windows. The slice is then 
heated again, just sufficiently to 
cause a good connecting bond to 
be given between the aluminium 
deposit and the silicon of the 
emitter and base. Later on, after the 
slice has been broken up, connections 
can be made, with suitable thin 

wire, to the base and emitter metal- 
lising." (Fig. 1 (A).) 

"How do you connect to the 
collector ?" 

"The collector connection," re- 
plied Smithy, "is to the back of 
the slice, and this back has also to 
be prepared for connection. Silicon 
is etched away from the back of 
the slice to reduce its thickness 
and thereby improve subsequent 
operation as a transistor and in- 
crease heat dissipation from the 
base-collector junction. The back 
is then cleaned for later securing 
to the base plate of the transistor 
can. This plate is normally gold- 
plated and gives a good bond to 
the silicon chip obtained after 
breaking up the slice when the pair 
are heated. But, at the moment, our 
transistors are in the slice stage. 
We have hundreds of embryo 
transistors in the slice, and all of 
these share a common collector 
material which is, of course, the 
substrate. Whilst still in this state, 
the slice is next given an initial 
electrical test on a piece of equip- 
ment which causes fine pointed 
probes to be applied to each emitter 
and base combination in turn. 
If this equipment detects faults in 
any of the future transistors, these 
are marked with ink whilst still in 
the slice. The slice is next scribed 
with two sets of parallel lines at 
right angles so that each square so 
produced contains a transistor. The 
slice is then broken across these 
lines into individual chips, each 
consisting of a transistor. The good 
ones—that is, the ones which aren't 
marked with ink—are finally mount- 
ed in their cans and connected up, 
ready for final testing." 

Semiconductor Integrated Circuits 
"Phew," remarked Dick. "I must 

say that all this does sound complica- 
ted." 

"I'll agree that quite a number of 

processes are involved," concurred 
Smithy, "but the procedure never- 
theless lends itself very well for 
mass-production, because of the 
large quantity of transistors that 
can be produced once the production 
line has been set up. Anyway, 
that's all we need to know about 
the silicon planar transistor at this 
stage. Once you've grasped the 
basic manner in which this type of 
transistor is manufactured it be- 
comes a lot easier to carry on to 
the semiconductor integrated circuit. 
As you'll soon be able to see, a 
semiconductor integrated circuit—or 
silicon integrated circuit, as it's also 
called—is made by following pretty 
nearly the same techniques as are 
used for the silicon planar transistor. 
For instance, semiconductor inte- 
grated circuit manufacture commen- 
ces with a slice of silicon which is 
finally broken up into little square 
chips, just as with the planar 
transistor. In this case, though, each 
chip consists of an integrated 
circuit. Now, each chip will have 
more than one transistor in it, so 
we can't follow the planar transistor 
techniques exactly or we'd end up 
with all the transistors on a chid 
sharing the same collector, just as 
occurred with all the planar tran- 
sistors on the slice before the slice 
was broken up. To get over this 
snag there is an additional first 
step with the integrated circuit 
which I'll now explain." 

Smithy picked up his pen again. 
"With integrated circuit manu- 

facture," he continued, "we don't 
start off with a slice of n-type 
silicon for the substrate. We start 
off, instead, with a slice of p-type 
silicon. (Fig. 2 (a).) We then cause 
an epitaxial layer of n-type silicon 
to be grown on the surface of this 
p-type silicon. (Fig. 2 ib).) Because 
of this initial process we obtain 
a substrate of p-type silicon to 
provide mechanical strength for 

P-type 

(a) 

p-type 

Epitaxial N-type 
layer 

Cb) 

Fig. 2 {a). The semiconductor integrated circuit commences with a p-t/pe silicon slice 
(b). An epitaxial n-type layer is grown on the p-type slice 
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Fig. 3 (a). Diffusing an n.p.n. silicon planar transistor into the epitaxial 
n-type layer of an integrated circuit slice 

(b). The transistor may be isolated from other components by diffusing 
a p-type isolating wall all round it. Note the tendency, with 
semiconductor integrated circuits, for diffused elements to be square 

or rectangular in outline 

the slice, together with a layer of 
n-type silicon on top into which 
we can diffuse transistors and any 
other components we want to make 
up. Hallo, what are you making 
faces about?" 

"I'm still stuck," replied Dick, 
frowning, "at the epitaxial layer 
bit! What does 'epitaxial' mean?" 

"It refers to growing a further 
layer on an existing crystal surface," 
explained Smithy, "the further layer 
taking up the crystalline structure 
of the initial crystal, so that the 
whole is still equivalent to a single 
crystal. To grow the epitaxial layer 
of n-type silicon on the original 
p-type slice, for instance, the p-type 
slice is heated in a mixture of gases 
containing a compound of silicon 
and chlorine and a compound which 
includes an n-type impurity. The 
silicon in the gases then becomes 
gradually deposited, together with 

the n-type impurity, on top of the 
p-type crystal. As a rough analogy, 
it's rather like the growing of copper 
sulphate crystals in a saturated 
solution of copper sulphate, which 
you may have done at school. 
In the present case, the epitaxial 
process causes a layer of n-type 
silicon to be formed on the p-type 
slice, the whole. retaining a single- 
crystalline structure. All right?" 

"Yes, I think so," stated Dick. 
"I should mention," added Smithy, 

"that it would be possible to make 
very simple integrated circuits 
using, say, a few diodes, without 
bothering about the epitaxial layer. 
But the practical integrated circuits 
we are are now going to talk about 
all have the epitaxial n-type layer. 
Let's start off by making an n.p.n. 
planar transistor in our slice. Or, 
rather, a large number of n.p.n. 
planar transistors, of which there'll 

be more than one in each chip 
when the slice is eventually broken 
up. I shan't bother to go into any 
details concerning the oxidising, 
photo-etching and diffusion pro- 
cesses, because these follow the 
same lines as occurred with the 
silicon planar transistor. We com- 
mence with a diffusion which gives 
up p-type silicon for the base of 
each transistor, followed by a 
second diffusion to give n-type 
silicon for the emitter. (Fig. 3 (a).) 
So we now have what seems to be 
quite a respectable n.p.n. silicon 
planar transistor, in which the 
base is the p-type diffusion, the 
emitter is the n-type diffusion, and 
the collector is the n-type silicon 
which was epitaxially grown on 
the p-type substrate. Note that the 
transistor appears in the n-type 
epitaxial layer only, and is not in 
contact with the p-type substrate. 
The epitaxial layer and the substrate 
form an n.p. diode, but this diode 
will be reverse-biased if the substrate 
is made negative of the epitaxial 
layer. So, if the p-type substrate 
is always kept negative of the n-type 
epitaxial layer—and this can be 
done by, say, returning the substrate 
to the most negative point in the 
circuit—the n.p. junction acts as 
an insulator. Our transistor is, 
therefore, isolated from the sub- 
strate." 

"Whoa-up!" protested Dick. 
"There's a snag here! I can see that 
all transistors made up in the slice 
are now isolated from the substrate. 
But you're now talking about more 
than one transistor per chip. This 
means that they'll be sharing the 
epitaxial layer as a common collector. 
They'll be coupled together by 
this epitaxial layer, and you're 
back to Square One again!" 

Isolation 
"You," remarked Smithy, as he 

beamed fondly at his assistant, 
"are a very brainy lad and the 
light of my declining years." 

"Gosh," said the startled Dick. 
"What brought that on?" 

"Your statement did," replied 
Smithy, "because it is an extremely 
pertinent one and demonstrates 
that you're right on the ball so 
far as integrated circuit basics are 
concerned. You are quite correct in 
what you say and, as things stand at 
present, all the transistors in a 
chip would share a common collector. 
We overcome this problem with an 
additional p-type diffusion which 
wasn't required with the silicon 
planar transistor. This diffusion 
causes a continuous wall of p-type 
silicon to be diffused all round any 
transistor which has to be isolated, 
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the diffusion going right on through 
to the p-type substrate. (Fig. 3 (b).) 
Because of this diffusion each tran- 
sistor can now be completely isolated 
from any other transistor, or from 
any other component which may be 
diffused elsewhere in the epitaxial 
layer. It's like a boat in a sea of 
p-type silicon! This isolation trick 
can be used for any transistor or 
component which appears in the 
integrated circuit." 

"That's a neat idea," said Dick, 
looking closely at Smithy's sketch. 
"If the p-type substrate is kept 
negative, so also are the p-type 
isolating walls that are diffused 
through to it, whereupon any 
component surrounded by the p-type 
silicon becomes completely isolated." 

"That's exactly right," confirmed 
Smithy. "As you can now under- 
stand, the idea of working with an 
epitaxial n-type layer on top of a 
p-type substrate makes it possible 
to form really complicated circuits 
using a lot of components on a 
single silicon chip. All the com- 
ponents can, where necessary, be 
isolated from each other by diffusing 
p-type walls between them right 
through to the substrate." 

"This," remarked Dick, "gets 
even more fascinating, Smithy." 

"Microelectronics," confirmed 
Smithy, "which is a blanket term 
to cover all integrated circuit prin- 
ciples, is fascinating. But I must next 
introduce a complication. Whilst the 
transistor we have produced up to 
now appears to be quite a reasonable- 
looking device, a few minor details 
need altering if it is going to work 
really well. To start off with, my 
sketches have not demonstrated 
the fact that the epitaxial layer on 
the substrate is very thin indeed. 
Typically, its thickness would be 
0.0004 inch. In terms the micro- 
meter-twiddlers would prefer to 
use, that's just four-tenths of a 
'thou'. The n-type collector of the 
transistor we have been considering 
is similarly very thin, and it's even 
thinner in the area under the base. 
Unless suitable steps are taken, 
therefore, this very thin collector 
will exhibit a high series resistance. 
The high series resistance effect is 
overcome in practice by means of a 
buried diffusion of n+ silicon 
in the p-type substrate, the buried 
diffusion appearing under nearly 
ah the area of the collector." 

"1 knew that things were going 
too easily up to now," stated Dick 
forlornly. "I knew that we'd bump 
into something really baffling sooner 
or later! How on earth can you have 
a buried diffusion under all the 
stuff that's already on the substrate, 
and what's n-(- silicon anyway''" 

"The buried diffusion," replied 
Smithy, "is quite simple. It's a 
diffusion that's made, in the required 
places, before the epitaxial n-type 
layer is formed. And don't worry 
about the n-|- business. An n-f- 
semiconductor is one having a 
large quantity of donors or, to put 
it more simply, an n-type semi- 
conductor which has been more 
heavily doped than usual. The plus 
sign is added after the 'n' to different- 
iate it from the normal n-type 
material. The main reason for using 
n+ semiconductor is that it has a 
lower resistance than the n-type 
stuff. In consequence, by having a 
buried diffusion of n4- material 
under the n-type collector of the 
transistor, and in contact with it, 
the overall resistance of that collector 
becomes lowered. Because of the 
lower resistance of n+ silicon 
it's also a good idea to diffuse 
some of it into the n-type material 
at the window where the connection 
to the collector is to be made. 
(Fig. 4.) This ensures that a good 
low-resistance connection is given 
at this point. With integrated 
circuit transistors, the diffused emit- 
ter is normally of the n-|- type as 
well, although the problems of 
resistance are not so difficult here 
because of its smaller size." 

Smithy broke off for a moment. 
"Before going farther," he said, 

"we'd better have a quick recap 
on the manner in which that inte- 
grated circuit transistor has been 
formed. This is because, to make 
the explanation easier, I have 
purposely introduced some of the 
manufacturing processes in a differ- 
ent order to that used in actually 
making the transistor up. So, to 
keep the record straight, I'll now 
go through the manufacturing steps 
in their correct order. We com- 
mence with our p-type silicon slice 
and the first thing we do is to make 
the buried n-|- diffusions at the 
places where the transistor collectors 
are going to be. We next add the 
epitaxial layer of n-type silicon. 

The following step is the diffusion 
of the p-type isolating walls, right 
down to the substrate, which are 
going to isolate the components 
from each other. This step has to be 
done at an early stage because a 
very heavy diffusion is needed here. 
It is after this that we diffuse the 
base. We next diffuse the emitter, 
normally with n-b, and for good 
measure squirt a bit of n+ into 
the connection window for the 
collector as well. All these processes 
will, of course, require different 
masks and all the paraphernalia 
of oxidising, photo-etching and so 
on, which we've already observed 
for the silicon planar transistor. 
Whilst the base and emitter we've 
been considering were being diffused, 
so also were the bases and emitters 
of the other transistors in the 
integrated circuit. Resistors are 
diffused at the same time as the 
bases." 

"How," asked Dick, "are the 
resistors done?" 

"By diffusing a rectangle of 
p-type silicon into the n-type epitax- 
ial layer," replied Smithy. "Like 
the thin-film resistors we talked 
about last month, you then talk 
in terms of so many ohms per 
square, a typical practical figure 
being of the order of 100 to 2000 
per square. (Fig. 5.) It's difficult to 
get tolerances of better than plus 
or minus 20% with this process 
and this factor has to be taken 
into account when designing the 
circuitry of an integrated circuit. 
The p-type material forming the 
resistor and the n-type epitaxial 
layer give a diode, of course, and 
it's necessary to ensure that the 
potentials on each of these materials 
are such that the diode is reverse- 
biased. If capacitors are required, 
these can be given by reverse- 
biased diodes, the capacitance being 
given by the junction capacitance. 
Or a capacitor can be formed by 
diffusing an n+ area in the n-type 
layer, suitably processing the slice 
to get a silicon dioxide layer of the 

Emitter connection window Collector connection window 

P - type 

N-type 
P-type 

juried N + layer 
Fig. 4. To reduce the series resistance of the collector a buried 
diffusion of n+ silicon is made before the epitaxial layer is added. 
Silicon of the n-|- type also appears at the emitter and collector 

connections 
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Fig. 5. A resistor is formed by a rectangular diffusion of p-type silicon. 
The rectangle shown here has a length 12 times as great as its width, 

giving a resistance equal to 12 squares 

required thickness over this area 
and applying the metallising which 
is used to finally connect all the 
parts in the circuit together to form 
the upper plate of the capacitor. 
(Fig. 6.) As with thin-film and thick- 
film circuits, inductors are avoided 
in the semiconductor integrated 
circuit." 

"How many parts can you get 
in a completed circuit?" 

"That," said Smithy, "is where 
we come to the almost incredible 
thing with silicon microelectronics. 
It is, for instance, quite commonplace 
to have about twenty transistors 
and about as many resistors in a 
chip measuring a millimetre square 
only. Some manufacturers are, in- 
deed, talking about a component 
density of 2,000 components per 
chip in a few years' time. Anyway, 
before talking about complete circuit 
design, I'd better finish discussing 
the final stages of production. 
These are of the same type as with 
the silicon planar transistor. After 
all the components have been 
diffused into the chip there is a 
final process in which the inter- 
connections are made, this consisting 
of applying a layer of metallising 
and etching away the unwanted 
bits. There will also be metallised 
areas on the edges of each circuit, 
to which external connections can 
later be made. Each integrated 
circuit on the slice is then tested by 
a multi-probe device working on 
the same basic principles, so far as 
connections are concerned, as with 
the silicon planar transistors, any 
faulty integrated circuits being simil- 
arly marked at this stage. The slice 
is next scribed and broken up into 
individual chips, each of which 
consists of a complete integrated 
circuit. Each chip is then fitted in a 
housing of some sort and connected 
up to the lead-out terminations of 
that housing. A popular housing 

is a modified TO-5 transistor can. 
Alternatively, the chip can be fitted 
in a flat plastic housing with termina- 
tion lead-outs appearing at the 
sides." 

Integrated Circuit Design 
"How," asked Dick, "do the 

manufacturers set about working 
out the circuitry for an integrated 
circuit?" 

"That's quite a specialised pro- 
cedure," replied Smithy, "and it's 
different to normal electronic circuit 
design. With semiconductor inte- 
grated circuits there are a lot of 
limitations which have to be allowed 
for, and these place considerable 
demands on the ingenuity of the 
designer. For instance there are 
parasitic diodes all over the place. 
The n-type collectors of all tran- 
sistors form n.p. diodes with the 
substrate. These diodes are reverse- 
biased, of course, but they still 
exhibit a fairly high capacitance, 
and this has to be borne in mind. 
If you look closely at the sketch 
of the transistors in the integrated 
circuit (Fig. 4) you'll see that 
there's a parasitic p.n.p. transistor 
there, too, the last 'p' being given 
by the substrate. There's even a 
parasitic n.p.n.p. device which might 
conceivably act as a silicon con- 
trolled rectifier! All these parasitics 

have to be allowed for in the design. 
Another point is that all the metallic 
interconnections on the surface of 
the chip between components must 
be capable of being carried out in 
the same plane, as in a normal 
printed circuit. You can't have a 
length of the final interconnecting 
metallising 'bridging' another length. 
So far as components are con- 
cerned, the most economic ones 
are the ones which take up least 
space. Because of this, a transistor 
is much more economic than a 
high-value resistor. This is why, 
whenever you see the circuit of a 
semiconductor integrated circuit 
drawn out, it seems to be absolutely 
bristling with transistors. Since di- 
odes are relatively easy to make, 
you'll find plenty of these, too, 
in integrated circuit designs. To 
give an idea of the philosophy 
behind integrated circuit design for 
applications , with which we are 
familiar, as early as last year 
R.C.A. in America introduced an 
integrated circuit in some of their 
TV receivers. This functioned as 
intercarrier sound amplifier, f.m. 
sound discriminator and audio pre- 
amplifier. It even held the circuitry 
needed to provide regulated supply 
voltages for some of its own stages, 
and the only compionents external 
to the integrated circuit were two 
intercarrier frequency transformers 
and a 0.1 pE bypass capacitor. 
The chip had 12 transistors, 12 
diodes and 14 resistors in it. That 
makes you think, doesn't it?" 

Final Points 
"I'll say," agreed Dick. "Stap me, 

if these integrated circuits do get 
into domestic electronic equipment 
in quantity we'll be more like 
watch-repairers than radio service- 
men!" 

"I'd better point out before 
finishing," stated Smithy cautiously, 
"that I've only given you a very 
general background information, 
and that I haven't covered all the 
field by any means. Still, what I've 
told you should help you to under- 

Connection window Metallising Silicon dioxide 

i 
■type 

-type 

N + diffusion 
Fig. 6. One method of obtaining an integrated circuit capacitor. One 
plate is an 0+ diffusion, the other plate is the inter-connection 
metallising, and the dielectric is the silicon dioxide on top of the 

epitaxial n-type layer 
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stand what integrated circuits are 
and how they work. The semi- 
conductor integrated circuit I've 
been talking about is also called 
a monolithic integrated circuit, the 
word 'monolithic' meaning that it's 
all made out of one single piece of 
material. You can have hybrid 
integrated circuits which use a 
combination of several techniques, 
say monolithic and thin-film. As 
I said last time, you can add a 
flip-chip to a thin-film or thick-film 
circuit. This then gives you a hybrid 
integrated circuit. A flip-chip, in- 
cidentally, is merely a silicon chip 
designed for connection to thin-film 
or thick-film circuits. There are 
also integrated circuits using field- 
effect transistors, and I have'nt 
mentioned these. Another thing I 
haven't mentioned is that you'll 
quite often bump into the term 
'linear amplifier'. A linear amplifier 
is an integrated circuit capable of 
amplifying a signal in the same 
way as a conventional amplifier, 
although the actual amplification 
provided may not necessarily be 
linear. The term 'linear' is used to 

differentiate this type of integrated 
circuit from logic integrated circuits, 
the latter being flip-flops and similar 
devices intended for digital process- 
ing. Both types are made up in the 
same way, but their functions are 
different." 

Smithy glanced at the Workshop 
clock, and started. 

"Phew," he remarked. "Once 
more we've had a gen-session which 
has extended well into working 
time. Back to the grind, Dick my 
lad!" 

At which request, Dick, who 
had been surreptitiously keeping an 
eye on the clock for at least the 
last quarter of an hour, returned 
thoughtfully to his bench without 
raising any of his usual objections. 
Indeed, as they worked through the 
afternoon, dealing with conventional 
entertainment equipment, both he 
and the Serviceman found them- 
selves fully preoccupied with thoughts 
that rested more on the Lilliputian 
world of the future, than on the 
jumbo-sized domestic electronics of 
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★ Satisfaction guaranteed 
★ For further proof see page 65 

BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS 
8 Radnor House, 

93/97 Regent St., London W.l 

G. W. SMITH 

& Co (Radio) Ltd. 
3-34 LISLE STREET, 

LONDON, W.C.l. 
Tel. GERrard 8204/9155 

Open 6 days a week 

CATALOGUE 
Over 150 pages of electronic 
components, test, communi- 
cation and Hi Fi Equipment. 
Fully illustrated. 5/-. p&pl/- 

Local T.V. for Middlesex 

Schools 

One of the most ambitious educational television schemes in the country 
is planned to begin operations early next year at Hillingdon in Middlesex. 
The television studio will be at the new Brunei University. The audience will 
be children at schools in the Hillingdon Borough. 

Experimental transmissions via coaxial cable to nine local schools will pave 
the way for a full scale network to the hundred-plus schools and to adult 
education centres in the Borough. The programmes, which will be carefully 
selected to augment the normal curriculum, will be originated at the University 
studio to be equipped by EMI Electronics Limited. 

Five of EMI s latest CCTV cameras, including the BC.920, which was specially 
designed for educational and other small studio installations, and the BC.900 
for telecine and caption work will be employed together with full sound 
and vision mixing/switching facilities. The BC.920 is a semi-professional turret 
camera incorporating side focusing control, a 4-inch electronic viewfinder, 
cue light and full communications facilities. 

Television will also be used extensively as a visual aid in the University's 
own teaching programme. Transmissions will be relayed to a suite of six 
lecture theatres, where a question-and-answer system under the direct 
control of the lecturer in the studio is also to be installed. 

Director of Television Services at Brunei is Mr. G. H. Noordhof, B.Sc., 
A.R.S.M., an experienced producer of educational television programmes 
including "Dawn University" networked by Anglia TV. The Director of 
Educational Television to the Hillingdon Borough is to be Mr. J. M. Jones, 
who is at present Senior Lecturer (Television) at Bolton College of Education! 
Mr. Jones has a wide teaching experience and was formerly Assistant Head of 
the Information and Research Division of the Centre for Education Television 
Overseas. 
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Your Local Supplier 

LONDON AREA 

ELECTRONICS 
GALORE! 
in the NEW 

dca CATALOGUE 
Send 116 now for your copy 

to: DEPT. R/C 
dca ELECTRONICS 

LIMITED 
28 UXBRIDGE ROAD, 

EALING, W.5 

THE 

MODERN BOOK CO. 

Largest selection of English and 
American radio and technical books 

in the country. 

19-21 PRAED STREET, 
LONDON, W.2 

Tel: PADdington 4185/2926 

ESSEX 

ELECTRONIC 

COMPONENTS 

Valves, transistors, capacitors, 
transformers, amplifiers, 

tuners, etc., etc. 

765 HIGH ROAD, 
SEVEN KINGS 

(opp. Seven Kings Hotel) 
ILFORD, ESSEX 

Telephone: GOOdmayes 1826 

MARKET CENTRE 
for Semiconductors 
Prompt, efficient mail order service 
for Mullard, Newmarket, Texas, 
Sinclair, S.T.C., Fairchild Semi- 
conductors. We also offer a com- 
prehensive selection of miniature 
components for transistor circuitry. 
Catalogue 1s. 

L.S.T COMPONENTS 
23 New Rd., Brentwood, Essex 

u 

kfl 

By Recorder 

WELL, WHAT DO YOU THINK 
about colour TV ? Not at all 
bad, is it? 

It will be a little while yet before 
the Recorder household i.as its 
own colour TV receiver and this is 
one particular sphere of domestic 
electronics in which I am quite 
definitely not going to attempt to 
produce a home-designed receiver! 

Colour TV Kits 
I see, nevertheless, that Heathkit, 

in U.S.A., have had two colour 
TV kits available for quite some 
time now! In their reviews in the 
technical press, these kits are re- 
ported to be easy to put together and 
to give excellent results. Total 
assembly and setting-up time is 
around 25 hours and both models 
have their own built-in dot generator 
for convergence and purity adjust- 
ments. One kit, offering a viewing 
area of 295 sq. in, sells at $479.95, 
and a second, with a viewing area 
of 180 sq. in, sells at $379.95. Both 
prices are less cabinets, which are 
also available. The first screen size 
is approximately equal to 25in 
diagonal and the second to 19in 
diagonal. (I should add that, after 
recent Federal Trade Commission 
rulings specifying the manner in 
which TV screens may be referred 
to in advertising matter it has become 
customary, in the U.S.A., to quote 
viewing area for television receivers.) 
And the prices are roughly equal to 
£168 and £133 respectively (working 
to three dollars to the guinea). 

Now, one of those kits I wouldn't 
mind making up! The kits are of 
course intended for American 
N.T.S.C. standards. I wonder if, 
one of these days, we'll see corres- 
ponding kits for PAL in the U.K. 

The PAL system we are using 
has its roots in N.T.S.C., but it 
seems that some British TV receivers 
are showing slight differences in 
design approach from those which 
have become fairly well established 
in America. I note that one British 
manufacturer, for instance, is feeding 
red, blue and green direct to the 
picture tube cathodes instead of 
R-Y, B-Y and G-Y to one set of 
modulating electrodes (say, the grids) 
and luminance (Y) to the other set 
(the cathodes). The red, blue and 
green signals are obtained from 
three adding circuits following the 
matrix which extracts G-Y from the 
R-Y and B-Y signals, the Y signal 
also being applied to these adding 
circuits. But these are early days 
yet and it would be rash, to say the 
least, to predict the precise form 
British colour TV circuit design will 
take up in the years to come. 

One thing we must be grateful 
for is that colour has at last had 
Governmental blessing and that we 
are now working with a viable colour 
system. British TV manufacturers 
are a little cautious concerning 
possible sales at the onset, and this 
approach is, I feel sure, a wise one. 
Time alone will tell, but I feel 
quite certain that colour TV will 
reach a high saturation level (no 
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pun intended) by the end of this 
decade. 

Stereo For Smoochers 
One minor little social feature I 

have observed during recent surveys 
on the habits of our more smoochy 
teenagers as they wander around in 
their couples is that, whilst the 
skirts get tinier and tinier, the 
transistor radios which are an 
essential part of the gear are be- 
coming progressively larger. Several 
years ago the done thing was to 
carry very small receivers going 
full blast, the broadcast programme 
being just about decipherable if 
one listened very carefully to the 
fundamental frequency of the square 
wave fed to the 2in speaker by the 
output transistors. But nowadays 
the youngsters seem to prefer to 
tote around much bigger transistor 
radios, some noticeably bulkier, 
even, than the valve portables 
which preceded them; and the 
sound these sets reproduce is at 
least acceptable. (Making the as- 
sumption that one has to be forced to 
listen to other peoples' choice of 
radio programme.) 

This encouraging interest in higher 
quality sound reproduction evinced 
by the generation coming up, to- 
gether with the current stereophonic 
broadcasts transmitted by the B.B.C., 
tempts me to predict what the next 
stage to be adopted by our perambu- 
lating youth is going to be. As I 
see it, both members of a pair will 
bear a receiver of respectable propor- 
tions, the young man walking on 
the left and carrying a radio repro- 
ducing the left-hand stereo channel, 
and the young lady walking on the 
right carrying a radio reproducing 
the right-hand channel. Get the 
phasing correct, and they'd have an 
excellent stereo background to their 
mutual confidences as they promen- 
ade together. 

As always, undoubtedly, there'll 
be the types who'll spoil it for 
everybody else. These will be the 
ones who will arm themselves with 
two identical receivers reproducing 
the normal mono programme, but 
with one speaker out of phase with 
the other. Passers-by will then 
receive the full blare of whichever 
radio is the closer but the pair in 
the middle will be able to canoodle 
in blissful silence as the two anti- 
phase sound signals neatly cancel 
out around them. 

Discovery 
Talking of youth reminds me 

that some of our children around the 
age of 5 or 6 are also capable of a 
little ingenuity, although this may 
not always be as constructive as 

they fondly imagine. But before I 
can recount the next story I must 
first of all provide a little bit of 
introduction. 

If, like me, you like to save the 
odd penny, you may have occasion- 
ally removed the Carr snap fastener 
terminals from worn-out batteries of 
the PP9, PP8 or PP1 variety before 
consigning such batteries to the 
tender attentions of your local 
Cleansing Department. These ter- 
minals can, of course, be used as 
battery connectors for radios and 
the like, the previous positive 
terminal fitting to the negative ter- 
minal of a new battery and vice 
versa. 

It needs the genius of a 6-year-old, 
however, to take this simple process 
one stage further. As was realised 
to his cost by a friend of mine 
recently when, on returning home 
from work, he found that his 6-year- 
old son had invaded his workshop 
and had carried out some experi- 
ments with his stock of half-a-dozen 
virtually brand-new PP9 batteries. 
The boy had made the momentous 
discovery that not only does the 
positive terminal of one PP9 battery 
fit into the negative terminal of 
another PP9 battery but that one 
PP9 battery can be plugged into 
another PP9 battery. 

Try it some time. If, that is, you 
don't mind losing some seven 
bobsworth of battery in much less 
than seven minutes! 

Relay Dodge 
And, to finish off with, here's a 

little relay dodge which may be of 
use to those who like playing around 
with circuits incorporating these 
components. The dodge isn't new, 
but it may well spark off some 
secondary ideas along the same lines. 

To make a relay slow-to-release, 
simply connect a diode across its 
coil so that it is reverse-biased when 
the energising voltage is applied. 
The operate time is not altered, 
but when the energising voltage is 
removed the back-e.m.f. in the coil 
causes the diode to conduct and the 
magnetic field in the relay takes 
longer to die away. The effect 
varies for different types of relay 
construction and diode, and for 
different coil resistances, and a 
little experiment will be needed to 
suit particular requirements. A sili- 
con diode is best for relay having 
resistances lower than lOOfl or so. 
If the diode gives too long a release 
delay, insert a variable resistor 
between the diode and the relay 
coil and find the resistance which 
gives the desired delay. A fixed 
resistor can then be inserted in its 
place. 

HANTS. 

BOURNEMOUTH 
LARGEST HI-FI AND 
RADIO COMPONENT 
STORE IN THE SOUTH 

FORRESTERS NATIONAL 
RADIO SUPPLIES LTD. 
70-72 Holdenhurst Road 

Bournemouth 
Telephone 25232 

LANCASHIRE 

NEW CROSS 

RADIO 

Electronic components and 
Equipment, 

Transistor Panels, 
all at competitive prices 

6 Oldam Road, Newcross 
Manchester 4 

Telephone CEN 1541 

SURREY 
SMITHS PRECISION 

« MINUTE DELAY 
ACTION SWITCH 

Clockwork actuated 

10/6-^ 
(3 or more post free) 

Separate twitching up to 6 mint. Each action for loading up to IS amps. 250 volts. For photographic timer, sequence switching opera- tions, etc., etc. Brand new units at a fraction of their value. Connection sheet supplied. 

Radio Component Specialists 
337, WHITEHORSE ROAD, 

WEST CROYDON, SURREY 
01-684-1665 FULL LIST 1/- 

□ 

SUSSEX 

E. JEFFERIES 

For your new television set, 
tape recorder, transistor radio, 

and hi-fi equipment. 
PHILIPS, ULTRA, INVICTA, DANSETTE. 

MASTERADIO, PERDIO, MARCONI. 
PHILCO, FIDELITY. 

6A Albert Parade, 
Victoria Drive, 

EASTBOURNE SUSSEX 
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Happy Families 

These are the times when Simon and Clare know that it has all been 
worthwhile. But they know too that such moments oi happiness are 
only complete when there is also a feeling of security for the future. 
And Simon's "Family Unit" Policy with the "Yorkshire" guaran- 
tees them all a future - if the worst should happen. 

Happiness in 2/owr family too—but for how long? If you or i/owr wn/e should 
die, how would the rest of the family, fare? A Yorkshire "Family 
Unit" policy provides for both these eventualities in a comprehensive 
way at a sensible premium. J ust ask for a leaflet at your local "Yorkshire" 
branch and then see the manager. He'll be glad to tell you why .. • 

itsYORKSHIREfor, 

INSURANCE   

Please send me details of the Family Unit 
Policy, without obligation. 

Address... 

THE YORKSHIRE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED 
Chief Offices: Rougier Street, YORK 

andBecketHouse, 36-37 Old Jewry, LONDON, E.O.2. - 
Branches and Agencies throughout the world 
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THE MODERN BOOK CO 

Amateur Radio Construction Projects. By 
Caringella. 20s. Postage Is. 

Basic Television Part I. TechP. 21s. Postage Is. 

Beginner's Guide to Electronics. By T. L. 
Squires. ISs. Postage 9d. 

Outline of Radio and Television. By J. P. 
Hawker. 30s. Postage 2s. 

Transistor Pocket Book. By R. G. Hibberd. 25s. 
Postage 1s. 

Multi Channel Radio Control. By R. H. Warring. 
12s. 6d. Postage Is. 

Transistors for Technical Colleges. By L. 
Barnes. 25s. Postage 1s. 

Television Servicing Handbook. By G. J. King. 
35s. Postage 1s. 6d. 

Circuit for Audio Amplifiers. By Mullard. 8s. 6d. 
Postage Is. 

Service Valve and Semiconductor Equivalents. 
By G. R. Jessop. 5s. Postage 6d. 

Radio Amateur Operator's Handbook. A 
Data Pub. 5s. Postage 6d. 

TV Fault Finding 405-625 lines. A Data Pub. 
8s. 6d. Postage 6d. 

Rapid Servicing of Transistor Equipment. 
By G. J. King. 30s. Postage 1s. 6d. 

Computers for the Amateur Constructor. 
By R. H. Warring. 20s. Postage Is. 

Radio and Audio Servicing Handbook. By G. J. 
King. 30s. Postage 1s. 6d. 

Radio Handbook. By W. I. Orr. 84s. Postage 3s. 

Transistor Receivers and Amplifiers. By F. G. 
Rayer. 30s. Postage 1s. 6d. 

Radio Valve Data 8th ed. Compiled by "WW". 
9s. 6d. Postage 1s. 

We have the Finest Selection of English and American Radio Books in the Country 

19-21 PRAED STREET (Dept RC) LONDON W2 

Telephone PADdington 4185 

CD E E 70 AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS 
| ^ g|g -THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 

Have you sent for your copy? 
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
is a highly informative 132-page guide to 
the best paid engineering posts. It tells 
you how you can quickly prepare at home 
for a recognised engineering qualification 
and outlines a wonderful range of modern 
Home Study Courses in all branches of 
Engineering. This unique book also gives 
full details of the Practical Radio & Elec- 
tronic Courses, administered by our Specialist 
Electronics Training Division—explains the 
benefits of our Appointments Dept. and 
shows you how to qualify for five years 
promotion in one year. 

SATISFACTION OR 
REFUND OF FEE 
Whatever your age or experience you cannot 
afford to miss reading this famous book. If 
you are earning less than £30 a week send 
for your copy of "ENGINEERING OP- 
PORTUNITIES" today—FREE. 

WHICH IS YOUR 
PET SUBJECT 

Radio 
Television 
Electronics 
Electrical 
Mechanical 
Civil 
Production 
Automobile 
Aeronautical 
Plastics 
Building 
Draughtmanship 
B.Sc. 
City & Guilds 
General Certificate 

of Education 
Etc., Etc. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY 

(Dept. 409B), Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, 
Berkshire 

PRACTICAL 
EQUIPMENT 
Basic Practice and 
Theoretical Courses 
for beginners in Radio 
T.V. Electronics Etc. 
A.M.I.E.R.E. City & 
Guilds 
Radio Amateur's 
Exam. R.T.E.B. 
Certificate. P.M.G. 
Certificate. Practical 
Radio. Radio & 
Television Servicing 
Practical Electronics 
Electronics 
Engineering 
Automation 

POST COUPON NOW 
Please send me your FREE 132-page 
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" 
(Write if you prefer not to cut page) 
NAME......  

INCLUDING 
TOOLS! 
The specialist 
Electronics Division of 
B.I.E.T. 
NO W offers you a 
real laboratory training 
at home with practical 
equipment. 
Ask for details. 

ADDRESS 

SUBJECT OR EXAM 
THAT INTERESTS ME.. 409B 

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD 
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Bargains 
for 

Autumn 
Building 

TAPE WITH FREE TAPE WALLETS FROM TRS 
With each reel of this tape by an internationally famous manu- facturer we give you a beautifully made wallet strongly made in simulated leather with space for a reel of tape each side. This is professional quality full frequency tape with metallised leader/ stop foils. These library wallets solve once and for all the problems of storing tapes efficiently and tidily. 

7in. reel, 1800ft. with wallet 
22/6 

SJin. reel, 1200ft. or 7in. reel 1200ft. with wallet 
17/6 

Sin. reel, 900ft, with wallet 
12/6 

p. & p. I /6 per reel 

TRS MULLARD AMPLIFIERS 
STEREO 10-10 

Valve amplifier to exact Mullard spec. With pre-amp tapped o/p transformer 3 and ISft, all controls, H.T. and L.T. outlet, mono, stereo and speaker phase switching. Complete with escutcheon, knobs, plugs, etc., Ready 
built- £20.0.0 

£17.10.0 
(p. & p. 12/6) 
Kit form due shortly IP. & p. 12/6) 
3-3 MONO 
3 valve3Wamplifier with controls, 
absolutely complete kit including 
pane', knobs, etc. £7.10.0 
(p. & p. 7/6) 

5-10 MONO 
5 valve, I0W basic amplifier kit complete. £0 10 A (p. & p. 7/6) 1 y-0 

with passive control network and panel £1 1.19.6 2 valve pre-amp kit £6.12.6 

GARRARD PLAYERS AND PLINTHS 
LM.3000 Record Player with 9 T.A. Stereo Cartridge. Q f^nc Brand new as from factory. **««»• 
AT.60 Mk.M Deluxe Auto-changer. All 10 A Die-cast T/Table. Less cartridge. 
SP.25 De-luxe single record player, less cartridge. Die cast. Oi £2nc T/Table. Packing and carr. on any one of above, 7/6 extra. '2 
Plinths. The ideal mounting for Units offered here. Will readily suit any hi-fi set-up. Teak finish with soft plastic 75/— dust cover. Packing and carriage 5/-. ' '*l'~ Clear-view rigid plastic cover 57/6, (p. & p.3/6). 
Garrard Cartridges. Hi-fi quality turnover mono and 75/— stereo cartridges. Mono from 15/- Stereo from / All post free. 

VEROBOARD — All standard sizes including 2^-in. x Sin. 3/8; 2iin. x 3Jin. 3/-; 3iin. x Sin. 5/2; 3|in. x 3Jin. 3/9; 2iin. x I7in. 12/6. All accessories and tools in stock. 
RESISTORS—Modern ratings, full range 10 ohms to 10 meg- ohms. 10% i-iW. 4d. each; 20% IW. 6d. each; 2W, 9d. each; 5% Hi-stab. iW, 5d. each; iW, 6d. each; 1.2-10 meg. 10% iW, 4d. each; ^W, 5d. each. 1% Hi-stab. ^W, 1/6 each (below IOOD, 2/-each). 
WIREWOUND RESISTORS— 25n to I0kn SW. 1/6 each; I0W, 1/9 each; I5W, 2/3 each. 

CONDENSERS—Silver Mica. All values 2pF to 1,000 pF, 6d. each. Ditto ceramics 9d. Tub. 450V T.C.C., etc. 0.001-0.01 mF, lOd. each; 0.1-350V, lOd. each; 0.02- 0.1 mF, 500V, I/- each. T.C.C. 350V 0-25, 1/9 each; 0.5, 2/- each. 
CLOSE TOL. S/MICAS—10% 5-500pF, 9d.; 600-5.000pF, I/-; 1% 2-IOOpF, lid.; 100-250pF, 1/2; 270-800pF, I/-; 800-5,000pF, 2/-. 
ALU Ml N. CHASSIS—I8g. Plain undrilled, folded four sides, 2in. deep, 6in. x 4in., 4/6; Bin. x 6in., 5/9; lOin. x 7in., 6/9; I2in. x 6in., 7/6; I2in. x Sin. 8/-, etc. 

ALL SINCLAIR PRODUCTS STOCKED AS ADVERTISED 

7 VALVE AM/FM RG REPLACEMENT CHASSIS 
A superbly powerful high performance instrument for the keenest enthusiasts. Provides tuning on long, medium and F.M. wavebands. Excellent sensitivity. Permeability tuning on F.M. Large clear dial, A.V.C., good neg. feedback. Magic eye. 3W output. A.C. 200/250V. Circuit diagrams available. Aligned, tested and ready for use (Carr. and insurance 7/6). A7 19 A S.A.E. brings full details. *"*' 1 

OUR NEW 
LISTS 

feature more lines than ever at money saving prices. For latest issue please send 
6d. 

Please include S.A.E. with all enquiries. 

TRS 
RADIO COMPONENT 
SPECIALISTS Established 1946 

70 Brigstock Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey 
01-684 2188. Hours 9 a.m.—6 p.m. I p.m. Wednesdays 
A few doors from Thornton Heath Stn. (S.R. Victoria section). 

QUALITY-QUANTITY TRANSISTORS 
DISCOUNT PRICES (in brackets) for FIVE OR MORE OF SAME TYPE. 
First grade, no surplus. Data and circuits supplied. 
B-5000 BCI07 BCI09 2N2926 hfe = 55-110 90-180 150-300 235-470 2N3702 2N3704 

10/- 5/6 5/- 
3/- 3/3 3/6 3/9 4/3 4/6 

(9/-) (5/-) (4/6) 
12/9) 3/-) .3/3) (3/6) (4/-) (4/3) 

4/3 v4/-) 5/6 (5/-) 7/- (6/-) 2/- (1/9) 1/6 (1/3) HK04I (PNP) hfe = 20-60 2/6 (2/3) 50-100 2/9 (2/6) 90-180 3/- (2/9) 160-600 3/6 (1/-) 

2N3705 2N3707 2N4058 2SBI87 GET693 

HKI0I (MEI0I) hfe = 30-60 2/- (1/9) 50-100 2/3 (2/-) 90-180 2/6 (2/3) 150-450 3/- (2/6) HK30I (ME30I) hf<;= 20-60 21- (1/9) 50-100 2/3 (I/-) 90-180 2/6 (2/3) 150-450 31- (2/6) 
RECTIFIERS. IS557 Silicon wire-ended 800piv. 0.5A 3/6 (3/-) 
Min. 30V selenium bridges. 150mA 4/-, 700mA, 7/-. 

TRANSISTOR OF THE MONTH—HK60I 
Versatile ceramic-epoxy medium-power n.p.n. planar. Can be substituted for metal-cased n.p.n. types (2N706, BCI08, STI4I, etc.) in most low- voltage circuits. In two AMATRONIX graded gain groups: general purpose (hfe=20-300) and super-gain (300-600). Maximum ratings: 12V, 360mW, 300mA. Price (20-300), 2/6 (2/3), (300-600), 3/6 (3/-). 

"MICRO-POWER AMPLIFIER" 
Described in this issue of "R.C." Complete kit of 
transistors, miniature resistors, Mullard capacitors 
PLUS spare circuit, layout diagram, and design for one- 
transistor micro-power radio "front end". Only 15/-. 
See last month's advert for more top-quality kits and transistor packages for the intelligent constructor. 

C.W.O. Mail order only. UK post paid over 5/-. List 3d. 

AMATRONIX LTD. 
396 SELSDON ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY, CR2 ODE 

Radio Control 
All parts in stock for the system des- 
cribed during the last few months. 
TRANSMITTER KIT from 84/- 
RECEIYER I KIT 80/- 
RECEIVER II (SUPERHET) £9.16.0 

SPECIAL TRANSMITTER AERIALS 
CLV 80 50/- 

SILICON TRANSISTORS—ST 140 4/- 
—ST 141 6/- 

SEND S.A.E. FOR PRICE 
BREAKDOWN OF ABOVE 

MATERIALS AVAILABLE FOR ALL DESIGNS 
EXPLAINED IN THIS MAGAZINE. 
QUOTATIONS ON REQUEST 

BOOKS 
Single channel R/C 6/9 post free 
Multi channel control 13/6 post free 
Model boat control 8/6 post free 
Radio control components 1/- 
Full lists on transmitters and receivers 1/-. 

Get into this interesting hobby now 

TELERADI0 ELECTRONICS, 
325/7 FORE STREET, EDMONTON, 

LONDON, N.9. 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
R»te: 9d. per word. Minimum charge 12/-. 

Box No. 2/- extra. 

Advertisements must be prepaid and all copy must 
be received by the 4th of the month for insertion 
in the following month's issue. The Publishers 
cannot be held liable in any way for printing errors 
or omissions, nor can they accept responsibility for 
the bono fides of advertisers. (Replies to Box 
numbers should be addressed to: Box No.—, The 
Radio Constructor, 57 Maida Vale, London, W.9.) 

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD. 
38 Chalcot Road, Chalk Farm, 47 Norfolk Road, LONDON. N.W.I. LITTLE HAMPTON, Suuox. 
PRImrose 9090 Littlehampton 2043 

Please forward all mail orders to Littlehampton 
IRS IS5 IT4 3Q4 3S4 3V4 5Y3GT 5Z4 6AQ5 6AT6 6AU6 6AV6 6BA6 6BE6 6BH6 6BJ6 6BQ7A 6BR7 6BW6 6BZ6 6CD6G 6CH6 6FI 6F23 6F24 6J7G 6K7G 6K8G 6L6 6LI8 6LD20 6Q7G 6SN7 6V6G 6X4 6X5 6/30L2 7Y4 9D7 I0CI 

4/9 3/3 2/6 5/3 4/9 5/6 si- ns 4/9 3/9 5/6 51- 4/6 4/3 6/6 71- 71- 91- 71- 61- 19/6 61- 9/6 8/- 10/- 4/9 
l/J 51- 7/6 7/6 6/6 51- 4/6 J/6 3/6 5/3 9/6 6/6 7/6 91- 

I0C2 12/- I0FI 9/9 I0FI8 91- I OLD I I 10/- I0PI3 12/- 1 OP 14 "" I2AT6 I2AU6 I2AV6 I2BA6 I2BE6 2BH7 I9AQS 20DI 

AZ31 7/9 DAF96 61- DF96 

13/- 4/6 4/9 5/9 51- 5/3 61- 5/. 10/- 11/6 13/ 15/- 16/- 16/- 10/6 11/6 9/6 9/9 13/ 

DK40 DK92 DK96 DL96 DM70 DY87 ICC 

20F2 20LI 20P3 20P4 20P5 30CI5 30CI7 30CI8 30F5 30FLI 30FLI2 13/- 30FLI4 II/- 30LI5 111 30LI7 12/- 30P4 11/6 30P4MR 13/- 30PI2 9/- 30PI9 10/- 30PL1 12/9 30PLI3 13/3 30PLI4 13/3 30PLI5 13/6 35W4 4/6 85A2 8/6 807 1119 5763 10/- 

Ee8< EABC80 5/9 EAF42 7/6 EB9I EBC4I EBC8I EBF80 EBF83 EBF89 

61- 10/6 7/6 6/6 61- 61- 5/9 12/ 

EBL2I 10/3 EC86 1116 EC88 EC92 10/6 6/6 ECC40 9/6 ECC8I 3/6 ECC82 ■ * ECC83 ECC84 ECC85 ECC88 ECCI89 91- ECF80 71- ECF82 ■" ECF86 ECH2I ECH35 6/- ECH42 8/9 ECH8I - ECH83 71- ECH84 6/6 ECL80 6/- 

4/6 4/6 5/6 51- 71- 

6/9 8/6 9/6 

ECL82 ECL83 ECL85 ECL86 EF36 EF37A EF39 EF4I EF80 EF85 EF86 EF89 EF9I EF92 EF97 EF98 EFI83 EFI84 EH90 EL33 EL41 EL42 EL84 EL85 EL86 EL95 ELL80 EM7I EM80 EM8I EM84 EM 85 EM87 EY51 EY81 EY83 EY84 EY86 EY88 EZ40 

6/3 91- M/- 7/9 3/- 71- 51- 91- 4/6 4/6 6/3 4'9 3/3 2/6 
61- 91- 6/3 5/9 7/6 12/- 61- 7/6 4/6 7/6 8/- 51- 13/ 14/- 5/9 6/9 61- II/- 6/6 5/6 71- 91- 9/6 5/9 7/6 6/- 

EZ4I 6/6 EZ80 3/9 EZ8I 4/3 GZ34 10/- HABC80 9/3 KT66 16/6 PABC80 7/6 PC86 8/6 PC88 PC95 PC97 PC900 PCC84 PCC85 PCC88 10/6 PCC89 9/9 PCCI89 8/3 PCF80 6/3 PCF82 PCF84 PCF86 PCF80 PCF802 9/6 PCL82 6/3 PCL83 PCL84 PCL85 PCL86 PFL200 13/6 PL36 91- 

8/6 6/9 5/9 8/- 5/6 6/9 

SI- SI- 61- 8/6 

PY88 PY800 PY80I PZ30 U25 U26 U191 U301 U329 U404 U801 

8/6 
71- 8/3 61- 

PL81 PL82 PL83 PL84 PL500 PY33 PY80 PY8I PY82 PY83 

6/9 5/9 61- 6/3 13/6 8/6 SI- SI- SI- SIS 

7/3 61- 61- 9/6 
II/- 8/6 10/ 12/6 91- 61- 18/- 

6/6 6/6 5/6 5/9 91- 5/6 

UABC80 5'3 UAF42 7/9 UBC4I UBC8I UBF80 UBF89 UBL2I UC92 UCC84 »/• UCC85 6/6 UCF80 8/3 UCH2I 9/- UCH42 8/6 UCH8I 61- UCL82 71- UCL83 UF4I UF42 UF80 UF85 UF86 UF89 UL4I UL84 UM80 UY4I UY85 VP4B X41 

8/9 7/9 4/9 6/9 7/3 SI- SIS 8/9 5/6 5/- 5/6 4/9 
M/- 10/- 

Terms of business: Cash with order only. No C.O.D. Post/packing 6d. per item. Orders over £5 post free. All orders despatched same day as received Complete catalogue including transistor section and components with terms of business 6d. Any parcel insured against damage in transit for 6d. extra. We are open for personal shoppers 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturdays 9 a.m.-l p.m. 

SERVICE SHEETS, 1925-1967. From Is. Catalogue 
6,000 models, 2s. 6d. S.A.E. enquiries.—Hamilton 
Radio, 13 Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex. 

100 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NO. 17 
of Government and manufacturers' electronic and 
mechanical surplus, also a complete new section of 
the latest semi-conductors and miniature components, 
includes a credit voucher for 2s. 6d. Send for your copy 
now. Price 3s. post free. Arthur Sallis (Radio Control) 
Ltd., 93 North Road, Brighton, Sussex. 

FOR SALE. Oscilloscopes—Galvanometers—Evershed 
& Vignolles Meggers—Relays—Uniselector Switches 
—Solenoids. Also other items and components. 
Free list. Stamp please.—R. & E. Mart, Box 9 
G.P.O., Tunbridge Wells, Kent. 

TELEPRINTERS 7B complete from. £10 Also Auto- 
transmitters, Reperforators, Signalling Rectifiers, etc., 
from William Batey & Co. (Exports) Ltd., Gaiety 
Works, Akeman Street, Tring, Herts. Please ring 
Tring 3476. 

TORIOD COILS for sale. Suitable RTTY, etc. Mostly 
88mH but some values above and below. S.A.E. for 
details. 7s. 6d. each. Box No. F289. 

ELECTRONIC MAGIC. Light a torch bulb with a 
match. Extinguish like a candle. Circuit and details of 
electronic candle (plus another circuit free) for 5s. 
Also circuit and details of miniature v.h.f. transmitter 
for 5s. Mr. Bobker, 64 Choir Street, Salford 7, Lanes. 

TRANSFORMERS REWOUND. Specials made to 
order. Reasonable charges. S.A.E. enquiries. Ratcliffe, 
27 Station Road, Holmfirth, Yorks. 

FOR SALE. Rectifier Units, Type 43A. 50s. plus carriage. 
Box No. F292. 

BRIGHTEN UP YOUR ADVERTISING! Break the ice 
with a cartoon, "tailor made" for your product. 
Reasonable charges. Box No. F294. 

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS, Artwork, etc. Electronic 
and Radio Circuits a speciality. Moderate charges. 
—B. P. Meaney, 43 Forest Road, Worthing, Sussex. 

HIGH GRADE SWISS AND ENGLISH LEVER 
WATCHES OVERHAULED, REPAIRED. Chrono- 
graphs and electric watches. 12 months guarantee. 
Estimates free. Write for details and prices or send 
registered to: B. Thornton, C.M.B.H.I., Kimtarn, 
Clay Hill, Beenham, Reading. Berks. 

continued on page 126 

JACKSON® 
the bic| name in PRECISION components 

Precision built radio components are an 
important contribution to the radio and 
communications industry. 

Jil 

No. 6/36 DRIVE 
Incorporating the Dual Ratio Ball Drive providing 36—1 Slow drive 
and 6-1 Fast drive under one knob with co-axial control. Scale is 
calibrated 0-100 and an extra blank scale is provided for individual 
calibration. 
The unit consists of aluminium back plate, drive unit, scale, spare 
scale, transparent cover, hair-line pointer, escutcheon and knob. 
Fits in front of panel which may be any thickness up to (or more 
by providing longer screws). 

JACKSON BROS. (LONDON) LIMITED 
Dept. RC, KINGSWAY-WADDON, CROYDON, CR9 4DG 
Phone Croydon 2754-5 (OI-688). Grams Walfilco, Croydon 
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NEW STYLE 

SELF-BINDER 

for "The Radio Constructor" 

The "CORDEX" Patent Self-Binding Case 
will keep your issues in mint condition. 
Copies can be inserted or removed with 
the greatest of ease. 

Specially constructed Binding Cords are made from Super Linen 
of great strength, very hard twisted and twice doubled. They 

are attached to strong RUSTLESS Springs 
under tension, and the method adopted 
ensures PERMANENT RESILIENCE of 
the Cords. Any slack that may develop 
is immediately compensated for, and 
the Cords will always remain taut and 
strong. It i^ impossible to overstretch 
the springs, as a safety check-device is 
fitted to each. 

"a. 
: . 

■ 

-- " . 

PRICE 15f- Post free 

Available only from:- 

Data Publicatioas Ltd. 

57 Maida Vale leaden W9 

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
continued from page 125 

BOOKS FOR SALE. Hi-Fi Projects for the Hobbyist, 
Fieldman, 10s. Radio Operating Questions & Answers, 
Nilson, 5s. 6d. Electronic Valves in A.F. Amplifiers, 
Rodenhuis, 3s. 6d. Tubes for Computers, Philips, 
5s. 6d. Industrial Rectifying Tubes, Philips, 5s. 6d. 
U.H.F. Tubes for Communication and Measuring Equip- 
ment 5s. 6d. Instructions to Radio Constructors, 
Warring, 7s. 6d. All post free. Box No. F297. 

WANTED. Alco/Sirius steam portable generator, made 
by Lyons Co., as used in WW2 for battery charging 
by troops in Burma.—Box No. F299. 

FOR SALE. Japanese dynamic microphone and stand. 
Small, neat unit. Hand held mic. Piezo make, £3. 
—Box No. F300. 

WANTED. Bound Volumes of The Radio Constructor. 
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 11. BM/WAW, 167 Wood- 
house Lane, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham. 
Telephone: Bishop Auckland 2993. 

"MEDIUM WAVE NEWS" Monthly during DX 
season—Details from: B. J. C. Brown, 60 White 
Street, Derby. 

RADIO SKY. Journal of the Society for Amateur 
Radio Astronomers. Vol. 1. No. 2, price 7s., contained 
articles on a 3 cms. radio telescope and a basic intro- 
duction to the subject with an extensive guide to 
further reading. Additional details on application. 
Box No. F307. 

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL S.W. LEAGUE. Free 
Services to members including Q.S.L. Bureau. 
Amateur and Broadcast Translation. Technical and 
Identification Dept.—both Broadcast and Fixed 
Stations, DX Certificates, contests and activities for 
the SWL and transmitting members. Monthly maga- 
zine, Monitor, containing articles of general interest 
to Broadcast and Amateur SWLs, Transmitter 
Section and League affairs, etc. League supplies 
such as badges, headed notepaper and envelopes. 
QSL cards, etc., are available at reasonable cost. 
Send for League particulars. Membership including 
monthly magazine, etc., 35s. per annum.—Secretary, 
ISWL, 60 White Street, Derby. 

JOIN BRITAIN'S LEADING DX CLUB by joining 
The World Communication Club, Great Britain. 
Details from: S. Green, 26 Tolhouse Street, Great 
Yarmouth, Norfolk. 

FOR SALE. Lafayette MW/SW broadcast receiver, 
model HA-63A. Practically new £18. Box No. F308. 

FOR SALE. Complete 2 metre station. Rx is that 
described in the March 1966 issue of The Radio 
Constructor. Companion Tx, QVO 4/7 p.a.; pp 
6BQ5's modulator; with power supply and aerial 
changeover relay all on one chassis. Complete with 
xtal mic. and speaker. £20. G2UK, "East Keal," 
Romany Road, Oulton Broad, Lowestoft, Suffolk. 

continued on page 127 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
continued from page 126 

FOR SALE. Collection early radio valves. Would suit 
technical museum or school. Box No. F309. 

POSTAL ADVERTISING? This is the Holborn Service. 
Mailing lists, addressing, enclosing, wrappering, 
facsimile letters, automatic typing, copy service 
campaign planning, design and artwork, printing and 
stationery. Please ask for price list.—The Holbom 
Direct Mail Company, 2 Mount Pleasant, London, 
W.C.I. Telephone; TERminus 0588. 

WANTED. Ships Chronometer and Sextant; pay cash, 
or preferably exchange radio gear. Box No. F310. 

FOR SALE. 8-day clock by Waltham Watch Co. 3|' 
diam. panel mounting, with second hand and date 
dial, £5. Deck watch by Jolay, 2|" diam., rotatable 
navigational ring graduated to 360° in fitted wooden 
case. £10, p.p. paid. Box No. F311. 

MESSERSCHMITT Four wheel TG 500 spons car. 
Enthusiast seeks damaged or part vehicles, spares etc. 
Details to C. E. Jaques, 33 Middleton Road, Shenfield, 
Essex. 

ULTRA SENSITIVE BUTTON SIZE MICROPHONE. 
9mm square, 4mm thick, 12s 6d., Lipstick size (in- 
cluding battery) wireless microphone £7 10s. Od. 
Box No. F312. 

ARE YOU A MOTORING ENTHUSIAST? The 
Seven Fifty Motor Club caters for all types of motor 
sport—racing, rallies, hill climbs, etc. Monthly 
Bulletin free to members. For full details write to: 
The General Secretary, Colin Peck, "Dancer's End," 
St. Winifred's Road, Biggin Hill, Kent. 

ESSEX GARDENERS. Buy your bedding and rock 
plants, shrubs, etc., also cacti, from May's Nurseries, 
608 Rayleigh Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex. Callers 
only, Monday to Saturday. 

PROPERTIES for sale and to let in London and suburbs. 
Apply to Maggs & Stephens, Estate Agents, 229 Maida 
Vale, London, W.9. MAIda Vale 8123. 

QUALIFY as a technician, to service COMPUTERS, 
COLOUR TELEVISION, AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
SYSTEMS. Day or evening courses, includes extensive 
practical work, using modem equipment. 

Also special course (2 days per week) enabling beginners 
to reach City and Guilds Intermediate level in six 
months. Full details from: Section 47/48, Southall 
College of Technology, Beaconsfleld Road, SOUTHALL 
Middlesex. 

V NOTCHES 
V / \ l WANTED 

Contact springs as shown 
BEST PRICES PAID 

S.a.e. to "Lanco", 76 Sedgemoor Road, 
Willenhall, Coventry, Warwickshire 

Vfllue in the 9IW 80'9 

THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

SPECIAL PRIVILEGE PRICE OF 

TOLTEC^52'6^ 

HAIR DRYER 

V 

SPECIFICATION 
Moulded in beautiful symmetri- 
cal pastel blue impact resisting 
thermoplastic casing. 
Quiet in operation. 
Hot or cold air. 
No radio or T.V. Interference- 
meets British standard specifi- 
cation. 
Fitted with safety cut-out. 
12 months & money refund guarantee. 
Value 80/9 in the shops 
Send the coupon below with the sum of only 57/- (this includes 4/6d 
to cover postage, packing and insurance, unless you are collecting 
personally). 

230-250 volts A.C. only. 

Please send me one Toltec Hair Dryer at the special 
privilege price as advertised in The Radio Constructor. 

I enclose cheque/postal order value   

Name  

Address  

(Block Capitals please) 

To: Toltec Electronic & Trading Co. Ltd. 
Hatton House, Hurst Green, Etchingham, Sussex 
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CHASSIS 
and 

CASES by 

H.L. SMITH &C0. LTD. 
287/9 Edgware Road 

London W2 
TEL: 01-723 5891 

CASES 
ALUMINIUM, SILVER HAMMERED FINISH 

Type Size Price 
U 4x4x4"* 10/- 
U 5*x4±x4i" 15/6 
U 8x6x6" 21/- 
U 9ix7ix3i" 22/- 
U 15x9x9" 44/6 
W8»x6x6" 21/- 
W 12x7x7" 34/- ♦ Height 

Type Z has removable back and front panels 
Type Y all-screwed construction. 

Type Y Type W Type Z 
Type Size Price Type U W 15 x 9 x 8" 44, 

26/6 8x6x6 
12x7x7 41 - 
13x7x9" 46/ 
15x9x7" 48/6 
17x10x9" 66/- 
19x10x8? 71/- 

BLANK CHASSIS—Same Day Service 
Of over 20 different forms made up to YOUR SIZE. (Maximum length 35", depth 4".) 
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS or order 
straight away, working out total area of material re- 
quired (including waste) and referring to table below 
which is for four-sided chassis in 16 s.w.g. aluminium. 

48 sq. in. 4/6 176 sq. in. 9/10 304 sq. in. 15/2 
80 sq. in. S'lO 208 sq. in. 11/2 336 sq. in. 16/6 

112sq. in. 7/2 240 sq. in. 12/6 368 sq. in. 17/10 
144 sq. in. 8/6 272 sq. in. 13/10 and pro rata 

P. & P. 3/- P. & P. 3/6 P. & P. 4/6 
Discounts for quantities. More than 20 different 

sizes kept in stock for callers. 
FLANGES (i" or i"). 6d. per bend. 
STRENGTHENED CORNERS, 1/- each corner. 

PANELS 
Any size up to 3ft at 6/— sq. ft. 16 s.w.g. (18 s.w.g. 5/3). 

Plus postage and packing 

HAMMERITE 
HAMMER PATTERN BRUSH PAINT 
FOR PANELS, METALWORK, ETC. 

TRIAL TIN (covers 5 sq. ft.) only 3/6 + 9d post. 
State colour: Blue, Silver, Black or Bronze (Air Drying). 2ioz. tins 3/6, i pint 7/6. I pint 15/-. CARR., up to 5/-. 9d:up to 10/-, I/9, over Id/-, 31-. VERY SPECIAL PRICES FOR LARGER SIZES. AMAZING RESULTS, JUST TRY IT. FIREPROOF TH/NNERS, PANEL TRANSFERS, TINTERS, ETC. LIST FREE. FINNIGAN SPECIALITY PAINTS (RC) Mickley Square, Stocks- field, Northumberland. Telephone: Stocksfield 2280 

RADIDim 
MODELLER 

"the magazine 
for the 
practical 
enthusiast" 

BULK COMPONENT BARGAINS 
■A ASSORTED RESISTORS—Hi-Stab (5%1/iotoi watt, worth 

£3) 300 off . ...15/- 
ie ASSORTED CAPACITORS—New Ceramic, Polyester, Elec- 

trolytic, Paper, 100 off.  10/6 
fP. & P. Is. 6d. per order, C.W.O.) 

Elmbridge Instruments Ltd. w"t Mli«eyvwr.y 

* LATEST TRENDS & TECHNIQUES 

in RADIO CONTROL 

• CIRCUITS • TESTS • DESIGNS 

2/6d monthly — send 6d stamp for free specimen copy I 

64 WELLINGTON ROAD, HAMPTON HILL, MIDDX. 

2N 2926 SERIES 
This versatile silicon NPN transistor series is 

DOWN IN PRICE AGAIN!!! 2N 2926 Red ( 55—1 I0)hfe Now 3/- each. 2N 2926 Orange ( 90—I80)hfe Now 3/3 each. 2N 2926 Yellow (150—300)hfe Now 3/6 each. 2N 2926 Green (235—470)hfe Now 3/9 each. 
AND A 10% DISCOUNT (If bought in lots of 5 or more, per type). 
Also available are hundreds of other semiconductors, including: 
ACY 18, 5/-; ACY 20. 4/9; ACY 21, 5/3; ACY 22. 4/-; AF 139 12/6; BC 107 5/6; NKT2I 1.4/5; NKT2I2. 4f3; NKT2I7. 8/-; NKT2I8, 3/11; NKT27I. 3/4; MKT 274, 3/4; NKT 675,4/3; MKT 676, 4/-; NKT 773,.4/8; OC 170, 8/6; MAT 121, 8/6; 2G 302, 5/4; 2N 270, 9/9; 2N 384, 18/-; 2N 697, 9/-; 2N 706, 4/3; 2N 2147, 18/-; 2N 2646, 14/-; 2N 3638, 8/-. Transistor price list (800/2) covering over 1500 items, will be sent on receipt of 2/- P.O. (inclusive of addition to mailing list). 
MAIL ORDER ONLY PLEASE. TERMS : C.W.O. or C.O.D. 
M. R. CLIFFORD & COMPANY (C5M) 

209A, Monument Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, 16. 
Please add 2/- Postage & Packing on all orders of £1 or less. 

^ VC/KAW SO f^OFBSSIONAL TH£ yiS/CAM ^ 

Get these AIR DRYING GREY M AlVllVltK 

of black WRINKLE (CRACKLEWhes 
Yukan Aerosol spraykit contains 16 ozs. fine quality 
durable easy instant spray. No stove baking required. 
Hammers available in grey, blue, gold, bronze. 
Modern Eggshell Black Wrinkle (Crackje) all at 14/11 
at our counter or 15/11, carriage paid, per push- 
button self-spray can. Also Durable, heat and water 
resistant Black Matt finish (12 ozs. self-spray cans 
only) 13/11 carriage paid. 
SPECIAL OFFER : 1 can plus optional transferable 
snap-on trigger handle (value 5/-) for 18/11, carriage, 
paid. Choice of 13 selfspray plain colours and primer 
(Motor car quality) also available. 
Please enclose cheque or P.O. for total amount to ; 
YUKAN. Dept. RC/9 307a Edgware Rd., London W.2.i 
jOpen all day Saturday. Closed Thur 

Other Yukan Air Drying Aerosols include: 
Zinc Chromate Primer. 
Clear Lacquer. 
Anti-Tarnish Gold 
and Metallic Finishes. 

sd^n^ternoons^ 

THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS to this magazine 

may be obtained direct from the publishers 

ONLY 36/- per year, post free 
Please send remittance with name and address and commencing issue required to: 

DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD 57 MAIDA VALE LONDON W9 

Please mention THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR when writing to advertisers 
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DATA BOOKS SERIES 

NEW REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION 
DBS TV Fault Finding 

124 pages. Price 8/6, postage 8d. 
Profusely illustrated with photographs taken from a television screen depicting the faults under discussion 
and containing a wealth of technical information, with circuits, enabling those faults to be eradicated. 
Now includes B.B.C.II as well as B.B.C.I and I.T.A. 

"... A book that should be in every television dealer's service workshop, and in every home-constructor's, for 
that maXXtr."—Journal of the Television Society. 

DB6 The Radio Amateur Operator's Handbook 
64 pages. Price 5/-, postage 5d. 
Contains Amateur Prefixes, Radio Zone Boundaries, Amateur Band Frequency Allocations, Call 
Areas, Charts and Maps, Areas, Codes, Mileage Tables, Prefixes/Directional Bearings, Post Office 
Regulations, and much other useful operating data. For the beginner there are notes on how to use 
the mass of information given to obtain the greatest satisfaction from the hobby. 

". . . For concise knowledge in this field a few shillings well worth spending."—Electronics (Australia). 

DB14 Short Wave Receivers for the Beginner 
72 pages. Price 6/-, postage fid. 
Contains a selection of both battery and mains operated short wave receivers, circuits, point-to-point 
wiring diagrams and many illustrations. Introductory chapter gives much information on the Short 
Wave Spectrum, Clubs, QSL'ing, Aerials, Amateur and Broadcast Band Listening, Frequencies, etc. 

This book has been specially prepared for the beginner interested in short wave receiver construction and operation. 

DB15 Twenty Suggested Circuits 
48 pages. Price 3/6, postage 5d. 
By G. A. French. Covers subjects ranging from electronic laboratory equipment to the simplest 
of periodic switches. Includes: simple and inexpensive two-valve capacity bridge, short wave regenera- 
tion preselector, one-valve speech operated switching circuit, transformer ratio analyser, series noise 
limiter, receiver remote mains on-off control, and many other circuits. 

DB16 Radio Control for Models 
192 pages. Price 15/-, postage 9d. 
By F. C. Judd. Contains both theory and practical designs of simple and advanced transmitters and 
receivers; basic concepts, aerials, uses of radio components, transistorised receivers, multi-channel 
operation, etc. Sections on servo-mechanisms by Raymond F. Stock. 

More than 200 illustrations. Circuits, photographs, tables and working diagrams. 

DB17 Understanding Television 
512 pages. Price 37/6, postage 3/-. 
By J. R. Davies. This book, which deals with the principles of 625 line reception as fully as 405 line 
reception, fully explains: the nature of the television signal; the cathode ray tube; receiver tuner units; 
receiver i.f. amphfiers; a.f. and video amplifiers; vertical and horizontal timebases; deflector coil 
assembhes; synchronising; automatic gain and contrast control; power supphes and receiver aerials. 
Also includes a comprehensive introduction to colour television. 

". . . one of the best books that aims to explain television in simple language. . . ." R.S.G.B. Bulletin. 

I enclose Postal Order/Cheque for in payment for 

Name  

Address  

{Please use Block Capitals for both name and address) 

Postal Orders should be crossed and made payable to Data Publications Ltd. 
Overseas customers please pay by International Money Order 

All publications are obtainable from your local bookseller 

Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London W.9 



NEW SOLID STATE HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT**** 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE—NEW STYLING—NEW MODELS—MONO & STEREO 

-igX. ^ -jlLikr -MM: 
'xSt, 

MP3. Mono preamplifier. All silicon low noise zener stabilised circuit. Full range of controls—fully equalised inputs for xtal pu, dyn/xtal mic, radio tuners, tape head and preamp. replay. Supplied built and tested on metal chassis complete with grey/silver front panel, alu. knobs and handbook. Output 250mV. Supply 12 to 60 volts 3mA. Overall size 9f x If x I Sin. MP3 Price £6.19.6, P.P. 3/- 
SP6-2. Mono/stereo preamplifier. Uses 8 silicon/germanium devices. Zener stabilised. Completely new low noise design. Full range of controls and filters. Inputs for magnetic/xtal/ceramic cartridges, radio tuners, tape preamp, microphones, tape head, etc. Record output socket. Supplied built and tested on metal chassis with grey/silver front panel and matching knobs. Complete with input sockets and handbook. Output 250mV per channel. Supply 9 to 60 volts 4mA. Overall size 12 x 3^ x 3J-in. 

SP6-2 Price £14.19.6, P.P. SI- 
SPA. Mono/stereo preamplifier as previously advertised. Complete with MPAI2 +12 front panel and knobs. Size 9 x 3i x l^in. SP4 Price £10.19.6, P.P. 3/6 MPA25 MPAI2/3 M PA 12/3 and M PA 12/15. 12 watt power amplifiers for use with above 

MPA12/ m Preamplifiers. Improved response and performance with even lower distortion levels. MPA 12/3 for 3 to 5 ohm speakers, 24/28 volt supply MPAI2/I5 for 10 to 16 ohm speakers, 40/45 volt supply, uses 8 silicon and germanium devices. Inputs lOOmV for 12 watts, response ± IdB, 30 c/s to 20 kc/s. THD 0.2% at 12 watts. High gain stable push-pull output designs. Built on to metal chassis as illustrated. Overall size 5 x 2 x 3in. Complete with handbook. MPAI2/3 Price £4.10.0, P.P. 2/6 MPAI2/I5 Price £5.5.0, P.P. 2/6 
MPAI2-H2. Twin amplifier for mono/stereo use with above preamplifiers. Consists of two matched MPA 12/15 amplifiers (see above) on single chassis. Outputfor 10 to 16 ohm speakers. 40/45 volts supply. O/erall size 10 x 2 x 3iin. MPA 12+ 12 Price £9.19.6, P.P. 4/- 
MPA25. 25/30 watt power amplifier for use with above preamplifiers. New design and layout with improved response ..nd overall performance. Output for 7^ to 16 ohm speaker systems. Input (80mV for full output. Push-pull circuit. Uses 10 silicon and germanium devices. Supply 50/60 volts. Overall size 8 x 2 x 3i-in. MPA25 Price £7.10.0, P.P. 3/6 

^MP3 

soud arntt sthrso = 

THE FINEST VALUE IN HIGH FIDELITY-FULLY GUARANTEED 
CHOOSE A SYSTEM TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS & SAVE POUNDS 

CHOICE OF 
PREAMPLIFIERS 
POWER AMPLIFIERS 
MAINS UNITS 

MAINS UNITS 1 10/240 volt 50/60 c/s input. AC/ DC fused. Fully smoothed and isolated. MU series has additional choke/capacitor filtering and panel voltage selectors. All types on metal chassis. PS24/40. Output 24 and 45 volts I amp. For use with I or 2 MPAI2/3, MPAI2/I5, or I M PA 12 + 12. Price70/-, P. P. 3/- MU24/40. Choke smoothed. Output 24 and 45 volts I amp. For use with I or 2 MPA 12/3 and MPA 12/15 or I MPAI2+I2. Price 87/6, P.P. 3/6. MU60. Choke smoothed. Output 50 volts I amp. For use with I or 2 MPA25. Price 95/-, P.P. 4/- RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS MP3 +MPAI2/I5 + PS40 £14.12.6, P.P. 6/6 MP3 + MPA 12/3 +PS24 £13.17.6, P.P. 6/6 MP3 +MPA25 + MU60 £18.5.0, P.P. 81- SP6-2 + MPAI2 + 12 or 2 MPA 12/15 + MU40 £28.5.0, P.P. 10/- SP6-2 + 2 MPAI2/3 + MU24 £26.15.0, P.P. 10/- SP6-2+2 MPA25 + MU60 £33.5.0, P.P. 10/6 SP4+2 MPAI2/I5 + PS40 £24.0.0, P.P. 9/- SP4+2 MPA 12/3 +PS24 £22.15.0, P.P. 91- MP3+2 MPAI2/I5 + MU40 £20.17.6, P.P. 8/- MP3+2 MPAI2/3+MU24 £19.7.6, P.P. 81- 
COMPLETE BROCHURE 
FREE ON REQUEST 
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STEREO DECODER KIT For use with all F.M. tuners £5.19.6. P.P. 2/6 

m 

WE CAN SUPPLY FROM STOCK 
MOST OF THE PARTS SPECIFIED 
ON CIRCUITS IN THIS MAGAZINE. 
SEND LIST FOR QUOTATION. 
OR BETTER STILL—BUY THE NEW 
1967 CATALOGUE. EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED IS LISTED AND 
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK. 

eegiHTS rm /LW POCKET RADIO TO BUILD 6-Transistor superhet. Geared tuning. Push-pull speaker output. Moulded Cabinet 5 x 3 x l^in. Phone socket. TOTAL COST O A TO BUILD tJ.T.O p.p. 21- Full tuning on both bands. 
GLOBE MASTER MW/LW/SW PORTABLE RADIO TO BUILD 3 Waveband portable superhet. As previously advertised. TOTAL COST /7 4 O A TO BUILD t/.IT.O p.p. 3/6 Circuit and Details on request. 
TOURMASTER TRANSISTOR CAR RADIO British Made 7-Transistor MW/LW Car Radio. 12 volt operated. 3 watt output. Push- button wavechange. RF stage. Supplied built, boxed, ready to use with Speaker and Baffle. Car fixing kit and manufacturers' current guarantee. Special Bargain Offer. Buy Now! LIST PRICE A7 10 A I5GNS. t/.iy.O P.P. 4/6 
VHF FM TUNER TO BUILD 87/105 Mc/s Transistor Superhet. Geared tuning. Terrific quality and sensitivity. For valve or transistor amplifiers. 4 x 3^ x 2i-in. Complete with dial plate. 5 Mullard Transistors, Plus 4 Diodes. (Cabinet Assembly 20/- extra). Leaflet on request. TOTAL COSTrA -lO A TO BUILD LO.I7.P p.p. 2/6 
BUILD A QUALITY 2 OR 4 TRACK TAPE RECORDER 3-speed version using '363' decks ★TWO-TRACK. Deck £10.10.0. Martin Amplifier. £14.19.6. Cabinet and speaker 7gns. Complete kits with FREE 7in. 1,200ft. tape, spare spool. Today's If one Value £45. p.p. 15/. ★ FOUR-TRACK. Deck £13.10.0. Martin Amplifier £15.19.6. Cabinet and speaker 7 gns. Complete kits with FREE 7in. 1,200ft. tape, spare spool. Today's 70 on^ value £50. JV glli. p.p. ,5,. 

27 Mc/s B'ND RADIO CONTROL Sub-miniature crystals 17/6 each Matched pairs for superhet 35/- pair (State 455 kc/s or 470 kc/s I.F.) 

Mnytair Portable 

Electronic Organ A\A/ A \/ A ■ I ADI C AC.   NOW AVAILABLE AS: 
0 COMPLETE KIT OF 
PARTS 0 BUILT AND 
TESTED 0 PRE-BUILT 
ASSEMBLIES. 
REVERBERATION UNITS 
AND RECOMMENDED 
SPEAKERS AND AMPLI- 
FIERS IN STOCK. 
Designed by L. W. ROCHE 
STRAIGHT FORWARD TO BUILD AND TUNE—EASY TO PLAY—FULLY 
GUARANTEED. ALL PARTS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY—ASTOUNDING VALUE 
AND PERFORMANCE. 
0 Plug-in printed circuits 0 170 transistors and devices 0 10 
selected tone colours 0 Fully sprung keyboard 0 Vibrato 0 6 
Octaves of generators 0 Simple locked-in tuning 0 110/250 volt 
mains unit 0 Cabinet size BO^in x 15in x 9tin 0 Weight 35 lb. Cabinet 
with detachable legs, music stand and foot swell pedal 0 Fully 
detailed building manual with pnotos, drawings and full circuits. Complete range of organ parts in stock. H.P. facilities available. Trade/Export supplied. Fully detailed leaflet and Price List on request. Call for demonstration and play the Mayfair.  
RELAYS, MOTORS, SWITCHES, MINIATURE COMPONENTS, TRANSISTORS AND DEVICES Complete range in stock all types for every purpose. Also panel and multimeters, precision components, radio control crystals and parts, transistors, tunnel diodes, thyristors, LDR's, zeners, rectifiers and diodes. Everything you need for amateur and professional applications—see 1967 catalogue. The largest range in the country. Suppliers of quality components and equipment for over 20 years. 

LISTS AVAILABLE 
(incorporated in full catalogue) ★Transistors/Rectiflers/SCR's'Valves/ Crystals/Zeners, etc. 24 pages, I /-. ★4-page hi-fi stock list with discounts. All popular makes. Free on request. ★Car radio and tape recorders. Free. ★Organs and components lists. Free. 
HENRY'S RADIO LTD. 
303 Edgware Road, London, 

W.2 PADdington 1008/9 (STD 0I- 723 1008) Open Mon. to Sat. v t. Thurs. I p.m. Open all day Saturday. 

1967 CATALOGUE Have you a copy? Fuily detailed and illus- trated. Over 200 pages of components, equip- ment, etc. Over 5,000 stock items. FULLY DETAILED AND ILLUSTRATED. Price 8/6, post paid. 5 Free discount vouchers, value 10/- with every catalogue. 
200 PAGES—PLUS 
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